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PREFACE.

THE substance of the following pages appeared

in the columns of the Lancet during March and

April of the present year. My own impression of

the practical importance of the subject, strength-

ened by the numerous letters I have since received

from many members of the profession, has induced

me to re-publish the papers in a separate form,

with such additional matter as I could command.

The following is the history of their production :

About six years ago my father, Dr. Peter Hood,

in conjunction with Dr. lies of Watford, attended

the late Mr. Hutton, the famous bone-setter,

through a long and severe illness. On his recovery

my father refused to take any fees from Mr.

Hutton, out of consideration for the benefit which

he had rendered to many poor people. Mr.

Hutton expressed himself as being thereby placed
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under great obligation, and as being very desirous

to do something to show his gratitude. He

offered, as an acknowledgment of the kindness he

had received, to explain and show all the details

of his practice as a bone-setter. Pressure of work

prevented my father from availing himself of this

offer, and Mr. Hutton then extended it to me.

After some consideration, I determined to accept

it
;
and accordingly I went, when I could spare

the time, to Mr. Hutton's London house, on the

days of his attendance there. My decision was

prompted not only by the curiosity I felt to see

how he treated the cases that came under his care,

but also by the desire to make known to the

profession, at some future time, any insight that

I could gain into the apparent mystery of his

frequent success. I did not feel justified, however,

in publishing anything during Mr. Hutton's

lifetime, because, although he exacted from me

no conditions, he was freely imparting what he

thought, and was fairly entitled to think, an

important and valuable secret. I have not

hesitated, however, to discuss his methods with
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private friends
;
and Mr. Mutton's recent death

has released me from any scruples about the

propriety of making these methods more widely

known.

During a second illness from which Mr. Hutton

suffered, I took absolute charge of the poorer class

of patients whom he was accustomed to attend

gratuitously, and found that I could easily accom-

plish all that I had seen him do. I declined, how-

ever, to undertake the remunerative portion of his

practice, and from this and other reasons my inter-

course with him had wholly ceased for about two

years prior to his death. I found, however, that it

had lasted long enough to give me knowledge of

a kind that is not conveyed in ordinary surgical

teaching, and that, when guided by anatomy, is

of the highest practical value, as well in preventive *

as in curative treatment.

In the present work, therefore, I purpose giving

a brief account of the salient features of a bone-

setter's method of procedure in the treatment of

damaged joints, of the results of that treatment, and

of the class of cases in which it was successful. And
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here, in the first place, I must bear tribute to Mr.

Hutton's perfect good faith and honesty. He had

received but a plain education, was entirely desti-

tute of anatomical knowledge, and firmly believed

the truth of his ordinary statement that "the joint

was out." To him there was no other possible

explanation of a constantly recurring sequence of

events. A joint previously stiff, painful, and help-

less, was almost instantly restored to freedom of

action by his handling, and the change was often

attended by an audible sound, which he regarded

as an evidence of the return of a bone to its place.

When this, to him, pleasant noise was heard, he

would look in his patient's face and say, in his

broad dialect,
" Did ye hear that ?" The reply

would be
" Yes ;" and his rejoinder,

" Now ye're all

right use your limb." To the patient, probably

as ignorant of anatomy as Mr. Hutton himself,

who had hobbled to him on crutches, often after

prolonged surgical treatment, and who went away

"walking and leaping," it can be no matter for

surprise that the explanation was also fully

sufficient.
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When I first knew Mr. Hutton, I often tried to

argue the point with him, and to explain what it

really was that he had done. I soon found, how-

ever, that, if I wished to learn from him, I must

simply content myself with listening and observ-

ing. He had grown old in a faith which it was

impossible to overturn.

I think, however, that the time is come when

the profession should no longer be prevented, by

the customary mis-statement that " a bone is

out," from making themselves acquainted with

the means by which the conditions thus falsely

described may be cured
;
and at which they may

also reconsider with advantage some of those

traditions about rest and counter-irritation which

have been handed down to them through suc-

cessive generations of surgeons.

UPPER BERKELEY ST., PORTMAN SQ.

July 1871.
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A TREATISE

ON

BONE-SETTING, ETC

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

IT is known to most practitioners of surgery,

and has become known to many to their great

cost and loss, that a large proportion of cases of

impaired mobility or usefulness of limbs, after

disease or injury, fall into the hands of a class of

men called
"
bone-setters." In all these cases it is

the custom of such men to say that the affected

bone or joint is "out," although there maybe an

entire absence of the anatomical signs of displace-

ment
;
and then to proceed in due course to the

performance of manipulations by which, in many

instances, the patient is speedily cured. Teachers

B
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of surgery, when they condescend to speak at all

of bone-setters and their works, are more prone

to dilate upon the injury sometimes occasioned

by assumed "
rough

"
handling, than upon the

improvement which it oftentimes effects. It is

doubtless necessary to caution students against

twisting or pulling an inflamed or ulcerated joint ;

but it would surely also be well to inquire care-

fully what is the nature of the cases in which bone-

setters do good, and what is the change -which

their manipulations bring about. Mr. Paget, in

a clinical lecture delivered at St. Bartholomew's,

and published in the British Medical Journal three

years ago, stands probably alone in having made

this laudable attempt ;
but he laboured under the

disadvantage of being guided only by conjecture,

or by the imperfect descriptions of patients, in his

ideas of the nature of the bone-setter's treatment.

It necessarily followed that his conjectures were

in some respects erroneous
;
but his authority may

none the less show the great practical importance

of the questions at issue. He says to his students :

" Few of you are likely to practise without having
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a bone-setter for your enemy ;
and if he can cure

a case which you have failed to cure, his fortune

may be made and yours marred." It would at first

sight seem likely that the conditions thus stated

by Mr. Paget could only be realized in the practice

of surgeons of slender skill, and among the poorer

and more ignorant classes of the community. This

surmise, however, would be very wide of the truth
;

for I shall have to refer to instances in which the

failures Have been those of men not less emi-

nent than Mr. Paget himself, and in which the

patients have occupied positions of prominence or

distinction. Such cases may not only seriously

injure the individual practitioner, but they serve

to lower the whole art of surgery in the estimation

of the public. They render it obligatory, I think,

upon any one who may possess the power, to place

before the profession a clear account of the so-

called bone-setting of its methods, its failures,

and its successes. To this task, so far as my

powers extend, I purpose to address myself in

the following pages.

What has been called bone-setting may be con-

B 2
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cisely defined as the art of overcoming, by sudden

flexion or extension, any impediments to the free

motion of joints that may be left behind after the

subsidence of the early symptoms of disease or

injury; perhaps, indeed, more frequently of the

latter than of the former.

I could, perhaps, describe no more typical case,

and none of more frequent occurrence, than the

following :

A healthy man sustains a fracture of one or

both bones of the forearm, and applies at a hos-

pital, where splints are adapted in the usual way.

He is made an out-patient, and the splints are

occasionally taken off and replaced. After the

lapse of a certain number of weeks the fracture

becomes firmly united, the splints are laid aside,

and the man is discharged cured. He is still

unable to use either his hand or his forearm, but

is assured that his difficulty arises only from the

stiffness incidental to long rest of them, and that

it will soon disappear. Instead of disappearing, it

rather increases, and in due time he seeks the aid

of a bone-setter. The arm and forearm are then
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bent nearly at a right angle to each other; the

forearm is intermediate between pronation and

supination ;
the hand in a line with it

;
and the

fingers are straight and rigid, the patient being

unable to move them, and also unable to move

either the wrist or elbow. Passive motion can be

accomplished within narrow limits, but produces

sharp pain, distinctly localized in some single spot

about each joint, in which spot there will also be

tenderness on pressure. The bone-setter will tell

the man that his wrist and his elbow are "
out."

The man may object that the injury had been in

the middle of the forearm perhaps from a blow

or other direct violence. The reply would be that

perhaps the arm had indeed been broken as alleged,

but that the wrist and the elbow had been put out

at the same time, and that these injuries had been

overlooked by the doctors. The bone-setter would

then, by a rapid manipulation hereafter to be

described, at once overcome the stiffness of the

fingers, and enable the patient to move them to

and fro. The instant benefit received would dispel

all scruples about submitting the wrist and the
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elbow to manipulation ;
and these also would be

set free in their turn. The man would go away

easily flexing and extending his lately rigid joints,

and fully convinced that he had sustained grievous

harm at the hands of his legitimate doctors.

This, however, like all types, is to some extent

an ideal case
;

and it may be worth while to

append to it a series of actual narratives. In one

instance, where I have obtained permission to do

so, I have given the name of the patient, not only

as a guarantee of authenticity, but also as an

additional evidence that the art of the bone-setter

has been successfully called into requisition by

persons who were able to command, and who

actually did obtain, the aid of London surgeons

of the highest professional position. The fact that

these gentlemen failed to cure the patients, and

that a quack immediately succeeded in doing so,

is the ground of my belief that the practice of the

bone-setter has not only lain in what the Lancet

calls a "
neglected corner of the domain of surgery,"

but also that it has been based upon sound tra-

ditions handed down from some earlier day. I
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can believe it possible that the first "bone-setter"

was the servant or the unqualified assistant of a

surgeon who had known exactly what could be

done by sudden movements, and how those move-

ments should be executed.

Such knowledge might easily perish as a pro-

fessional possession (for, even in our own day of

books and pamphlets and journals, what a vast

amount of the experience of every man dies with

him
!), and might as easily be handed down as the

secret of a quackery by those who had good reason

to appreciate its value.

From the inquiries I have been able to make,

I gather that the practice of all bone-setters is

much alike as far as manipulation is concerned,

and that they differ in the results they bring about

partly because some of them possess more natural

mechanical tact than others, but in a far higher

degree because some possess sufficient acuteness

of observation to note and to remember the mani-

fest symptoms in cases that turn out unfavourably,

and to avoid others like them in the time to come.

Mr. Hutton probably owed his reputation and sue-
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cess to a combination of both these qualities. It

would be impossible for any man who was ignorant

of anatomy and pathology to enter upon the career

of a bone-setter without doing much mischief and

encountering many disastrous results
;
but it would

be quite possible for him, if sufficiently intelligent,

to learn to shun pitfalls by the light of experience.

He would come in time to know the aspect of

joints that it was prudent to leave alone, as well

as of those that might be moved with safety and

advantage. Experience, however, would in no way

enlighten him with regard to the nature of the

difference, or with regard to the character of the

lesions that he relieved. The tradition of the

craft is that " a bone is out," arid to this statement

its members steadily adhere, less perhaps from

duplicity than from pure ignorance.

A sufferer comes with a joint that is stiff, pain-

ful, and helpless ;
and such a joint is restored to

freedom and activity by movements that produce

an audible sound, easily to be regarded as being

caused by the return of a bone to its place. To

the patient, as well as the bone-setter (both being
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equally ignorant of anatomy and the meaning and

signs of dislocation), the explanation appears to

be amply sufficient
;
and a surgical denial that

any such injury had existed would carry but

little weight with a sufferer whom the surgeon

had failed to cure, or with the non-professional

witnesses of the case.

The effect produced upon such persons may be

illustrated by the following letter, which appeared

in the Echo newspaper in March 1870 :

"
SIR, A short time ago, a painter, working for me, fell

from one floor to another, was much hurt, and sent to Bar-

tholomew's Hospital. After remaining there about three

weeks he was sent out as cured, although he could not walk

without crutches. After about a fortnight, seeing that he

got no better, I sent him to Mr. Hutton, of Wyndham
Place, Crawford Street, W., who found that his left hip and

knee were both dislocated, which since then he has put

into their right places, and the man now comes to his work

as he used to do before the accident.

"
I have several other cases showing the incapacity of the

surgical profession. They, the students, are taught to know

how to amputate legs and arms and make cripples, but

not one of them knows how to deal with dislocations,

and thus save the necessity of amputation. I have myself

been the cause of saving, through Mr. Hutton, two legs

from being cut off. Of this I am ready to give positive
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proof. This question is worth attention, with the view to

establish a hospital for dislocations. I am quite ready to

assist and be a considerable subscriber, in case the project

can be realized.

"Yours respectfully,

"THOMAS LAWES."

"65, CITY ROAD."

I think there can be little doubt that the neglect

of the profession to inquire into the truths lurking

under bone-setting has been mainly due to two

causes. First, to the serious and often fatal re-

sults that have occurred in the practice of all bone-

setters, and that have probably occurred very often

in the hands of the less skilful and less discreet

members of the fraternity. Secondly, to the

practical effect of the statement that a " bone was

out," and that it had been replaced. Surgeons

who knew this statement to be entirely without

foundation have perhaps been too ready to at-

tribute it to intentional fraud, and a desire to

deceive
;

and have not been sufficiently ready

to make allowances for the ignorance of those

with whom it originated. Hence they have been

annoyed and disgusted both by its falsity and by
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the imputation which it would cast upon them-

selves, and have attributed the cure to the opera-

tion of mental influences, or to the mere lapse

of time, or to the effect of previous treatment,

and have refrained from inquiring what colourable

ground there might be upon which the idea of

dislocation could rest, or what change the mani-

pulations of the bone-setter had really brought

about.

With these preliminary observations I proceed

with the account of the cases to which I have

referred :

A gentleman whom I will call Mr. A ,

when sitting on a stool in his office, hastily de-

scended to welcome a friend. As soon as his

feet reached the ground he turned his body

without moving them, and in doing so he twisted

or wrenched his left knee. He immediately felt

considerable pain in the joint, which lasted for an

hour or two, but decreased as the day wore on
;

and he continued to move about as occasion re-

quired. In the night he was aroused by increased

pain, and found the joint much swollen. Mr.
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A was the brother of the professor of mid-

wifery at one of the principal medical schools in

London, and he had the best surgical advice that

London could afford. He was ordered to rest

the limb, and to apply heat and moisture. In

this way he obtained some diminution of the pain,

but the swelling continued. He at last sent for

Mr. Hutton, who at once declared that the knee

was "
out," and proposed to replace it. An ap-

pointment for this purpose was made, but in the

meantime the patient had again seen eminent

surgeons, and he wrote to prevent Mr. Hutton

from coming. Two years of uninterrupted surgical

treatment passed without improvement, and then

Mr. A sent for Mr. Hutton again. On this,

the second visit, I accompanied him, and what I

witnessed made a great impression on my mind.

We found the knee-joint enveloped in strapping ;

and when this was removed, the joint was seen

to be much swollen, and the skin shining and

discoloured. The joint was immoveable, and very

painful on the inner side. Mr. Hutton at once

placed his thumb on a point over the lower edge
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of the inner condyle of the femur, and the patient

shrank from the pressure and complained of great

pain. He (Mr. Hutton) made no further exami-

nation of the limb, but said,
" What did I tell

you two years ago ?
"

Mr. A replied,
" You

said my knee was out."
" And I tell you so now,"

was the rejoinder.
" Can you put it in ?

"
said Mr.

A . "I can/' "Then be good enough to do

so," said Mr. A , holding out his limb. Mr.

Hutton, however, declined to operate for a week
;

ordered the joint to be enveloped in linseed

poultices and rubbed with neat's-foot oil, made

an appointment, and took his leave. During the

dialogue I had carefully examined the limb, had

satisfied myself that there was no dislocation, and

had arrived at the conclusion that rest, and not

movement, was the treatment required. At the ex-

piration of the week I went again to the house, and

Mr. Ilutton arrived shortly afterwards. "How's

the knee?" was his inquiry. "It feels easier."

"Been able to move it?" "No." " Give it to me."

The leg was stretched out, and Mr. Hutton stood in

front of the patient, who hesitated, and lowered his
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limb.
" You are quite sure it is out, and you can

put it right ?
" There was a pause, and then,

" Give

me your leg, I say." The patient obeyed reluctantly,

and slowly raised it to within Mr. Hutton's reach.

He grasped it with both hands, round the calf,

with the extended thumb of the left hand pressing

on the painful spot on the inner side of the knee,

and held the foot firmly by grasping the heel

between his own knees. The patient was told to

sit steadily in his chair, and at that moment I

think he would have given a good deal to have

regained control over his limb. Mr. Hutton

inclined his knees towards his right, thus aiding

in the movement of rotation which he impressed

upon the leg with his hands. He maintained firm

pressure with his thumb on the painful spot, and

suddenly flexed the knee. The patient cried out

with pain. Mr/ Hutton lowered the limb, and

told him to stand up. He did so, and at once

declared he could move the leg better, and that

the previously painful spot was free from pain.

He was ordered to take gentle daily exercise,

and his recovery was rapid and complete. In a
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few days he returned to business, and from that

time until his death, which occurred three years

afterwards, his knee remained perfectly well.

A case hardly less remarkable was that of the

Hon. Spencer Ponsonby, which attracted consider-

able attention at the time. As Mr. Ponsonby has

kindly written out for me the history of his case,

and as his description is very graphic, I cannot

do better than give it in his own words. I need

only add to it that the initials A
,
B

,

C
, &c., represent the names of men of con-

siderable standing in the profession.

" On Nov. 26th, 1 864, in running across the

garden at Croxteth, near Liverpool, I felt and

heard something crack in the calf of my left leg.

It was so painful that I rolled over like a shot

rabbit, and could scarcely reach the house, a few

yards off. I at once put my leg up to the knee

in a pail of hot water, and boiled it for an hour.

Next day, being no better, I sent for a medical

man in the neighbourhood, who told me I had

snapped a muscle, and must keep quiet for a

few days. He rubbed in a strong liniment, there
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being no sign of inflammation
;
and put on a

strong leather plaster. In a couple of days I

was able to hobble
;

but being telegraphed to

London, and going into an empty house, I

knocked my toe against a tack in the floor, and

hurt myself worse than ever.

"From this time (Dec. 2nd) to the beginning

of May I was attended by Mr. A and Mr.

B in consultation, who agreed in saying that

the *

stocking of the calf was split
'

(gastrocnemius,

I think they called it), and treated me accordingly.

Occasionally my leg got better
;
but the slightest

exertion produced pain and weakness.

" On the 2nd of May, Mr. C undertook me.

He agreed as to the injury, but thought that,

constitutionally, I was out of order, and gave me

some iron, &c., without effect. My leg was also

fixed in an iron machine to relieve the muscles

of the calf from the weight of the leg. Another

eminent surgeon came in consultation on June

26th. He agreed in Mr. C 's treatment, and in

the cause of the lameness, as did Dr. D
,

who was consulted as to my going to Wildbad.
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"Aug. I4///5. As I did not improve, Mr. C

put my leg into a gum-plaster for a month. I

then went yachting, so as to obtain perfect re-

pose for that time. My health, which had been

getting bad, was improved by the sea-air, but

my leg was no better. The surgeon on board

the yacht, Dr. E
,

also examined me, and

agreed as to the cause of the lameness, but said,

' An old woman may cure you, but no doctor will.'

" On Sept. /th the gum-plaster was removed,

and galvanism was then tried for about three

weeks. At the end of this time I went on a

yacht voyage for four months, and, during the

whole of this period, had sea-water douches. All

this time I had been either on crutches or two

sticks. My health was much improved by the

sea-voyage, but my leg was the same as before,

and had shrunk to about half its proper size.

"
April $th. Mr. F - began his system to

cure my leg. His idea was, that the muscles

were separated, but that if brought together con-

tinuously, they would rejoin. I wore a high-

heeled boot during the day, and during the night

C
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my heel was fixed so that it was kept in the same

position. No good arose from this treatment,

and consequently, after a month's trial, I went

to Mr. Hutton, who,, on seeing my high heel,

said,
' What do you wear that machine for ? Do

you want to lame yourself?' I was proceeding

to tell him the opinion of the various surgeons

on my case, when he said,
' Don't bother me about

anatomy ;
I know nothing about it : but I tell

you your ankle is out, and that I can put it in

again.'

" After a few weeks, during which he had been

to the North, and could not therefore undertake

my case, I returned to him on June 2/th, telling

him that I had in the meantime consulted sur-

geons who had assured me that, whatever else

might ail me, my ankle was most assuredly
'
all

right/ but that I would notwithstanding submit

to his treatment. He again examined me most

carefully, beginning at the ankle round bone, and

he then put his thumb on to a place which hurt

me a good deal, and produced a sensation of a

sharp prick of a pin. He proceeded to operate
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upon me, and, after a time, there was a distinct

report, and from that moment the pain was gone.

Mr. Hutton desired me to walk moderately, but

to take no violent exercise for a long time, and

to use a good deal of cold water. From that

moment my leg gradually got better. I was able

to walk out shooting quietly in September, and

on the 14th October, having missed a train,

walked home fifteen miles along the high road.

In the following year I resumed cricket, tennis,

and other strong exercise, and have continued

them ever since.

"I omitted to mention that on July 5th, 1866,

about a week after my first operation, I hurt my

leg again by over-exertion, and was as lame as

ever. But Mr. Hutton repeated his treatment,

and I have never had another relapse. His state-

ment to me was, that the ankle-joint being mis-

placed, the muscles were also misplaced, and

would not heal."

The history of the following case has been

kindly communicated to me, partly by the patient

himself, and partly by my friend Mr. Keyser, of

C 2
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Norfolk Crescent, who took charge of it at a late

period. The patient, Mr. G
, was a member

of the House of Commons, and had been in good

health until October 1866.

One morning, in the beginning of that month,

while staying in the country, he awoke suffering

from severe pains in almost every joint of his

body. He remained in bed until his servants

were stirring ;
and when assistance came, he tried

to rise. He found himself almost unable to do

so, but by dint of great effort he succeeded, only

to return to bed again after a short interval.

The pain, which was decided by his medical

advisers to be rheumatic in character, increased

as the day wore on, and ultimately centred in

the left knee and left wrist, where it was ac-

companied by considerable swelling and heat of

the joints.

The patient was treated for this condition in

the usual manner; and, after the lapse of some

time, his pain was relieved. He then came to

town, and was under the care of Mr. Keyser and

two hospital surgeons. Notwithstanding all treat-
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ment, however, his knee and wrist were left

immovable. Active mischief having at length

ceased, gentle passive motion of the joints was

tried
;

but was discontinued on account of the

extreme pain produced when an attempt was

made to flex either limb beyond a certain angle.

A starch bandage was then applied to the knee,

but proved unbearable, and was removed at the

end of two days. Various local remedies were

next employed, and by the aid of crutches Mr.

G was rendered able to hobble about.

Six months after the commencement of his

malady, no marked change having taken place,

he determined to try what a bone-setter could

do for him. He sent for Mr. Hutton, who placed

his thumb upon a spot on the inner side of the

knee, and produced great pain by pressure there.

Mr. Keyser, who was present, placed his thumb

also on the same spot, and assured himself of its

tenderness. The delay of a week for poulticing

and oiling was recommended ;
and at the end of

that time the joints were manipulated in the

customary manner
;
and the painful spot when
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sought for by Mr. Keyser was no longer to be

found. Comparative freedom of motion followed

the treatment. The patient was at once able to

cross the affected knee over the other, a position

never attained since the beginning of the illness,

and the usual motions of the joint were not

only nearly perfect, but were unattended by pain.

In Mr. G 's own words, he felt, after the ope-

ration, that the leg had once more got into a line

with the thigh. He then made rapid progress to

recovery, and soon regained the almost complete

power over his knee which he still possesses.

The important point in his case was the fact that

he had remained for many weeks stationary, with

tenderness on the inner side of his knee, and that

the immediate effect of the manipulation to which

he was subjected was the loss of this tenderness,

and the commencement of a speedy recovery of

normal function.

The next case has been kindly communicated

by Dr. Douglas Reid, of Pembroke. Lady ,

having sustained an accidental injury to one of

her thumbs, was taken by her father to a very
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distinguished hospital surgeon, under whose advice

a splint was applied, and iodine used externally.

At the end of some weeks the joint was still

stiff, useless, and tender
;
and the patient heartily

tired both of its condition and the treatment.

She determined to apply to a bone-setter, who

gave the usual verdict upon her case, and with a

single sharp flexion and extension restored her to

comfort, and the injured thumb to usefulness.

Such, together with others to which I shall

come in the sequel, are the kind of cases in which

some of the best skill of surgeons has been at

fault, and in which speedy relief has been given

by the proceedings of a quack. It will be the

object of the following pages to show to what

principles these proceedings were indebted for

their curative power ;
and in what way the appli-

cation of these principles may be undertaken,

safely and scientifically, by the legitimate mem-

bers of the profession.



CHAPTER II.

PATHOLOGY.

PREMISING that the treatment employed by bone-

setters consists in the sudden and forcible over-

coming of resistance to motion, it is necessary

to inquire what is the nature of the cases in which

this treatment may be beneficially employed, and

what are the impediments that can be thus over-

come. The actual practice of bone-setters is ren-

dered more perplexing than it need be by their

errors that is, by their liability to overlook con-

ditions which should prohibit interference
; but, if

abstraction be made of this source of difficulty, it

will be found that the cases they treat successfully

have certain common characters on which a classi-

ffication may be based.

They originate, in most instances, In disease or

injury either of the affected joint itself or of some
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part contiguous to it, and the immediate effects of

the disease or injury must have already in great

part passed away. If the joint itself has been

originally implicated, it will usually be more or

less tumid and tender, with perhaps a slight

elevation of temperature ;
but if not originally

implicated, these conditions will not exist. In

any case it will be stiff, and will be described by

the patient as " weak
;

"
and an attempt to move

it beyond a certain range will be productive of

pain. On careful examination some spot will be

found, often very limited in extent, at which pain

is produced by pressure, and it will be from this

spot that the pain of movement radiates. In

most instances the original mischief will have

been treated by rigidly enforced rest, and the

patient will often present himself wearing some

splint, bandage, machine, or other appliance in

restraint of movement. It is quite necessary,

however, that some possibility of passive move-

ment should remain, and bone-setters are power-

less against true osseous anchylosis, in which joints

are absolutely fixed and painless. They avoid
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cases in which there is much heat, or swelling, or

redness, or acute general pain ;
and also cases in

which there is any discharge of dead bone, or even

of pus ; except possibly in a few examples of what

a surgeon would describe as sinuses in the neigh-

bourhood of a joint, but not actually implicating it.

The various positive and negative conditions thus

described may of course be variously brought

about, and the morbid states that are actually

successfully treated I should classify in the follow-

ing manner :

1. Stiffness and pain of joints following fracture

of one of the bones forming them. These cases

are of two classes : (a) simply stiff joints, rendered

so by want of movement, and by having been

included in the splints applied to the fracture
;

and (b) stiff and swollen joints, which had been

more or less implicated in the original injury.

2. Sprains, whether of recent date or of old

standing, but which have been treated by rigidly

enforced rest.

3. Joints that have been kept at rest voluntarily

for the avoidance of pain, either after some injury
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to themselves, or to the soft parts around them,

or after some painful disease affecting either

e.g. a stiff shoulder-joint following inflammation

and suppuration of the bursa beneath the deltoid

muscle
;
or a stiff hip-joint after inflammation of

the bursa over the great trochanter.

4. Rheumatic and gouty joints.

5. Displaced cartilages.

6. Ganglionic swellings about the carpus.

7. Subluxation of bones of the carpus and tarsus.

8. Displaced tendons.

9. Hysterical joints.

The manipulation of cases of nearly all these

kinds has fully convinced me that when a joint

is kept at rest, it is apt to undergo changes in

restraint of movement affecting either its own

structures or those immediately surrounding it.

It is probable that some constitutional states

involve a special proclivity to such changes, and

that they occur earlier in some persons than in

others. It would be difficult to speak with cer-

tainty about their seat or nature without anato-

mical examination
;
but they resist passive motion
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with a sort of elastic resistance, as if the joints

were restrained by ligamentous or strong fibrous

tissue. Possibly, in some cases, the proper liga-

ments may become contracted or rigid, or adherent

to neighbouring parts ;
in others, external or in-

ternal adventitious fibrous bands may be formed
;

in others, muscles may have undergone shortening.

Again, effusion may have become solidified, and

thus movement be impaired, as if by a state of

things analogous to a rusty hinge. It is even

probable that one effect of rest may be to dimi-

nish secretion (the natural stimulus afforded by

movement being withdrawn) both in the articu-

lations themselves and in the sheaths of tendons
;

and so to produce a kind of unnatural dryness,

analogous to that which we may suppose to exist

in the case of a horse that is
"

stiff at starting."

In all, however, the impediment to motion be-

comes a source of pain when motion is attempted ;

and this pain is often erroneously looked upon as

an indication for continued rest. A patient will

unintentionally deceive his surgeon by saying that

the affected joint "feels weak," an expression
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that seems naturally to suggest the use of some

form of mechanical support. While this is worn

it gives a slight increase of power, but its removal

leaves the former condition essentially unchanged.

The meaning of "weakness" in such cases is that

the joint cannot be moved without pain, and

people only use the word for want of knowing

how to describe accurately the existing condition.

Any one who has ever suffered from lumbago will

understand this. A person so suffering feels

" weakness
"

in the sense that the power to rise

from the recumbent posture is apparently gone.

It is not really gone, but there is an instinctive

dread of calling the affected muscles into action
;

and this dread conveys to the mind an impression

of inability to move, which can only be overcome

by a most determined effort of the will.

Now, the cases in which bone-setters attain their

successes are those in which some restraint of

movement, due either to an injury or to the rest

consequent upon it, or to both together, and which

painfully checks the motions of the joint, admits

of being at once overcome by manipulation. In
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the case of Mr. A
, already described in the

preceding chapter, no doubt some adventitious

band was restraining movement, and that one of

its attachments was to the lower margin of the

internal condyle of the femur. Pain at this spot

was experienced, and further movement was

checked, as soon as the band was rendered tense.

Its frequent traction upon its insertion caused

that part to be constantly tender under pressure ;

and its generally disturbing influence excited and

maintained an irritated and swollen condition of

the joint. Mr. Hutton ruptured the band when

he twisted and sharply flexed the limb
;
and all

the troubles consequent upon its presence either

immediately or gradually subsided. I frequently

saw him handling joints which at the time seemed

to me not likely to be improved by such treat-

ment ;
and yet, when the operation was finished

and much pain had been produced, the patients

joyfully expressed their sense of increased power

and freedom of movement.

It has often been pointed out by distinguished

writers on medicine, and by none more forcibly
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than by Sir Thomas Watson, that the variety

of structures contained within the eye renders it

liable to many of the diseases that affect other

parts of the body, while its transparency allows

them to be studied with a precision that is unat-

tainable elsewhere
;

and that it is hence well

calculated to afford a key to many obscure ques-

tions in pathology. I venture to think that we

may obtain an illustration from it in the present

instance.

It is well known that, in moderately contracted

states of the pupil, the posterior surface of the

iris rests in absolute contact with the anterior

surface of the crystalline lens
;

but that, when

the pupil is fully dilated, the two structures are

separated by a layer of aqueous humour.

When the iris is inflamed, if it continue in

absolute contact with the lens, we see adhesions

take place speedily ; whereas, if the pupil be

well dilated, and its margin no longer touches

the lens, the lymph that would have formed an

adhesion remains as an harmless nodule, or

becomes diffused through the aqueous humour.
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We therefore see that, in a shut cavity containing

fluid, the effect of inflammation is to produce

speedy agglutination between surfaces in contact.

The adhesions produced by iritis may, at an

early stage of their formation, be stretched by

movement. The application of atropine will

dilate the pupil ;
and if made in time will trans-

form the adhesion into a band, or will even detach

or rupture it If the application be too long

delayed, the adhesion will resist its influence, and

the lymph will undergo a subsequent process of

contraction.

When the subsidence of an attack of iritis

leaves behind it an adhesion that has neither been

detached nor thoroughly stretched, this in most

cases becomes a source of future trouble. It

abruptly checks the natural changes of the pupil

at some given point. When this happens, the

patient is often conscious of a feeling of tension, the

eye is generally more or less irritable, and another

attack of iritis will sooner or later be the result

The original iritis may not only be excited

by direct injury, or arise from syphilis, rheuma-
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tism, exposure to cold, or other general cause,

but it may be, and often is, produced by the

extension of inflammation from parts external

to the ocular cavity, as from the conjunctiva in

purulent ophthalmia.

Now, reasoning from the analogies thus pre-

sented to us, I am disposed to infer that intra-

articular inflammation, however arising, may easily

produce adhesions between surfaces resting in ap-

position ;
that such adhesions, if so placed as to

restrain movement, will cause pain and irritation

whenever they are rendered tense
;
and that in-

flammation sufficient to produce them may be

insidiously set up in a joint by extension from

neighbouring structures.

In support of this view, Sir B. Brodie, in his

work on " Diseases of the Joints," says :

"
I have

seen several cases where, from the appearance of

the joint and other circumstances, there was every

reason to believe that the inflammation had pro-

duced adhesions, more or less extensive, of the

reflected folds of the membrane (synovial) to each

other; and I have observed occasionally in dis-

D
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section such partial adhesions as might reasonably

be supposed to have arisen from inflammation at

some former period."

Apart from these considerations, there can be

no question about the amount of mechanical

impediment to movement that may be produced

by extra-articular inflammation. If we consider

the amount and character of the effusion that

takes place after some sprains and injuries, in

some gouty and rheumatic affections, and in some

cases of suppuration occurring in bursa or beneath

deep fascia, we cannot doubt that such effusion

may easily assume forms in which it will tie

down muscles, tendons, or even articular extre-

mities themselves.

If we return to the consideration of the pheno-

mena of iritis, we shall find that the adhesions of

the pupillary margin may sometimes be broken,

or so stretched as to become innocuous, by the

persistent use of atropine ;
but that when they

resist this treatment, modern surgeons break them

mechanically, by introducing a hook or forceps into

the eye and employing the necessary traction. I
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think that the use of gentle or gradually increasing

passive movements of partially fixed joints is fairly

comparable to the use of atropine ;
and that the

sudden rupture of articular adhesions is fairly

comparable to the operation of corelysis.

In my own early endeavours to overcome

impediments to articular motion, 1 fell, not

unnaturally, into the error of not using sufficient

force to overcome the resistance. I was too tender

in my handling, because possessed by a perfectly

groundless fear of exciting inflammatory action.

Mr. Hutton has often told me that he had never

seen inflammation follow his manipulations ;
and

although it is very possible that some persons in

whom it did follow may have kept away from him,

I have no hesitation in saying that it is not to

be feared as a result of forcibly overcoming the

kind of restraints to motion that I have been con-

sidering. Such restraints would be present in

greater or lesser degree in the first four of the

classes of cases that I have set down
; although

in the fourth class, the gouty and rheumatic joints,

there would often be such other changes as to

D 2
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render the treatment by movement of only limited

utility. Cases of displaced cartilage, too, would

often be attended by voluntary restraint of move-

ment for fear of pain, and hence by the formation

of some kind of adhesion
;
and then manipulation

might effect the double purpose of breaking the

adhesion and of rectifying the displacement.

Ganglionic swellings about the carpus are com-

monly attended with pain and weakness of the

joint. Their occasional stony hardness induces

bone-setters to look upon them as displaced

bones
;
even if told better, they are unable to en-

tertain the idea that a bag of fluid can give such

a sensation to the touch
;
and when ganglia dis-

appear from under the thumb, from the pressure

and flexion employed, it is easily believed that

a bone has slipped into its place.

Subluxations of carpal and tarsal bones must

occur, I think, in a considerable number of in-

stances. I mean by subluxation some disturbance

of the proper relations of a bone, without absolute

displacement ;
and I believe that such disturbance

may be produced either by the traction of a band
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of adhesion about the joints, or by a twist or other

direct violence. I see no other explanation, for

example, of Mr. Ponsonby's account of the accident

that happened to him after the first manipulation.

It seems clear that in the first instance the artificial

position so long maintained had given rise to

some kind of adhesion about the tarsus, the exact

spot where pain was so acute being over the upper

portion of the calcaneo-cuboid articulation, and

that this adhesion was broken through and the

foot restored to freedom. But the lameness that

was soon after produced by over-exertion, and

that was immediately removed by manipulation,

must surely have been due to some change in the

relations or apposition of the articular surfaces.

Displacement of a tendon is certainly of more

frequent occurrence than is usually supposed ;

and, excluding several cases where the symptoms

were unmistakable, I have seen numerous others

operated upon in which the alteration in the

appearance of the joint immediately afterwards

could only be accounted for by this explanation

of the injury. Mr. Paget refers to this accident
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in his lecture already quoted ;
and Mr. Curling

has published the following interesting case :

"A young gentleman, about twenty- one years

of age, in May last met with an accident in jump-

ing, by his left foot slipping on a stone and

turning outwards. He felt considerable pain in

the ankle, became lame, and sensible of some-

thing being wrong. On taking off his boot, he

found a projecting cord at the outer and front

part of the ankle
;
this he easily pressed back,

with instantaneous relief. In the course of the

following week, the displacement recurred twice
;

and the patient sent for Mr. Bailey, a surgeon at

Wansford, who at once ascertained the case to

be a dislocation of the tendon of the peroneus

longus muscle. He applied an angular piece of

cork to the margin of the fibula, so as to prevent

the tendon from slipping over it; and confined

this with a bandage. A few days afterwards, the

patient called on me, when I found the tendon

in its usual site, rather more prominent than

usual. The cork pad was re-applied, and kept in

place with strapping and a bandage ;
and walking
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exercise forbidden. After a few weeks, I had a

laced-up ankle-support, with a pad to fit behind

the fibula, made; and he was then allowed to

move about, and he shortly returned into the

country. He paid me a visit in December, seven

months after the accident. He stated that the

tendon had kept in place ;
but he occasionally

felt a weakness in the part, and a sensation as

if the sinew was not secure, especially in walking

on rough ground. He was about to emigrate to

Australia. I recommended his continuing to wear

the laced-up sock and pad for some years.

" Dislocation of the peroneus longus tendon is

so rare an accident, that the particulars of a case

are worthy of record. Two or three of my pro-

fessional friends state that they have met with it,

but I have no recollection of having read any

account of it in books. The nature of the case

can readily be recognized, and the tendon can be

easily replaced behind the fibula. The great

difficulty is to keep it there after rupture of the

sheath, as the tendon so readily slips forward in

the movements of the foot, which at once gives
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rise to lameness. This has caused so much an-

noyance, that it has been proposed to divide the

tendon subcutaneously. In the above case, the

tendon had been retained in place many months

by great care on the part of the patient, who

fully appreciated the difficulty of the treatment,

and never moved about without the support of

the bandage."

In the instances that I have myself seen, the

tendency to recurrence of the displacement has

not been present in anything like the degree that

is here described
;
but the difference might depend

partly upon the extent to which the sheath had

been torn
;
and partly upon the character of the

reparative process.

The cases of "
hysterical joints

"
that come

before bone-setters are probably numerous, and

for the most part are likely to have been long

under medical treatment. In some of them there

may be conscious imposture which the patient is

weary of, and wishful of an excuse to lay aside
;

in others the nature of the treatment and the

attendant circumstances may effect a cure by their
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operation upon the mind
;

in others again, I think,

the originally hysterical affection has brought

after it an actual malady. Mr. Skey describes

a hysterical joint in the following words :

"You will find, on the occasion of your first

visit, the patient walking lame. This lameness

has existed for several days, probably weeks,

before attention has been attracted to it, and has

come on very gradually. The joint is stiff not

that it will not bend, but the movement is painful.

There may be increased heat in the joint when

compared with that of the opposite limb, but not

much in degree. The knee is slightly swollen.

If you see the case after treatment has com-

menced i. e. after the repeated application of

leeches, blisters, and tincture of iodine (the almost

universal agent in difficulty) the swelling will be

palpable, and the outline of the joint has under-

gone a change."

The same author also says :

" In the course of last year I was consulted by

the family of a young lady, eighteen years of age,

living at a distance from London, relative to an
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affection of the knee, from which she had been

suffering for a period of ten months. The joint

was stiff and painful ;
she moved about on

crutches
;

there was no considerable amount of

heat, and what alteration existed in the form and

outline of the knee was due to the activity of the

past treatment
;
the tissues had lost their natural

softness and flexibility ;
the joint had been re-

peatedly leeched and blistered, and subjected to

the application of liniments in variety of colour

and composition ;
an issue had been made on the

inner side of the patella, which, judging from the

cicatrix it left behind, had not been a small one,

and the curative influence of which had not been

discoverable during four months, at the expiration

of which nature was allowed to heal it."

If we carefully consider this description, and

admit, as I fear we must, that it has been verified

in innumerable instances, I think we shall also

be driven to the conclusion that adhesive inflam-

mation in or around a joint may very well have

been excited by the combined effects of rest and

of counter-irritation, and that the art of the bone-
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setter may have been the precise thing that was

required to remedy, not the original nervous

malady, but the prejudicial effects of treatment.

We have abundant evidence that even an ordinary

blister will at times excite inflammation in a sub-

jacent serous cavity; such as the pleura or the

pericardium ;
and I see no reason to doubt that

it will do the same in the cavity of a joint ;

causing adhesions which may sometimes yield to

the gradual traction produced by efforts to resume

ordinary movement, but which may sometimes

require to be torn through by sudden flexion.

In my original papers on this subject in the

Lancet, I said that acute articular disease must be

excluded from the class of cases in which the

movements practised by bone-setters could be

useful. There is, however, a period at which this

statement ceases to hold good ;
and in which

timely movement may prevent the occurrence of

permanent adhesion. I have met with a narrative

of two cases, published by Mr. Carter in the third

volume of the London Hospital Reports, by which

this is particularly well illustrated
;
so much so,
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indeed, that I have thought it worth while to

transcribe them. They are entitled

Two cases of Acute Suppuration in Knee-joint, in

which recovery with free motion ensued.

" H. C , a coal miner, in the prime of life,

and remarkable among his fellow-workmen for his

great strength and endurance, received a blow

upon his left knee, by the falling of some masses

of stone from the roof of the stall in which he

worked. Notwithstanding severe pain, he con-

tinued to labour until his usual hour
;
and then

walked a mile and a half to his home. On arriving

there, he went to bed, and enveloped the injured

joint in mustard poultices. The next day I was

asked to see him.

"
It is not remarkable that a joint thus injured,

and thus ingeniously maltreated after the injury,

became the seat of inflammation
;
nor that, when

the inflammation had somewhat subsided, the

articular cavity was left much distended by fluid.

" In due time, an exploratory puncture showed

the contained fluid to be pus ;
and it was evacuated
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by a free incision into the joint, in the direction

of the axis of the limb, and just external to the

outer border of the patella. The pressure of the

distended joint upon the veins had produced con-

siderable oedema of the leg ; and, on this account,

it seemed desirable to obtain firm and accurate

mechanical support for the leg, as well as im-

mobility of the articulation. For these purposes

the following contrivance was employed :

" A splint, as light and thin as was consistent

with the necessary strength, was cut from a flat

piece of deal. This splint was long enough to

reach from the tuber ischii to the os calcis. At

the upper end it was about three inches in width,

and it gradually tapered to an inch and a half

at the lower end
;

so that, when in position, it

was everywhere overlapped by the limb. It was

padded by two or three strips of blanketing, and

by a little cushion to fill the ham
;
and it was

secured upon the centre-piece of a many-tailed

bandage. This centre-piece was somewhat longer

than the splint, so as to turn round the heel, and

reach along the sole of the foot to the root of
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the toes. The tails were rolled up and tacked

to two pieces of tape, and the whole apparatus

so fastened together that it could be put into

its place by once elevating the limb. The heel

and malleoli were then protected by strips of soft

leather, spread with lead plaster ;
the splint was

placed in position, and the leg gently lowered

down to rest upon it. The pad under the ham

was accurately adjusted, a little cotton-wool

placed to fill up any hollows, and then the tails

of the bandage were laid down firmly and closely

from the toes upwards, and thoroughly secured

by starch. Opposite the knee-joint two tails on

each side were left unstarched
;

but the starch

was again applied above. The unstarched tails

were pinned, so that they could be opened to

renew some charpie, placed over the wound to

absorb the discharge. As soon as the starch

had hardened, the limb was slung by tapes from

a common cradle, so as to move freely from the

acetabulum, and to allow the patient to lie in

almost any position.

"After a few days the subsidence of oedema
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loosened the bandage. It was then carefully cut

through on both sides of the limb, and the whole

dressing removed and re-applied with the smallest

possible movement or disturbance.

" The discharge from the joint, at first purulent

and profuse, gradually became serous and scanty.

After a time it formed a scab, by which the

wound was completely sealed. I expected no

better result than anchylosis, and when the scab

fell and disclosed a firm cicatrix I removed the

splint and bandage, and left the patient in bed.

On visiting him the next day he was up and

dressed, sitting in a chair with both knees bent

in the ordinary manner. He said that a stiff leg

would cripple him as a miner, that he determined

to try and bend his knee, and that the attempt

succeeded. No bad symptoms followed, and he

soon returned to his work. He remained under

my observation for more than two years ;
and

the joint that suppurated was in every respect

as strong, as flexible, and as useful as the other.

"With the preceding case fresh in my recol-

lection, I was asked by the late Mr. Fox of
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Nottingham to visit for him a pauper patient

who lived near my own house. I found a young

woman, the daughter of parents in easy circum-

stances, but who had been seduced, and had left

her home in consequence. She had earned a

scanty subsistence by needle-work
; and, when I

saw her, she had been three weeks delivered of

a puny infant, that died shortly afterwards.

"A few days after her confinement, her right

knee-joint became inflamed. I found her with

the joint much distended and pointing, in a

high degree of irritative fever, half-starved, and

thoroughly miserable. Mr. Fox was kind enough

to surrender her entirely to my care, and to

furnish me with orders to the relieving officer for

everything that her case required.

"A free incision into the joint gave exit to a

large quantity of pus, and to masses of pus clot,

some of which were so large that they required

to be eased through the wound. After the

incision, the splint and bandage already described

were carefully applied.
" On account of the unfavourable condition of
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the patient, it was manifest that a good result

could only be obtained by extreme care ; and,

living near, I availed myself of the proximity to

superintend the nursing. For many weeks I took

charge of the affected limb during every change

of bedding, clothing, or position. The case was

much more protracted than the former one
;
but

its course was in all essentials the same. The

purulent discharge became serous, and. die wound

was sealed, after a time, by a scab, under which

it united firmly. When this scab. fell,, gentle

passi/e motion was carefully employed. It was

followed by increased heat of the joint ;
and this

heat was subdued by irrigation with cold water.

By slow degrees, free movement was obtained
;

but, for many months, increased heat was pro-

duced by any undue exertion, and sometimes by

atmospheric change. Cold water was always

effectual as a remedy, strength was gradually

gained ; and, after the lapse of a year, the patient

was able to say that nothing remained, save the

cicatrix of the incision, by which she could dis-

tinguish the joint that had been inflamed from its

E
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fellow. I saw her at intervals for nearly three

years, and her condition underwent no change."

Regarding these cases by the light of my own

experience, I cannot avoid the conclusion that

in the former of them, if the patient had lain still

with a straight limb, permanent and probably

irremediable anchylosis would have been produced

by the firm adhesion of the opposed articular

surfaces. By rising, and bending the knee com-

pletely and with decision, the patient ruptured

every impediment to motion, and was at once

cured. In the second case, if Mr. Carter had

proceeded in a similar manner, he would probably

have brought about a similar result. Instead of

this, he proceeded, as he thought, more cautiously.

Instead of at once rupturing the adhesions, he

stretched them a little while they were still yield-

ing, and produced pain and heat by the traction

upon their attachments. When the pain and heat

had subsided, the same process was repeated with

the same consequence ; and, as it fortunately be-

fell, the adhesions were thus in time either broken
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through, or so stretched that they were no longer

impediments to motion. Every one of the gentle

attempts at passive movement was probably quite

as dangerous as, while it was far less efficacious

than, the single complete flexion that would have

overcome the difficulty in a moment. Allowing

this, the successful issue even of the second case is

of great interest, and may well make us inquire

how many of the limbs that have been left to

undergo anchylosis might have been saved from

that condition by timely movement.

Upon the whole, then, I think it is tolerably

clear that the success of the bone-setter rests, in

point of fact, upon the frequent occurrence of what

may be called a minor degree of false anchylosis,

variously produced, and perhaps located in dif-

ferent natural or adventitious structures.

While pronounced degrees of false anchylosis

have long been recognized, and have lately, in

an increasing number of cases, been successfully

broken through, the minor degrees seem to have

almost entirely escaped observation
;

and it is

worthy of remark, that their partial character has

E 2
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probably served to disguise their nature, and to

cause them to be mistaken for more active forms

of articular disease. A complete false anchylosis

almost entirely prevents movement
;
while an ad-

hesion that only checks movement will be a con-

stant source of injurious strain upon the structures

of the joint, and will be liable again and again to

set up acute irritation. It seems, therefore, in the

highest degree important that these single or

partial adhesions should be fully recognized by

the profession ;
and that it should no longer be

left to unauthorized practitioners to treat them

successfully after surgeons have failed to do so.

For their ready recognition I think two chief in-

dications are fully sufficient, when once attention

has been drawn to their occurrence. A slight

degree of mobility, checked by pain, and accom-

panied by a spot tender on pressure, is sufficient,

in the absence of any evidence of acute disease,

to justify manipulation having for its object the

breaking down of adhesions. The chief lesson,

however, which these cases should teach is the

desirableness of so treating the original malady
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as to prevent adhesions from being formed. To

this part of the subject I shall return in a future

chapter.

Not less important than the pathology of the

conditions in which motion will be successful, is

that of the conditions in which it would certainly

or probably be injurious ;
and any surgeon who

attempts to deal with instances of partial adhesion

in the manner I am about to describe, can hardly

exercise too much caution in the selection of his

cases, and in the exclusion of those in which any

mischief would be likely to ensue.

It is well known that bone-setters often inflict

serious injury upon their patients ;
but I believe

this can only happen when they overlook the

presence of conditions which a surgeon ought at

once to recognize.

Mr. Paget, in his lecture already quoted, relates

an instance in which a recent fracture of the fore-

arm was moved about by a bone-setter
;
and Mr.

Prall, of West Mailing, has communicated to the

Lancet two cases, one of which is described as

having been inflammation at the ankle-joint, the
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other as hip-joint disease
;
in both of which, move-

ments effected by a bone-setter were followed by

suppuration and death. Mr. Frail's communi-

cation would have been more valuable, if he had

described the original maladies of these patients

with greater precision, and especially if he had

told us whether the symptoms in either case were

such as to render the diagnosis at all doubtful.

For although, in the hands of a quack, it is

inevitable that errors must be committed in the

application of any treatment, and that these errors

must be followed by a certain proportion of disas-

trous results
; yet it is surely unnecessary to warn

professional readers against disturbing a case of

manifest acute intra-capsular disease. The only

warning required by them would be against errors

of diagnosis in doubtful cases
;
and even these

need scarcely ever be committed. In cases that

can be cured by movement, the application of the

treatment can never be very urgent in point of

time
;
and may always therefore be delayed for

time to clear up any point that appears to be

obscure. The mischief now done by bone-setters,
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or rather by the attitude of some members of the

profession towards their methods, is, that patients

are cured by them whom legitimate surgeons have

failed to cure or have pronounced incurable, and

hence the confidence of the public in surgery is

rudely and unnecessarily shaken. If surgeons

would only give proof of their knowledge of the

good that bone-setters accomplish, the public

would then be ready to listen to any reasonable

warnings about the harm, and would be equally

ready to submit to any precautions by which this

harm might be reduced to the smallest possible

quantity. A practitioner who said,
" This joint

might probably be cured at once by a sharp move-

ment, but before moving it I should like to wait

until assured of being able to do so with perfect

safety," would generally retain both the confidence

of the patient and the care of the limb. He would,

at all events, not lose his reputation, even if a

bone-setter should intervene successfully ;
and at

the worst could only be accused of having exer-

cised over-caution. But the cures effected by bone-

setters have been far too real and too striking to
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be ignored ;
and hence a practitioner who shuts

his eyes to them, or who imagines that they can

be rendered non-existent by a sort of set-off of

mistakes, will find to his cost that he will every

now and then lose, not only an important patient

whose cure will be effected in direct contravention

of all the surgical treatment to which he had pre-

viously been subjected, but that he will also, and

in a very serious manner, lose credit generally in

his locality, or among the class to which his patient

belongs. Such a case as that of Mr. Ponsonby

would not only foster the practice of bone-setting

all over the kingdom, but it would also promote

the success of every kind of quackery in the circles

in which he moves. Errors of opinion and of

treatment that the event renders only 'too mani-

fest, and that are committed by qualified surgeons

of high reputation, can hardly fail to lead those

who are not very profound thinkers to the belief

that equally grave errors are as likely to be

committed in other departments of practice.

It would be wholly foreign to the scope of this

treatise to enter at any length into the diagnostic
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signs of those diseases of joints for which move-

ments are either directly contra-indicated or would

be especially hazardous. The symptoms which

denote acute synovitis or ulceration of cartilage

will generally be as unmistakeable as those of

fracture
; and, as already suggested, must in any

case be cleared up by time.

The necessity for the exercise of great caution

will be most conspicuous when there is any evi-

dence of either local or constitutional struma
;

and although, as Mr. Harwell has shown, the fact

that the disease is strumous does not afford any

reason why the adhesions left by it should not

eventually be broken, yet it does afford a reason

for treating the patient with extreme caution,

and for obtaining certainty that we do not stir

smouldering embers into flame.

The most noted successes of bone-setters have

been obtained on patients past the age at which

struma shows itself actively ;
and it is probable

that their most disastrous results have been in the

young. A marked elevation of the temperature of

a joint, and the existence of pain when its articular
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surfaces are gently pressed together, without any

other disturbance of their relations, would both be

signs before which the careful surgeon would hold

his hand
;
and beyond this it is difficult to say

more than that every case must be carefully studied

with due regard to its history, its symptoms, and

the constitutional conditions with which it is asso-

ciated. The presence of the specific deposits of

gout, for example, would make the adhesions left

behind by inflammation less tractable, and the

inflammation more liable to be re-excited, than if

it had been the result of rheumatism, of injury,

or of non-specific irritation
;
and in these joint

cases, as in all others, he will be the most suc-

cessful who most carefully weighs all the elements

of the problem with which he is called upon to

deal. It is only in this way, indeed, that the

random successes of the bone-setter can be re-

placed by the proper and legitimate results of the

scientific surgeon.



CHAPTER III.

MANIPULATIONS.

THE methods of handling employed by bone-

setters, and the way in which they proceed to

bring about their cures, have hitherto been

matters only of speculation for surgeons, and

have been surrounded with very unnecessary

mystery by the imaginative narratives of patients.

Mr. Paget says, for example, "Bone-setters vio-

lently move the joints, against the resistance of

muscles, until the latter are wearied and beaten
;

"

and the late Mr. Charles Waterton, the eminent

naturalist, has written an account of his own

treatment which I may be pardoned for believing

to be exaggerated, and which is certainly well

calculated to impress the mind of the unprofes-

sional reader.

This description I proceed to quote ;
and I am
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sure that what I have afterwards to say, in the

way of an unvarnished version of what is re-

quired to be done, cannot seem otherwise than

flat by comparison. Mr. Waterton says :

" Before I close these memoranda, I have to

describe another mishap of a very dark com-

plexion. Let me crave the reader's leave to pen

down a few remarks on bone-setting, practised

by men called bone-setters, who, on account of

the extraordinary advance in the art of surgery,

are not now, I fear, held in sufficient estimation

amongst the higher orders of society. Every

country in Europe, so far as I know to the con-

trary, has its bone-setter, independent of the

surgeon. In Johnsons Dictionary, under the

article 'Bone-setting,' we read that a Sir John

Denham exclaimed,
* Give me a good bone-setter !

'

In Spain the bone-setter goes under the significant

denomination of Algebrista. Here in England,

however, the vast increase of practitioners in the

art of surgery appears to have placed the old

original bone-setter in the shade
;
and I myself,

in many instances, have heard this most useful
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member of society designated as a mere quack ;

but most unjustly so, because a quack is generally

considered as one devoid of professional education,

and he is too apt to 'deal in spurious medicines.

But not so the bone-setter, whose extensive and

almost incessant practice makes ample amends

for the loss of anything that he might have

acquired, by attending a regular course of lectures,

or by culling the essence of abstruse and scientific

publications. With him theory seems to be a

mere trifle. Practice daily and assiduous practice

is what renders him so successful in the most

complicated cases. By the way in which you put

your foot to the ground, by the manner in which

you handle an object, the bone-setter, through

the mere faculty of his sight, oftentimes without

even touching the injured part, will tell you where

the ailment lies. Those only who have personally

experienced the skill of the bone-setter can form

a true estimation of his merit in managing fractures

and reducing dislocations. Further than this, his

services in the healing and restorative art would

never be looked for. This last is entirely the
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province of Galen and his numerous family of

practitioners. Wherefore, at the time that I un-

equivocally avow to have the uttermost respect

for the noble art of surgery in all its ramifications,

I venture to reserve to myself the following (with-

out any disparagement to the learned body of

gentlemen who profess it) sincere esteem for the

old practitioners who do so much for the public

good amongst the lower orders, under the de-

nomination of British bone-setters. Many people

have complained to me of the rude treatment

they have experienced at the hands of the bone-

setter
;
but let these complainants bear in mind

that, what has been undone by force, must abso-

lutely be replaced by force
;
and that gentle and

emollient applications, although essentially neces-

sary in the commencement, and also in the con-

tinuation of the treatment, would ultimately be

of no avail, without the final application of actual

force to the injured parts. Hence the intolerable

and excruciating pain on these occasions. The

actual state of the accident is to blame not the

operator.
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"Towards the close of the year 1850 I had

reared a ladder, full seven yards long, against a

standard pear-tree, and I mounted nearly to the

top of this ladder with a pruning-knife in hand,

in order that I might correct an over-grown

luxuriance in the tree. Suddenly the ladder

swerved in a lateral direction. I adhered to it

manfully, myself and the ladder coming simul-

taneously to the ground with astounding velocity.

In our fall I had just time to move my head

in a direction that it did not come in contact

with the ground ; still, as it afterwards turned

out, there was a partial concussion of the brain
;

and add to this, my whole side, from foot to

shoulder, felt as though it had been pounded in

a mill. In the course of the afternoon I took

blood from my arm to the amount of thirty

ounces, and followed the affair up the next day

with a strong aperient. I believe that, with these

necessary precautions, all would have gone right

again (saving the arm) had not a second misad-

venture followed shortly on the heels of the first
;

and it was of so alarming a nature as to induce
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me to take thirty ounces more of blood by the

lancet. In order to accommodate the position of

my disabled arm, I had put on a Scotch plaid

in lieu of my coat, and in it I came to dinner.

One day, the plaid having gone wrong on the

shoulders, I arose from the chair to rectify it, and

the servant, supposing that I was about to retire,

unluckily withdrew the chair. Unaware of this

act on his part, I came backwards to the ground

with an awful shock, and this no doubt caused

concussion of the brain to a considerable amount.

Symptoms of slowly approaching dissolution now

became visible. Having settled all affairs with

my solicitor betwixt myself and the world, and

with my Father Confessor betwixt myself and my

Maker, nothing remained but to receive the final

catastrophe with Christian resignation. But though

I lay insensible, with hiccups and subsultus ten-

dinum, for fifteen long hours, I at last opened

my eyes, and gradually arose from my expected

ruin.

"
I must now say a word or two of the externals

damaged by the fall with the ladder. Notwith-
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standing the best surgical skill, my arm showed

the appearance of stiff and withered deformity

at the end of three months from the accident.

And now my general state of health was not as

it ought to be; for incessant pain prevented sleep,

whilst food itself did little good. But my slum-

bers were strangely affected. I was eternally

fighting wild beasts, with a club in one hand,

the other being bound up at my breast. Nine

bull-dogs one night attacked me on the highroad,

some of them having the head of a crocodile.

I had now serious thoughts of having the arm

amputated. This operation was fully resolved

upon when, luckily, the advice of my trusty game-

keeper, John Ogden, rendered it unnecessary.

One morning,
'

Master,' said he to me,
' I'm sure

you're going to the grave. You'll die to a cer-

tainty. Let me go for our old bone-setter. He
cured me, long ago, and perhaps he can cure

you.
1

It was on the 25th of March, then alias

Lady-day, which every Catholic in the universe

knows is a solemn festival in the honour of the

Blessed Virgin that I had an interview with Mr.

F
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Joseph Crowther, the well-known bone-setter,

whose family has exercised the art, from father

to son, time out of mind. On viewing my poor

remnant of an arm ' Your wrist/ said he,
'
is

sorely injured ;
a callus having formed betwixt

the hand and the arm. The elbow is out of

joint, and the shoulder somewhat driven forwards.

This last affair will prevent your raising the arm

to your head. Melancholy look out!'.
' But can

you cure me, doctor ?
'

said I.
'

Yes/ replied he,

firmly ;

'

only let me have my own way.'
' Then

take the arm, and with it take elbow, wrist, and

shoulder. I here deliver them up to you. Do

what you please with them. Pain is no consider-

ation in this case. I dare say I shall have enough

of it.'
' You will/ said he, emphatically. This

resolute bone-setter, whom I always compared to

Chiron the Centaur for his science and his strength,

began his operations like a man of business. In

fourteen days, by means of potent embrocations,

stretching, pulling, twisting, and jerking, he forced

the shoulder and the wrist to obey him, and to

perform their former healthy movements. The
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elbow was a complicated affair. It required

greater exertions and greater attention. In fact,

it was a job for Hercules himself. Having done

the needful to it (secundum arteni) for one-and-

twenty days, he seemed satisfied with the progress

which he had made
;
and he said, quite coolly,

*
I'll finish you off this afternoon/ At four o'clock,

post meridian, his bandages, his plasters, and his

wadding having been placed on the table in

regular order, he doffed his coat, tucked his shirt

above his elbows, and said that ' a glass of ale

would do him good.' 'Then I'll have a glass of

soda-water with you/ said I
;

' and we'll drink

each other's health, and success to the under-

taking.' The remaining act was one of unmiti-

gated seventy: but it was absolutely necessary.

My sister, Eliza, foreseeing what was to take

place, felt her spirits sinking, and retired to her

room. Her maid, Lucy Barnes, bold as a little

lioness, said she would see it out
;

whilst Mr.

Harrison, a fine young gentleman who was on

a visit to me (and, alas ! is since dead in Cali-

fornia), was ready in case of need. The bone-

F 2
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setter performed his part with resolution scarcely

to be contemplated, but which was really required

under existing circumstances. Laying hold of the

crippled arm just above the elbow with one hand,

and below with the other, he smashed to atoms by

main force the callus which had formed in the

dislocated joint ;
the elbow itself cracking, as

though the interior parts of it had consisted of

tobacco-pipe shanks. Having pre-determined in

my mind not to open my mouth, or to make any

stir during the operation, I remained passive and

silent whilst this fierce elbow-contest was raging.

All being now effected, as far as force and skill

were concerned, the remainder became a mere

work of time. So putting a five-pound note, by

way of extra fee, into this sturdy operator's hand,

the binding up of the now rectified elbow-joint

was effected by him, with a nicety and a know-

ledge truly astonishing. Health soon resumed

her ancient right ; sleep went hand in hand with

a quiet mind
;

life was once more worth enjoying

and here I am, just now sound as an acorn."

After this graphic, and yet somewhat vague as
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well as alarming description, it will sound prosaic

to describe what the processes really are. After

having satisfied oneself by examination and in-

quiry that a given case is suited for the treatment,

the first step is to feel all round the affected joint

for a spot that is painful on pressure, and in all

subsequent manipulations to be careful to fix this

painful spot by firm pressure with a thumb. It

may be found anywhere about a joint, but more

frequently on the inner than the outer aspect ;

and in each joint it has its most frequent situation

in the hip, over the head of the femur; about

the centre of the groin ;
in the knee, at the lower

edge of the internal condyle; in the elbow, over

the internal condyle of the humerus
;
at the wrist,

over the scaphoid or semilunar bone
;
and so on.

The painful spot being discovered, the limb must

be steadied on the proximal, and grasped on the

distal, side of the affected joint, the thumb pressure

applied to the seat of pain, and the joint sharply

flexed, or flexed and extended, sometimes also

abducted or adducted, as the case may be. The

direction of movement must depend mainly upon
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the direction of resistance a principle which

presents itself to the mind of a bone-setter in the

shape of the maxim that " a joint must be put in

the reverse way to what it has been put out."

The resistance of muscles is overcome, or at least

reduced to a minimum, by rotating the limb below

the joint as much as possible on its axis. In this

way the muscles are thrown out of their ordinary

lines of action, and are rendered almost powerless.

Mr. Paget, as already quoted, says,
" Bone-setters

violently move the joints against the muscular

resistance until the muscles are wearied and

beaten." As far as Mr. Hutton was concerned,

this description is not founded upon fact, for he

by his rotation manoeuvre simply evaded muscular

resistance, and his manipulations were never so

prolonged that muscles could be "wearied and

beaten." The force, moreover, was applied in a

perfectly definite way, for the attainment of a

definite end, and ceased as soon as that end was

arrived at. There was no objectless movement

hither and thither
; but only a movement every

step of which was considered and planned before-
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hand, like the movements of a surgeon in the

reduction of an actual displacement.

The cases already cited are all instances in

which freedom of action was restored by a

single operation. This, however, cannot always be

accomplished, and the manipulation must some-

times be repeated again and again. In such cases

Mr. Hutton attached importance to the production

of sensations of tingling in the course of the

affected limb, and was not satisfied that he had

done all that was in his power until the tingling

extended quite to the tips of the fingers or toes.

The instances of this kind that I can recall were

chiefly of long standing, and consecutive to injury

or disease of considerable original severity.

Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of bone-

setting is the ingenuity with which the leverage of

the limbs themselves is rendered available for the

purpose of obtaining the power necessary for the

accomplishment of the object, so as to dispense

entirely with mechanical appliances. The methods

bear to those ordinarily used in anchylosis the

same relation that the reduction of a dislocated
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hip by simple manipulation bears to its reductio'n

by pulleys ;
and here, I think, surgery may obtain

useful hints. It is also noteworthy, that little or

no use is made of extension. Mr. Hutton used to

say,
"
Pulling is of little use : the twist is the

thing." And I have no doubt that this method of

evading muscular resistance might be made very

extensively useful. The precise manner of apply-

ing it to each joint can only be rendered fully

intelligible by the aid of figures ;
and I enter

upon this part of the subject in the following

chapter.



CHAPTER IV.

MANIPULATIONS (continued].

IN the rupture of adhesions by manipulation,

the first principles by which the operator should

be guided are to obtain sufficient firmness of

grasp, sufficient leverage to apply the necessary

force suddenly, and to apply it generally, in

the first instance, in the direction of flexion,

before any attempt is made to restore other

movements. In their application to individual

joints, these principles require certain modi-

fications of detail, to each of which attention

may next be directed.

The thumb and fingers frequently require to

be made the subjects of treatment. Their several

articulations, and especially those of the thumb,

are much exposed to injuries (e.g. by a blow

from a cricket-ball, or in efforts to save oneself
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from falling), and these injuries are often treated

by rest. When the thumb is the part injured,

and surgical advice is sought, it is not uncom-

mon for a splint to be put on and for iodine

to be applied externally as soon as inflammatory

symptoms have subsided. Sometimes, however,

the rest is merely in obedience to the instincts

of the patient ; but, in whatever way produced, it

will, in a certain proportion of cases, be followed

by painful restriction of mobility. In such cases

the mode of procedure is as follows :

Supposing that an articulation between the

two phalanges is the one affected, the operator

grasps the proximal phalanx firmly between the

forefinger and thumb of his left hand, placing

the second phalanx of his forefinger on the

palmar aspect of the patient's finger, and directly

transverse in relation to it, and his thumb on

the dorsal aspect. In this position the forefinger

of the operator furnishes a steady fulcrum. The

phalanx on the distal side of the joint is then

grasped by the forefinger and thumb of the

right hand, and the joint is sharply flexed to
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the full extent that the fulcrum finger will

allow. It is then with a continuous movement

brought back to a state of half flexion, and in

that position is abducted, and then adducted, to

the limited natural extent of these movements

in a healthy joint. It is then straightened, and

the momentary operation is complete. The

patient, in a properly selected case, will im-

mediately be able to flex and extend the joint

without pain, and must be encouraged to bring

it into moderate use immediately. It is quite

plain that to keep it still at rest, or to put it

upon a splint, would be to allow the adhesions

to re-unite, and all the former troubles to be

restored.

The metacarpo-phalangeal articulations are

treated precisely as the phalangeal, with the

single difference that the larger size of the

proximal bone enables the operator to grasp

it with the tips of two fingers on the palmar

aspect, while its relation to its fellows renders

the forefinger unavailable as a transverse fulcrum.

The natural movements of abduction and adduc-
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tion are also more extensive. In some cases we

may place the left thumb on the palmar aspect

of the head of the metacarpal bone implicated,

steadying the whole metacarpus with the ringers,

and may then push over the finger to extreme

flexion, by placing the right thumb on the dor-

sal aspect of the first phalanx and employing

the necessary force. In these small joints the

practice of exerting thumb-pressure upon a

painful spot is not generally available, as the

painful spot is not always present. Indeed, it

seems likely that the arrest of mobility may
often be due to effusions in the sheaths of the

tendons rather than to changes in the structures

which compose the joint.

Proceeding to the wrist, however, the thumb-

pressure becomes important ;
and here it probably

enables the operator to fix the proximal attach-

ment of an adhesion. The manner of mani-

pulating is displayed in Fig. r. The operator, as

here shown, standing by the side of the patient,

whose hand and fore-arm are prone, grasps the

carpal extremities of the radius and ulna firmly



FIG. i.
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with the left hand, and places his thumb upon

the tender spot. He then encloses the thumb

and metacarpus in the right hand, exerts steady

traction, impresses slight rotation upon the hand

by turning one of its margins downwards while

the radius is kept fixed, presses very firmly

with his left thumb, sharply flexes the wrist-

joint to the full extent, and as sharply brings

the hand up again to complete extension; the

fore-arm having been all the while immoveable.

In this manoeuvre the importance of the

thumb-pressure is manifest
; for, as the proxi-

mal attachment of an adhesion may be to one

of the bones of the carpus, it would be quite

possible that the bone itself, unless supported

from without, might be dislocated from its posi-

tion by the force employed. With the aid of

pressure, however, such an accident could hardly

happen, and the adventitious structure is com-

pelled to yield.

In the case of the elbow-joint, the first care

of the operator is to discover in what direction

movement is most painful. For this purpose,
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the arm and fore-arm being each firmly grasped,

he makes an effort at flexion with the hand

carried towards the median line, and again with

it carried outwards in the opposite direction.

He inquires which movement is most painful,

and where the pain is felt. The operator and

patient then seat themselves, with the corner of

a table between them
;
and the operator, placing

the back of his left hand on the table, receives

the elbow-joint in his palm and grasps it firmly,

as shown in Fig. 2, at the same time placing

the left thumb steadily on the seat of pain. He

then grasps the wrist with his right hand. If

the most painful movement was flexion with

adduction, he twists the palm of the hand

towards the median line and flexes the elbow

sharply, at the same time bringing the hand

across the chest. If flexion with abduction was

most painful, the palm is twisted outwards, and

the fore-arm carried into the position marked

by dotted lines in the figure. In many cases

both these manoeuvres would be performed, the

thumb-pressure being shifted to the spot especially
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painful in relation to each; and, lastly, complete

extension and rotation would be made. (The

table on which the left hand of the operator

should rest has been accidentally omitted in the

drawing.)

For the shoulder, the principle of action is

entirely the same ;
and the relative positions

of operator and patient are shown in Fig. 3,

which also very well illustrates the most usual

point for thumb-pressure. The dotted lines show

the positions into which it is necessary to move

the arm frequently in quick succession, but

always first in the direction in which movement

is most painful.

Proceeding to the consideration of the

adhesions about the ankle-joint or foot, the

method of grasping the limb for rupturing them

is shown in Fig. 4, which seems hardly to

need any kind of explanation. The proximal

side of the affected joint being firmly held,

and the thumb-pressure made in the ordinary

way, the tarsus is so grasped as to give the

greatest attainable leverage, the foot twisted a

G 2
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little inwards or outwards, then sharply bent up

upon the leg, and again straightened. As a

rule, it is desirable to execute this manoeuvre

twice once with an inward, and once with an

outward twist, and also to take care that the

movements of the joint are free in all directions.

In order to secure this freedom the shortness of

the lever renders it especially necessary that

the movements should be quick, or almost

sudden, in their character, so that they may the

more certainly rupture, and not stretch, any

adventitious impediment to motion.

The method of bending the knee-joint is shown

in Fig. 5, and requires rather more assistance

from description. In the first place, the operator

grasps the heel of the patient between his knees,

the inner condyles resting on the sides of the

calcaneum below the malleoli, and receives the

foot between the adductor muscles of the thighs,

so as to grasp its whole length. In this position

the foot serves as a lever by which to rotate

the leg almost without assistance from the hands,

which grasp it just below the knee-joint and
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with a thumb as usual upon the painful spot.

The operator then rotates the leg by a lateral

movement of his thighs, and the next instant

flexes it by a consentaneous movement of thighs

and hands together. It is manifest that this

movement can only carry flexion to a certain

point, and as soon as this limit is reached the

operator relinquishes his original grasp, places

his right fore-arm (near the wrist) under the

knee as a fulcrum, grasps the leg near the

ankle with the left hand, and flexes it to the

full extent. The first part of the procedure will

serve to overcome the most important resistance ;

while the last completes the liberation thus

commenced.

In dealing with the hip-joint, the leverage

afforded by the length of the limb is used by

bone-setters with great ingenuity, and in the

manner shown in Fig. 6. The twist being given

by the grasp of the operator's hands, the flexion

is accomplished, and with almost irresistible

force, by raising his body so as to bring the

patient's limb into the position of the dotted
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lines. When this position is reached, the right or

left hand, according to the limb, is shifted down

so as to make pressure upon any painful spot in

the groin while the flexion is completed. In this

way the pelvis of the patient is fixed to the

couch
;
and any tilting of his body upwards is

prevented. As with other joints, the twist should

be made in the direction in which it is most

painful; and, if the limb is elongated, it should

be carried outwards from the median line if

shortened, inwards, during the act of flexion.

In executing these various manipulations the

chief thing necessary is for the operator to have

confidence and to exert sharply and instan-

taneously the full leverage given to him by the

limbs. If he attempt to move them slowly he will

probably, in many cases, stop short of doing good

that is to say, of rupturing adhesions; being

deterred either by the resistance that he feels or

by the pain complained of by the patient.

It needs no demonstration that a timid ope-

rator may easily do mischief by traction upon

a joint, which, after all, he fails to relieve, when
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a bolder and more rapid movement would at

once have set the patient free. I am disposed to

think that much of the fear of articular inflam-

mation entertained by surgeons is based, if upon

any clinical facts at all, almost entirely upon the

results of passive motion of an inefficient kind
;

sufficient to increase the hurtful traction of an

adhesion, but at the same time insufficient for its

destruction.

The bone-setter's methods of dealing with the

knee and hip-joints serve very well to illustrate

what I have already said about the ingenuity of

the means by which all mechanical or instru-

mental aids are dispensed with.

In Mr. Brodhurst's recent admirable work upon

deformities, at pages 139 and 141 respectively,

there are drawings of the contrivances to which

he has had recourse, in cases of false anchylosis

of the knee and hip-joints ;
but although such

instruments are sometimes necessary, I think

the methods I have described would be sufficient

in most cases, and that, whenever sufficient,

they would be preferable. They enable the
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operator to exert as great a degree of force

as would usually be necessary ;
and to exert

it under the constant guidance of muscular

sense and consciousness, so that, whatever might

happen in the hands of an ignorant person, it

ought to be absolutely impossible for a surgeon

to inflict any injury upon normal structures.

There are also the incidental, if minor, advantages

of being independent of any instruments but those

with which we are all furnished by nature
;

so

that the patient is saved the loss of time and

the cost incidental to the construction of an

apparatus, as well as the disquietude of mind

likely to be produced by its somewhat formidable

aspect when complete.

Still Mr. Brodhurst has been good enough to

show me that, by his contrivances, he can deal

successfully with cases against which the hands

would be powerless, and which, indeed, would be

taken for true or bony anchylosis by any but a

very practised observer.

At this point it may be interesting to compare

the methods above described with those which
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have been in use in the profession for the purpose

of breaking adhesions of a firmer character than

those which are of frequent occurrence, and

for which the aid of bone-setters is gene-

rally sought. Mr. Barwell, in his very practical

and useful treatise on "
Diseases of the Joints,"

has devoted a chapter to the restoration of

mobility in those that are crippled ;
and

he lays down rules which, if they had been

generally followed, would have prevented much

suffering to many patients. Neither he nor any

other surgeon, as far as I am aware, has ever

plainly set forth that slight or partial impe-

diments to motion, after disease or injury, are

due to bands that may be easily broken
; but

the formation and treatment of adhesions in

severe cases have been abundantly recognized.

Mr. Barwell thus describes the manner of mani-

pulating the shoulder and elbow: "Let me

strongly caution the surgeon against beginning

at once to force the arm away from the side in

the direction above described, as such procedure

is extremely likely to produce dislocation into
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the axilla. The first movement must be simple

rotation
; by bending the elbow at right angles

with the humerus and using the fore-arm as a

lever, sufficient power is gained, and by grasping

the upper arm as high as possible the surgeon

can direct the force. Let him not rotate the

humerus further outwards than it normally ought

to go. When this movement is pretty free, he

places the arm in front of the body, and makes

it cross the chest, till the elbow lies over the

ensiform cartilage ;
he rotates the humerus a

little while in that situation, then places the

arm behind the trunk until the elbow lies just

above the sacro-iliac synchondrosis, in which

situation the humerus is not to be rotated.

Having thus loosened the adhesions to a cer-

tain degree, the operator holds the acromion and

joint with one hand, in the manner previously

described, and lifts the arm, as far as it will go,

directly in front, without the use of force, and

commences circumduction, endeavouring to make

the arm describe as large a circle as possible ;
it

must be brought to at least a right angle and
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a half with the body. This amount of elevation

is the very least that should satisfy him
;
and

the more he can raise the arm in this circum-

ductory method the better. He will probably

require assistance in carrying out these actions,

but he should with his own disengaged hand

hold the humerus, and govern the movement,

and on no account should he allow it to be forced

upward directly from the side, or great peril of

dislocation will be incurred. During all these

manoeuvres considerable extension should be

made to diminish that risk as much as possible.

The hand in the axilla will enable him to judge

very accurately of the effects that are being

produced.

"More or less immobility of the elbow-joint is

a frequent result of its inflammation. If the sur-

geon have convinced himself that there is no true

anchylosis, he next must determine which are

the contractured parts. It is very rare that the

posture during an inflammatory disease of this

articulation has been such that the arm is fixed

in a straight position; still it is frequently as

H 2
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much extended as seriously to diminish the use

of the hand. In such a case it becomes a ques-

tion whether or no it will be better to divide

the triceps, and the answer must be sought from

; three circumstances : the age of the patient, the

.amount ;
and the duration of the malposture. If

the person be under fourteen years of age, if a boy

twelve if a girl the muscle must be divided,

-unless the malposition be very slight. In adults,

if the arm be fixed at more than 120, myotomy
should be used in cases where the contracture

is not more than six months old, and the

original disease has been something beyond a

slight attack.

" Let us first suppose the muscle is not to be

cut: the patient being subjected to the influence

of chloroform, the first movement is to be simply

rotation, carried, if possible, to the normal extent
;

the next is to be that which is the opposite of

the particular mobility we wish to establish.

For instance, if the elbow be too straight, we,

desiring to procure flexion, must first straighten

it still more, and then flex it. In the same way,
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if it be immoveabiy too much bent, we first

bend it still more and then straighten it.

" Some care is necessary in effecting this last

change. When the arm is overflexed, the surgeon

should grasp the elbow-joint in such a manner

as to keep his thumb over the head of the

radius and biceps tendon. During the action of

extension, which is better performed in a number

of jerky actions than by a constant force, the

above tendon may become perfectly tense, while

the head of the radius does not follow the

movement. The attempts at forcible extension

must then be discontinued for a while. It may

be that increased narcotism will cause sufficient

relaxation, and a more careful and gradual mode

of procedure will effect the object without injury ;

whereas a continuance of the same means would

be very likely to produce dislocation of the

radius. It may be, however, that the biceps

tendon must be divided, and it will be far better

to perform this little operation than to run any

risk of dislocating the radius forwards. In flexing

an over-straight arm the surgeon secures a greater
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power by placing his knee in the bend of the

elbow, but he must take care not to use sufficient

pressure to endanger vessels and nerves
; usually,

indeed, sufficient force is obtained by the use of

the hands only. Flexion should be carried so far

that the hand can be laid upon the pectoral

muscle."

There still remain certain considerations which

require attention, some of a general character,

and others special to individual articulations.

Among the former, perhaps the most important

is the period at which movement may most

properly be practised ;
and this must vary, of

course, with the nature of the original malady.

In cases of disease, it will be proper to wait

until all active mischief has subsided
;
and this

more particularly in strumous subjects ;
but in

cases of injury, we may resort to movement

either immediately, or after the lapse of a few

days. The former course has long been pursued

by my father, Dr. Peter Hood, in the treatment

of sprained ankle
;
and in his hands, and in the

hands of others who have followed the practice,
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its effect has been simply preventive of nearly

all the troubles that such an accident so often

entails.

Perhaps the chief lesson to be learnt from

bone-setting is, after all, the means of avoiding

adhesions
;
and in order to show how this may

be done, I will quote certain passages from my
father's pamphlet.

1

" Ten years have elapsed since I first sprained

my ankle. Jumping one morning from the step

of an omnibus, I alighted on a loose stone, and

my foot turned completely under me. When I

mention that my weight at the time was upwards

of twelve stone, the amount of injury to the joint

can be very well imagined.
"
Though I had not far to go to reach the

house for which I was bound, I arrived there

with great difficulty. The temporary rest of a

few minutes there did not alleviate my pain, and

I proceeded in a very hobbling manner to my
home, a distance of a quarter of a mile. Circum-

1 On the Treatment of Sprained Ankle. By Peter Hood, M.D.

[London : Messrs. Churchill, 1858.]
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stances compelled me to wear my boot until

the middle of the day, when the agony became

so great that I was compelled to remove it a

feat which I accomplished with great difficulty.

On removing the stocking, I found the foot and

ankle were much swelled, and very red; the

slightest pressure on the part occasioning acute

pain. I at once applied twelve leeches around

the joint, and afterwards immersed the foot in

water as hot as .1 could bear, and kept it there

for half an hour to encourage the bleeding. I

then applied a large warm bread-and-water

poultice, and rolled a bandage loosely over the

joint. I rested my foot on a chair for the

remainder of the day, and on going to bed at

night was forced to crawl upstairs on my hands

and knees.

" The next day, the pain in my ankle-joint was

much diminished
;
but the instant I attempted

to bear my weight upon it, the pain became

intolerable. I then applied to the part lint

wetted in cold water, and over that oiled silk,

fastening these with a bandage drawn as tight as I
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could bear it. To my surprise, I found that the

bandaging enabled me at once to put my foot to

the ground, and eased the pain considerably ;

so much so, indeed, that by careful management

I was able to go and see a few of my patients.

Towards evening, however, the old torture re-

turned
;
but as I attributed this to over-exercise

of the joint during the day, I merely rested it,

and continued the water-dressing.

" On stepping out of bed the following morning

I felt the pain as acute as ever
;
the sensation

was as if every muscle and ligament had been

lacerated, and the attachment of the foot to

the bones of the leg loosened. This feeling

made me resolve to adopt the following course

of treatment namely, to strap the whole of the

foot and ankle over with adhesive plaster, and

then cover this with a bandage. To accomplish

this, I requested the assistance of a military sur-

geon living near me, who kindly came at my
summons. When he saw my foot, and I had

told him the history of its injury, and what I

now desired to be done, he at once declined
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to 07 wish, declaring that sach a mode

of treatment was highly dangerous, and would

add greatly to my suffering. I told him that if

be refused to strap my foot, I must do it myself

pievious determination. He put the plaster evenly

over die foot and ankle, and then applied a

bandage moderately tight. I drew on my stock-

ing, and, to my delight and surprise, I was at

pace able to walk across die room without any

pain, and itmliminl so throughout the day as

long as I (fid not twist the foot, but kept it

perfectly straight and flat when I placed it on

the ground.
- 1 employed these means for four days, chang-
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at the end of one week from the time of the

r. I was able to walk as wefl as I had ever

* I used the plaster for a few days longer, and

discontinued it, wearing for a fortnight

longer a simple bandage, in the form of the

figure S, bound as tightly round the ankle as it
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for me to bear it There are

always plenty of Job's comforters in the world,

and one of them kindly informed me, when

be heard of my misfortune, that I should never

be entirely free from pain as long as I lived;

'
for/ said he,

' I sprained my ankle forty years

ago, and I am continually reminded of it when-

ever there is a change in the weather about to

occur, or 'it is damp/ &c I did not, however,

realize any of his predictions, as, at the end

of three weeks from the day I met with the

injury, I should not have known any accident

:. :. 'I ": : :\ . . ; r. ~~. .

"Five years after this, I sprained the same

ankle a second time whilst getting over a stile ;

and although I did not allow more than an hoar

to elapse before I attempted to take off my
boot, the foot had become so swollen in that

interval, that I feared I should not be able to

draw it off; and it was only by the ingenuity of

a friend who was with me that I succeeded in

accomplishing it

"On reaching London, I adopted the plan of
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treatment described above namely, leeching,

poulticing, fomenting, strapping and bandaging ;

and so effectual and immediate was the relief

thence obtained, that I did not find it necessary

to remain in the house even one entire day, but

visited my patients as usual sparing my foot,

of course, as much as I conveniently could. At

the end of five days I was again able to wear

a Wellington boot.

"
I continued wearing the bandage longer than

I had done on the previous occasion, because

the swelling and want of tone about the parts

were greater, probably on account of the previous

injury the joint had sustained. Since then I

have never felt any diminution in strength, or

pain in the joint, being only from time to time

reminded of my accident by slight itching of the

skin at the part where the leeches were applied.

"The principles of the practice here recom-

mended as appropriate, in the case of sprains

of the ankle-joint, I need hardly say are equally

applicable in the treatment of sprains of other

joints of the body.
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"
I have found the treatment, in severe sprains

of the knee, as efficacious as I have described it

to be in the case of sprains of the ankle-joint."

We may, I think, fairly contrast the results thus

obtained with the prolonged pain and weakness

which ordinarily follow sprained ankle, and still

more with cases in which the usual treatment has,

after all, driven the patient to seek relief at the

hands of a bone-setter. I append two which may
be regarded as typical :

Mr. J sprained his left ankle eighteen weeks

before coming under treatment. For the first

month he lay on a sofa
;
at the end of that time

he was able to get about on crutches, and when

he presented himself for treatment was compelled

to use a couple of sticks. At no time since the

injury had he been able to walk farther than two

or three hundred yards without resting. He com-

plained of pain on the inner side of the foot, and

stiffness and pain in the great toe when he at-

tempted to use the foot. He was operated upon

for the purpose of replacing the bone of the foot

and overcoming the stiffness of the toe. He
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returned home by rail the same day, and, on

alighting at the station, walked half a mile slowly

to his house. His powers of locomotion steadily

improved, and four days after the operation he

walked three miles.

Mr. G came to Mr. H on the recom-

mendation of Mr. J ,
and also was induced to

do so from the benefit he saw that Mr. J had

derived from the treatment. In this case the

ankle had been sprained and bruised by a horse

falling on him a year and a half previous to his

visit to Mr. H . Owing to the road along

which he was riding having been much cut up

by cart-wheels, his injury was much more severe

than would usually occur from this form of ac-

cident. When the horse fell, he was not thrown,

but went down with it
;
the injured foot touched

the ground, sinking into one of the ruts, when,

before he could withdraw it, the animal rolled

over, wrenching and bruising the limb most fear-

fully. The foot when seen by Mr. H was

still much swollen, and very stiff in all parts. He

was considered to have "
five bones out," and the
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usual manipulations were employed for their re-

duction. It required three operations, at intervals

of a week, before the stiffness of the foot was

removed, but at the end of the three weeks he

walked as well as he ever did in his life. When he

first came he had his foot in a sling suspended

from his neck, so utterly useless was the limb.

The advantage of the employment of movement

a few days after the receipt of injury is well

shown by the history of one of the cases that

I saw with Mr. Hutton :

I. F. (Stanmore) was thrown from a cart by

the horse stumbling when going down hill. He

fell on his right shoulder, and side of his head.

He remained stunned for about an hour
;
on

coming to himself and trying to rise with the

assistance of the right arm, he found himself

unable to raise it, much less to bear any weight

upon it. He succeeded with great difficulty

in getting into his cart (the horse, it appears, did

not fall completely, and waited quietly *at the

side of the road) and driving home. He suffered

great pain all night, the arm being perfectly
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useless, and the parts about the shoulder much

swollen. He saw Mr. H. the following day, and

was directed by him to poultice and use neat's-

foot oil for a week. At the end of the week

he was operated upon. Increased pain followed

the operation ;
it however was not in the same

spot, having shifted from the shoulder to the

outer side of the arm, near the insertion of the

deltoid. No improvement in power of movement

occurred at the time
;
he could not raise his hand

to his head or bend his fore-arm. On his next

visit, three days afterwards, he said that the pain

continued through the night, that he dropped off

to sleep towards morning, and when he awoke

he found that it had materially abated, and his

sufferings had been comparatively slight since.

The swelling had diminished, but the motions

of the joint were not much freer.

At the expiration of a week from the time of

the operation, he appeared again ;
and he could

then place his hand behind his head, and also on

the opposite shoulder. With the exception of a

slight stiffness, he considered his limb quite well.
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It will be observed that, in this case, the incipient

adhesions yielded to the application of very trifling

force
;
and many would believe that they might

never have become actual impediments to motion,

and that rest alone would have brought about

recovery. The belief in the great value of rest in

such cases may be regarded as a tradition handed

down from the time of Sir Astley Cooper, who

said:
"
In no case, after injury, should the patient

be allowed to exercise the parts as usual, until all

pain has ceased, and the part has nearly regained

its original form." The advice thus given has

become impressed upon the surgical mind of this

country, and has been followed, not always with

due discrimination of the conditions under which it

is applicable.

It is manifest that there will be certain

states of acute disease in joints for which a

short period of absolute rest may be required to

stop the course of destructive processes ;
and it

is also manifest, that if permanent anchylosis be

the result aimed at by the surgeon, rest must

be a necessary condition for bringing it about.

I
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But it seems a paradox to assert that prolonged

rest can ever be instrumental in restoring the

integrity of an organ whose function is movement.

How little tendency it has in this direction has

already been shown by illustrative cases
;
and to

these I will add one more the history of which

is given in the patient's own words. The narra-

tive may, perhaps, on this account, lose some-

what in surgical precision ;
but it unquestion-

ably gains more than an equivalent in its graphic

and telling character. It is very desirable, too,

that surgeons, in these cases, should endeavour

to look at the matter in hand from the patient's

point of view rather than from their own. The

latter is doubtless the easier to themselves
;
but

it is not necessarily the most trustworthy.

"In July 1859, I was playing in the garden with

my children, when one of them tossed a large

india-rubber ball into the adjoining garden, which

was separated from my own by a stone wall about

six feet high. I procured a pair of steps and got

over the wall
;
and coming back, I sat for a few

minutes on the top of the wall, and then jumped
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down, alighting upon the gravel walk. I felt no ill

effects from the jump at that time, but, awaking

early next morning, I found my left leg very

stiff, and supposing that this would pass off I went

to business as usual
;
but on walking I experienced

pain on the inside of the knee-joint, which

increased during the day, and at night I could

scarcely walk. The next morning I sent for my
medical adviser (Mr. A ), who, after examining

my knee, pronounced the injury to be external to

the joint, and I think he said that some cartilage

had been strained. He ordered me to pump cold

water on it, which I did for several days ;
but the

pain increased and the knee began to swell.

Mr. A then ordered leeches to be applied, and

afterwards a large blister enveloping the knee.

After this the leg became very rigid at the joint,

and flexed so that the heel would not touch the

ground, and I could only move from one room

to another by the help of crutches. After about

two months' confinement to the house my appetite

failed, and I became very unwell. I then saw

another surgeon (Mr. B
),
who thought that

I 2
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something was forming in the joint, but that my

general health was failing, and that I ought to

have change of air, so by his and Mr. A 's

advice I went to the seaside, where I remained

until November.

" Whilst there I applied sea-weed poultices, and

bathed my knee in warm sea-water
;
but was soon

obliged to discontinue this treatment, as it greatly

irritated the joint, which became so tender and

painful that I could not bear the weight of the

sheet on it as I lay in bed. The flesh of my

thigh began to waste away at this time, and I lost

power in my left arm, thumb, and forefinger, so

that for some time I was unable to use a fork at

meals. I called in a local practitioner (Mr. C ),

who gave me medicine
; but, as he said the pain

in the knee was of secondary importance, he did

not prescribe for it. I took exercise occasionally

in an invalid chair, but, owing to the difficulty of

getting downstairs and the vibration of the chair

itself, this did me more harm than good. I

returned home in November, and passed the

winter with very little improvement ;
and having
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purchased a very easy invalid carriage with

shafts for a donkey, I went out when the weather

permitted. I continued to apply iodine and

kept wet cloths constantly upon the limb to

keep down the inflammation, and this treatment

succeeded in a measure, but only so long as I kept

the leg at rest; for on making the smallest

attempt to use it the inflammation returned.

In the spring of 1860 it was thought advisable

that I should consult Sir B. Brodie, and my
medical man (Mr. A ) went with me to London

;

but finding that Sir Benjamin was out of town, he

took me to Mr. D
,
who affected to treat the

matter very lightly, and said that I was to take

a tonic, which he prescribed, and that as my
health improved my knee would get well. He

also sent me to a surgical-bandage maker, who

measured me for a knee-cap, which was to enable

me to walk and take more exercise than I had

hitherto been enabled to do. This knee-cap I

was, however, at first unable to wear, until some

months later, when, the inflammation having

subsided, I found it gave me some support; but
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I was never able to wear it without much dis-

comfort. Up to October 1865 (a period of six

years and a quarter) I used crutches sometimes

two, at other times one crutch and a stout stick

and was never at ease, the knee always stone cold

when in bed or otherwise resting, and hot after

exertion of any kind the pain always becoming

acute whenever I attempted to use the limb

beyond just crossing a room. During this period

(six years) I spent a portion of every summer at

the seaside, and was withdrawn almost entirely

from business. At length, after so long a course

of treatment, I ceased to seek further advice,

believing what I was told, that the cause of all

my suffering was constitutional, and I settled down

to the conclusion that I should be a cripple for

life, and that this was unavoidable.

" In June 1865, 1 was recommended by a friend to

consult Mr. Hutton, but when I had learned that

he was an irregular practitioner, I declined
;
and it

was not until October, when owing to an acci-

dental stumble against the door-sill I was in much

pain again, that I acceded to the earnest solicita-
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tions of my friends. I then wrote to him, and

made an appointment. At the first interview he

came to me in the waiting-room, and, looking me

hard in the face, he said,
' Who sent you here ?

'

I told him who it was that recommended me to

him. He then said,
' Do you know that I am not

a regular surgeon ?
'

I answered,
' Yes.'

l

Well,

then, what's the matter with you ?
'

I told him I

was lame. 'Are those your sticks?' pointing to

the crutches.
'
Yes.'

'

Well, let me look at your

leg.' He then instantly placed his thumb on the

tender spot inside the knee, causing me great pain.

I said,
'

Yes, that is the place, and no other.'

1

Ah,' he replied,
'

I thought so. That will do.

How long have you been lame ?
' ' Six years.'

' What treatment have you had ?
'

I told him, and

also that I was advised that my lameness resulted

from constitutional causes. He said,
' Bah ! If

you had not had a pretty good constitution, they

would have killed you.' I told him that I had

seen Mr. D .

'

Well,' he said,
'

you might as well

have seen my cook. He can't cure that knee.' I

asked him what he thought was the matter with it.
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He said,
' That knee is out

;
I'll stake my reputa-

tion on it, and I can cure it.' I was ordered to

apply linseed-meal poultices for a week, and then

go to him again, which I did, and happily with

the best results. I have never needed the use of

crutches since, and, although it was some time

before I gained much strength in the leg, I am now

able to walk as well as before the injury. I forgot

to mention, that before leaving Mr. Hutton's house I

walked up a flight of stairs and down again without

assistance, a feat I had not accomplished for years.'*

As a contribution to the patient's point of view,

and as a pendant to some remarks made in the

course of the preceding pages, I have thought it

desirable to print here a portion of the letter that

accompanied the narrative :

"May, 1871.

" MY DEAR SIR, In my communication I have confined

myself to a relation of facts only, abstaining from all com-

ment, but I should now like to say, that I think you are

doing great service to the public in bringing the subject of

(so-called) bone-setting prominently before the profession, so

as to induce them to give it a measure of attention, instead

of pooh-poohing it,
as has been their almost invariable prac-

tice hitherto. In my own case, after submitting to Mr.
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Hutton's manipulation, I was instantly relieved from that

pain, tension, and coldness in the joint that I had suffered for

six years, and was able to walk. This recovery, which to myself

and friends seemed little short of a miracle, was thus ac-

counted for by the faculty : Mr. A (whose patient I had

been), on the subject being mentioned to him, laughed, and

said, with a significant shrug,
'

Yes, yes ! a nervous knee !

we all know what nervous knees are! ay! ay!' Mr. B
,

who as a friend had seen my knee frequently (though not

professionally), assured all who mentioned the case to him

that I might have walked twelve months earlier had I cared

to do so. Other professional men accounted for the manifest

change in my condition on one hypothesis and another, whilst

all affected to smile at my ignorance and delusion. Thus

much as to the profession : but what were my own thoughts

and those of my friends and the public generally ? I was

like the man spoken of in the Gospels, who had been blind,

and could now see. I had been lame and in pain, and could

now walk and was at ease. I cared nothing for professional

sneers as to nervous or not nervous ; and had the whole

College of Surgeons clearly demonstrated to their entire

satisfaction that I could not possibly have been benefited by
Mr. Hutton's treatment, my opinion would not have been in

the smallest degree shaken by it. Then, as to the public : my
case having been well known, my recovery was quickly noised

abroad, and a number of people in the neighbourhood who

had '

suffered many things of many physicians and were

nothing bettered, but rather grew worse,' sought Mr. Hutton's

advice and were cured ; and this has happened in so many
instances that public confidence in the ability of the regular

practitioner to deal with this class of cases has been greatly
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shaken. I cannot better illustrate this than by relating the

following case : One Thursday morning last autumn a man
came to me, and, on my inquiring his business, he told me
that he wanted my advice. He was a labourer in a factory,

who, in lifting a weight, had twisted his knee, which was

much swollen and painful when he walked. I asked him

what advice he had had. He said he had been under the

doctor's hands some time, but the leg was worse, and he was

now ordered to lay up entirely for a month, and was assured

that, unless he did so, he would lose his leg. In one hand

he held a medical certificate to entitle him (being unable to

work) to go on his club ;
in the other he had a lump of dark

paste, about the size of an egg, which he said was a blister,

and which he was ordered to apply to the joint immediately,

and to rest at home until the doctor called on him next day.

I examined his knee, and from the similarity of his symptoms
to those I had myself experienced, I felt satisfied that his

was a case for Mr. Hutton, and told him so. He immediately

said that he had heard of my case and so many others that

he would rather take my advice than the doctor's. I ex-

plained to him that he could not follow the advice of both,

and if he decided on going to Mr. Hutton he must on no

account apply the blister. To this he assented. The doctor's

assistant called on him next day, and was very angry that he

had not done as he was ordered, and then left, threatening

to return with his master, who, he said, would make him put

on the blister whether he liked it or not. This threat, how-

ever, was not carried out, and on Monday morning he went

to Mr. Hutton, with several other patients who were going

up on a similar errand. He did not return until the last

train at night, and I learned next morning that, after visiting
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Mr. Hutton, he walked several miles to see a friend, and then

back to the railway-station ; he rested the next day, and on

\\Vdncsday returned to his work, and has been quite well

ever since.

" The sentence in italics is one to which I desire to call

particular attention, since it gives expression to a feeling

of want of confidence in the profession, which I know to

be widely, though often secretly, entertained in this neigh-

bourhood.
" Would it not, then, be to the interest of the profession

to examine into these cases, and not obstinately to close

their eyes to facts, which, but for professional prejudice, they

would not fail to see as clearly, and reason upon as logically,

as common people do.

"
I am, my dear Sir, yours very truly,

" &c. c."

Another joint requiring very special considera-

tion is the hip, on account of its well-known liability

to disease of a kind that should forbid operative

interference. It may be safely assumed that in any

case of mischief about the hip-joint, the mind of

a surgeon would be likely to lean towards the

probable presence of morbus coxae, while a bone-

setter, on the other hand, would lean towards the

opposite view, and would hope and thence believe

the malady to be of a kind that movements would
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cure. Hence it is that the hip-joint has furnished

the bone-setter with some of his most conspicuous

successes when he has been right, and with some

of his most disastrous failures when he has been

wrong ;
and a bone-setter who has become more

fearful of failure than eager for success generally

looks upon the hip-joint with suspicion. Mr. Hut-

ton, at all events, must have learnt this lesson by

experience, for he was not only extremely careful

in his examination of the hip, but also seemed, as

it appeared to me, by no means sorry when he

found reason for letting it alone.

I saw with him one instance in which I thought

he had a lucky escape, and which I could not

understand at the time
;
but since the publication

by Mr. Teale and Dr. Macnab of their cases of

simulation of hip-joint disease by suppuration of

the bursa over the trochanter major, I imagine that

such a condition may have been the cause of my

perplexity. The following is an outline of the case:

A boy had been kicked on one hip by a pony, and

the injury produced symptoms resembling those of

morbus coxse, for which the boy was treated. At
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length he was brought to Mr. Hutton, who said the

hip was "
out," and operated in his usual manner.

The boy had great and increased pain afterwards,

and was ordered to apply poultices. In five days

his friends sent word that he was much worse, and

that a great quantity of matter had been discharged.

I anticipated the worst possible issue to the case,

and supposed that the movements must have done

great mischief; but a montk afterwards I met the

boy walking in the street, in good health, free from

pain, and with a scarcely perceptible limp.

Mr. Hutton entertained a belief that in all cases

of hip disease the origin of the mischief was a fall

or a blow on the part, and this conviction was never

shaken by the absence of such an incident from the

history related by the patient or his friends. He

maintained, and doubtless with much truth, that

blows and falls were often unknown to parents, and

were soon forgotten, not only by children, but, if

attended by no immediate ill results, also by
children of a larger growth. The hip cases in which

he was useful were probably those in which, after

injury, the limb had been kept voluntarily at rest
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for fear of exciting pain, or in which some inflam-

matory mischief had existed external to the joint,

and had kept all the parts in a state of unnatural

quiescence. A test to which he attached import-

ance, and which points clearly to extra-articular as

distinguished from intra-articular mischief, was

that, in the absence of pain from direct pressure or

shocks upon the heel, pain was still felt if the

patient rested the hel firmly on the ground, and

then, keeping it fixed as a pivot, attempted to

rotate the foot inwards or outwards. A sign of

similar import was the production of pain on stoop-

ing forwards. To these rough indications, however,

the diagnostic skill of the surgeon should add

others of a more precise character, gathered from a

careful study and comparison of all the general and

local symptoms of the case, and especially from the

temperature of the body at different periods of the

day, from the presence or absence of shivering, and

from the state of the circulation and the secretions.

The hip is frequently the locality of some form

of hysterical affection, and such disorders have

doubtless contributed their quota to the credit
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side of the bone-setter's account. When they

have occasioned rest to the joint, or have been

treated by counter-irritants, they may in course of

time be followed by adhesions, and they must

almost of necessity have been productive of stiff-

ness in the muscles and tendon-sheaths, and of

dryness in the synovial sacs. These conditions

may be quite sufficient to overpower the efforts

of a feeble will at voluntary motion, and to

overcome them by manipulation will be to effect

a cure. To treat them by rest, or by so-called

moral suasion, is to leave an easy victory over the

profession in the hands of quacks.

The practitioner should beware, however, of the

grounds of his diagnosis in cases that are supposed

to be hysterical, and should avail himself of all

the resources by which art discovers the presence

of disease, before he allows himself to be committed

to any course. I was once made acquainted

with the case of a young lady who complained

of pain in the upper part of the left thigh, which

was aggravated on movement. She lived in a

fashionable watering-place, and was attended by
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two physicians of great local repute. They

pronounced the case to be hysterical, and decided

against the reality of sufferings that the patient

herself declared to be agonizing. After a long

period a third physician was called in for a single

consultation. He suggested the possibility of

deep suppuration ;
but the others would not listen

to him, and he unfortunately withdrew without

pressing his opinion. Some months of pain and

misery followed, and then at last a surgeon saw

the limb. He at once gave exit to an enormous

collection of matter from beneath the deep fascia

of the thigh, and the unfortunate patient then in

one sense recovered, but only to be more or less

a cripple for life, in consequence of the extensive

injury done to the muscles among which the pus

had burrowed. In this case the attendants had

permitted the word "
hysteria

"
to stand between

their judgments and the patent facts of the

case. .

It should be remembered, also, in considering

the nature of affeotions of the hip in the female,

that there exists a considerable degree of sym-
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pathy between this joint and the uterus, and that

inflammation in or about the former is not un-

frequently associated with disorder of the latter.

Dr. Meadows has recently read to the Clinical

Society the case of a lady in whom acute

suppuration within the hip-joint followed the

application of
"
tangle tents

"
to the cervix uteri.

The general opinion of the Society was that the

case was one of pyaemia ;
and it is known that

Mr. Barwell regards ordinary "gonorrhceal rheu-

matism
"

as being itself a form of pyaemic infec-

tion. If these views are correct, we must expect

to meet with various degrees of hip-joint disorder

associated with, or consecutive to, uterine maladies.

In the Berlin. Med. Zcitung, Dr. Hoppe has called

attention to this. He says, that
"
in the course of

uterine disease there may be well-marked hip-

joint disease set up, as indicated by pain and

tenderness in the region of the joint or the tro-

chanter, and impeded movement, owing to the con-

traction of the adductors and flexors. Both sides

may be affected, either simultaneously or in suc-

cession. It may exist only in a trifling degree ;
and

K
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when it prevails to a greater extent, it may go on

afterwards independently of the uterine affection.

In moderate cases the affection of the hip-joint

disappears with that of the uterus." If it should not

do so, the result will probably be to leave behind

adhesions, either within the joint or around it, and

these, when the acute stage has subsided, properly

directed movements may safely and effectually

overcome.

The degree in which the crippling effects of

ordinary rheumatic inflammation may be over-

come by movement would be scarcely credible to

any who had not witnessed the actual results of

treatment. In these cases I believe the inflam-

matory deposits are chiefly extra-articular, and

that they speedily undergo some kind of organi-

zation. They may be heard to tear under flexion

with an audible rending sound, and the consequent

restoration of free movement is always followed

by the relief of any pre-existing pain, and

generally by the gradual subsidence of heat or

swelling. In these cases a recurrence of inflam-

mation is perhaps less to be feared than in any
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other
;

since rheumatism is a specific disorder,

requiring specific constitutional conditions to call

it into activity, and not liable to be lighted up

by any merely local accident. The field here

opened to treatment is a very wide one
;
since the

number of rheumatic cases applying to bone-

setters has been small in comparison with the

number of sufferers, and since the suggestion that

something is out and must be replaced would

hardly commend itself to the common sense of

the patients. A true and reasonable explanation

of the condition and the means of cure would

probably render many rheumatic people readily

amenable to treatment
;
but it is right to caution

those who would undertake such cases that the

necessary manipulations are often more difficult

than in cases of .injury. They must be planned

with care and forethought, and executed skilfully

and with decision.

The joints most prone to partial dislocation

from injury are probably those of the tarsus and

wrist. Sir Astley Cooper mentions also the

ankle, knee, shoulder, and elbow, as being liable

K 2
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to this form of accident, and gives an account of

the anatomical conditions in a partial dislocation

of the humerus found in a subject dissected at

St. Thomas's Hospital in 1819. Partial disloca-

tion would be very likely to deceive a surgeon who

was not fully prepared for the possibility of its-

occurrence, since the ordinary signs of complete

displacement would be wanting, while at the same

time mobility would be impaired. In such cases

bone-setters have often been successful
;

since

the displaced bone, when once started from its

false position by the preliminary twist, would be

likely to return at once to its natural relations

with neighbouring parts.

In severe sprains it may be assumed, as a rule,

that the amount of tension put upon the ligaments

of the affected joint will be the measure of the

injury done, and will also determine the nature

of the process of repair. If a joint be forced

in an abnormal direction by external violence, the

muscles and soft parts surrounding it will yield ;

and, unless movement is checked by the apposition

of bony surfaces, the stress will then be thrown
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upon the ligaments. These, being non-elastic,

must either hold or tear. In the former case the

joint will escape with slight injury ;
in the latter,

the process of repairing the torn fibres will be

attended with more or less effusion, according to

the extent of the rupture. This effusion, unless

wholly re-absorbed, must remain in and around the

ligament, like callus around a fracture of bone,

more or less impeding movement. In some cases,

too, the synovial membrane adherent to the inner

surface of the ligament will be torn with it, and

synovitis will be the probable result. In either

case, the effect of prolonged rest may be to

solidify and organize effusion in a position where

it cripples movement. The art of the bone-setter

has been to tear such effusions after they have

become organized and firm. The skill of the

surgeon will be better displayed in stretching

and rendering them harmless while they are still

tender. In the treatment of fracture, for example,

too much pains can hardly be taken to commence

early passive motion of the articulations of the

affected limb, and on no account to dismiss as
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cured a patient in whom this precaution has been

neglected, with the wholly unfounded expectation

that the stiffness will cure itself. Of late years,

especially in fractures of the fore-arm, I have made

it a rule to move the joints frequently from the

very beginning of the treatment, taking the thumb,

fingers, wrist, and elbow seriatim, and of course care-

fully steadying the fractured bones during the time.

I have already referred to the importance of

the thumb-pressure as a means of fixing the

attachment of an adhesion, and preventing the

possibility of partial displacement of a bone,

especially in the carpus or tarsus, by the force

employed by the operator. I am disposed to

think that this thumb-pressure exerts yet another

beneficial influence, and that, by fixing the

attachment of an adhesion, it secures that the

adventitious material shall be broken through at

some point of its own length, and not torn from

either of its insertions. It is manifest that the

former result would be far less likely to produce

irritation or mischief than the latter.

In the case of all the larger joints it is the
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ordinary practice of bone-setters to have them

rubbed twice a day with neat's-foot oil, and kept

constantly enveloped in linseed-meal poultices for

a week before, and for some days after opera-

ting, and in many instances to have the joint

steeped in water as hot as it can be borne for

half an hour before commencing the manipula-

tions. They believe that by these means they

diminish the resistance of the muscles and the

risk of subsequent inflammation. So many of their

acts and precautions are based upon the results

of large experience, that it would perhaps be

hasty to infer that this practice would be as well

dispensed with. Mr. Hutton, for example, was

a shrewd and observant man, and the poulticing

covered an interval of time during which there

were many risks of his losing the case. I do

not think he would have adhered to the custom

unless he had seen reason to believe that he would

incur danger by abandoning it. At all events,

it amused and satisfied the patient, and gave an

air of deliberateness to the manipulation even-

tually practised for his cure.
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Among the symptoms which Mr. Hutton was

wont to remark as evidence of a bone being
"
out

"

(that is, as evidence of the existence of a state

of things in which he could do good) in the

shoulder or hip, was the occurrence of acute pain

in or near the joint on awaking, so that the

patient, if a child, would wake up crying. I

presume that in these cases the joint was moved

so freely in the half-conscious period between

sleeping and waking as to excite the pain in

this manner.

It will surprise many to learn that actual

dislocations rarely come under the notice of bone-

setters. When they do come, it is probable

that they are sometimes replaced, quite un-

consciously on the part of the operator, by the

ordinary movements that he employs. There

has been of late years a growing tendency to

substitute skill for force in the reduction of dis-

locations, especially in those of the hip and

shoulder
;
and the basis of the new methods is

generally a combination of rotation and flexion

which the manipulations of a bone-setter may
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very well chance to imitate. The method of

reducing dislocations of the shoulder that was

contrived by Schinzinger, for example, as well as

that of Richet, the value of both of which has been

confirmed by no less authorities than Professors

Dumreicher and Von Pitha, will occur to every one

as examples in point ;
and it is clear that what

has thus been done designedly by surgeons may
also now and then be accomplished accidentally

by a quack. As a rule, however, bone-setters

do nothing for actual dislocations
; unless, by

moving the displaced bone freely in its new

position, they promote the attainment of that

degree of usefulness which time in such cases

is often found to restore.



CHAPTER V.

AFFECTIONS OF THE SPINE.

SINCE the publication of my original papers

in the Lancet, a large number of inquiries have

been addressed to me on the subject of the treat-

ment by bone-setters of diseases of the spine ;

and I have thought that the importance of the

subject is such that it can best be dealt with in a

separate chapter. I will commence with narrating

the history of what Mr. Hutton himself considered

one of his
"
good cases."

Mrs. J ,
on rising from her chair one day

in 1864, caught her heel in her crinoline, and

fell backwards upon her sacrum. She did not

feel much pain from the (fall at the moment,

although she felt a good deal shaken. At

this period she had been six weeks pregnant.

On the fifth day from the date of the accident,

having in the meantime, without any definite
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cause of complaint, been
"
out of sorts," she noticed

a feeling of stiffness and numbness extending over

the whole of the body, but more especially in the

extremities. Shortly after this occurred she was

seized with convulsions of an epileptiform character.

These convulsions recurred at varying intervals of

sometimes three or four days, and at other times

of ten days or a fortnight, until her confinement.

After this event she was subject to them, but

at longer intervals, until October 1869. Their

increased frequency about this time induced her

to consult Mr. Hutton, both she and her friends

considering that, as she had never had any

affection of this description previous to her fall,

the blow on the back might fairly be looked

upon as the cause of her trouble. A very tender

spot was complained of at the junction of the

last lumbar vertebra with the sacrum. Sensations

which preceded the commencement of the fit were

referred to that spot, and the opinion given by

Mr. Hutton was that a bone was "out
"

there. On

the three or four days preceding his visit she

had many severe convulsions
;
she was suffering
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from exhaustion consequent upon them, and

fully "expected to be obliged to remain in bed

for some days to recover herself. She describes

herself as suffering at the same time from head-

ache and fulness
;

her back was very painful ;

she was flushed in the face, very depressed in

spirits, her eyesight was dim, and she was

very faint. When operated on in the manner

hereafter to be described, she felt "a sudden

feeling of numbness of the brain," this feeling

travelling upwards from the spot where pressure

was applied ;
and then immediately following this,

a sensation which made her say
" I'm all right."

In a minute or two she got into bed without

assistance, lay down on her left side a position

she had not been able to take before her colour

became natural, her head felt as if a weight had

been removed from it, the dimness of sight

disappeared, and a difficulty of raising the lids pre-

viously present was gone. She remained in bed

for two hours, and then was able to be dressed and

go downstairs. She had no return of the fits, and

had been quite free from them up to October 1870.
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As a contrast to the foregoing narrative, and in

order to exhibit another side of the picture, I will

quote a passage from Mr. Shaw's article on
"
Diseases of the Spine

"
in the fourth volume of

the second edition of Holmes's System of Surgery.

Mr. Shaw says :

"
It is sometimes advantageous for the surgeon

to be acquainted with the proceedings of quacks.

Bone-setters and others frequently undertake to

straighten the spine in cases of angular deformity,

and as they occasionally have a certain temporary

success which gains them reputation, it is more

necessary to understand what they do, and at what

a risk. They will take, for example, a young man

who has a prominent hump in the dorsal region,

consequent on disease which he may have had

in childhood. By confining him in the recumbent

position, employing mechanical means to stretch

the back, and putting him on physical exercises,

not forgetting to manipulate the projecting ver-

tebras sufficiently often, the spine may be made

straighter, and the hump less distinct. The quack

will probably represent that the cure has been
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effected by his reducing the dislocated bones at

the angular projection. But it is obvious that

the apparent improvement has been brought about

wholly by the extension of the sound portions

of the spine above and below the apex of the

angle. Each of these portions, besides being in-

clined from before backward, is curved
;
and it can

be easily understood that by restoring them to a

vertical line, the whole column will be rendered

straighter, and the protuberance less distinct. But

it is not to be expected that the improvement

will last. As no change can be made in the rela-

tion of the vertebrae at the seat of anchylosis, and

their surfaces in conformity with the angle they

form are placed obliquely, the longitudinal axis

of the upper and lower portions respectively must

likewise be bent in reference to each other. Hence

the spine will soon return to its former condition

But it is the danger of the treatment which

constitutes the chief objection ;
and that arises

from its being impossible to know beforehand what

is the exact kind and degree of union that may
have taken place at the seat of disease, or what
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may be the state of the abscess. If the cavity

of the abscess has been obliterated, the former

communication between it and the carious bodies

closed, and if the anchylosis has been perfect so

that no remnant of the disease has been left, the

treatment, however rough, might do no harm,

if it did no good. But the result would be

disastrous if the anchylosis were spurious, and the

walls of the abscess were the only connection be-

tween the upper and lower portions in front. Owing

to the union between the vertebrae at the back, the

mobility would be destroyed, and it might be in-

ferred that the anchylosis was perfect ; yet the os-

seous bond might not be sufficiently strong to resist

the violence sometimes employed in endeavouring

to straighten the spine by ignorant practitioners."

"A friend related to the writer the following

case, and also showed him the preparation con-

nected with it.

"A young woman had caries of the lower

cervical and upper dorsal vertebrae, from which she

recovered, so as to be able to resume her employ-

ment. The angular deformity being considerable,
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she applied to a quack, who promised to make the

spine straight. The treatment consisted chiefly

in employing mechanical means to stretch the neck.

While increasing the power one day, there was

an audible snap, with sudden pain. The patient

was found immediately afterward pafalysed from

the neck downwards, and in a few days she died.

It was found at the post-mortem examination

that there was an abscess nearly obliterated in

front of the carious vertebrae
;
and that the walls

of the abscess had been extensively torn from their

connections with the bones. The spinal cord was

diffluent near the seat of injury. It cannot be

doubted that when the force of extension was

increased, and the snap heard, that the bony

connections of the posterior segment and the

vertebras had been broken, the walls of the ab-

scess detached from the bodies in front, and the

spinal cord ruptured."

In considering the relation which these two

histories respectively bear to the question now

before us, I fear it must be admitted that the

great importance of the spinal cord, and the
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gravity of its diseases, have rather tended to make

professional men overlook the osseous and liga-

mentous case by which it is enclosed, and which

is liable to all the maladies that befall bones and

ligaments elsewhere. The quack, on the other

hand, who probably never heard of the spinal

cord, recognizes only the presence of structures

with which he is familiar, and deals with them as

he does in other situations. The result is much

the same as in the hip-joint. The quack every

now and then cures conditions which the autho-

rized practitioner had regarded with a sort of

reverence because they were "
spinal ;

" and he

every now and then kills a patient, because this

reverence did not exist for his protection. If the

profession generally would so study the diseases of

the spinal cord as to rescue them from specialists,

the first step would be taken towards rescuing the

diseases of the vertebral column from quacks.

However the matter may be explained, it is

quite certain that many people now resort to

bone-setters, complaining of a "crick/' or pain,

or weakness in the back, usually consequent upon

L
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some injury or undue exertion, and that these

applicants are cured by movements of flexion

and extension, coupled with pressure upon any

painful spot.

In a few cases Mr. Hutton was consulted on

account of stiffness about the neck or cervical

vertebrae ;
and he then was accustomed to

straighten them in the way shown by Fig. 7. His

left fore-arm would be placed under the lowered

chin of the patient, with the hand coming round

to the base of the occipital bone. The right

thumb would then be placed on any painful spot

on the cervical spine, and the chin suddenly

elevated as much as seemed to be required. As

far as my observation extends, the instances of

this kind were not bond fide examples of adhesion,

but generally such as might be attributed to

slight muscular rigidity, or even to some form of

imaginary malady. The benefit gained was pro-

bably rather due to the pain of the operation,

and the effect produced by it upon the mind of

the patient, than to any actual change in the

physical conditions concerned.
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For the lower regions of the spine he had

two methods of treatment, differing in detail but

not in principle. In the first, when a painful spot

was found, the patient was made to get out of

bed and to stand facing its side, with the front of

the legs, or perhaps the knees according to the

height of the patient and of the bedstead pressed

against it. She was then told to bend forward

until the bed was touched by the elbows. His

left arm was then placed across the chest, and

the thumb of the right hand upon the painful

spot. Firm pressure was made with the thumb,

and as soon as he felt that he had settled himself

into such a position that he could obtain the full

power of the left arm, the patient was told to

assume the erect posture with as much rapidity

and vigour as she could command. This move-

ment was facilitated and expedited by the throw-

ing up of his left arm and the opposing force of

the right thumb. As a rule there seemed to be

two painful spots, answering to the upper and

lower border of the affected vertebra, so that the

manoeuvre would require to be repeated.
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In the second method the patient was seated

in a cha^r placed a short distance from the wall,

so that the feet could be firmly pressed against

it. She was told to bend forward and place her

arms between her legs, with the elbows resting

against the inner side of the knees : to sit firmly

on the chair, and at a given signal to throw herself

upright. The operator passed his left arm under

the chest, placed his right thumb on the painful

spot, and, in order to obtain firm and resisting

pressure, rested his elbow against the back of the

chair. The signal being given, the operator,

keeping the fist clenched, so as to support his

thumb, and the elbow being held firm in its

position, when the patient throws herself upright,

resists the approach of her back to the chair,

and bends her head and shoulders as far back-

wards as possible, the position of the feet pre-

venting any forward movement.

These two methods are used for cases in

which pain is present in the dorsal vertebrae

below the eighth, or in any of the lumbar.

The treatment used for the upper dorsal and

<
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lower cervical vertebrae was to place the operator's

knee against the painful spot, and, with the hands

placed upon the shoulders, to draw the upper

part of the body as far back as possible.

In cases where pain was complained of in the

dorsal and lumbar region, and the backward

movements did not afford the required relief,

the patient was made to bend sideways, and

a similar process was gone through as in the

other manipulations.

As a commentary upon all this there is mani-

festly little to say, except that the size of the

vertebral canal is such as to admit of considerable

diminution without injury to the cord, and that

the bones and ligaments of the column, as already

observed, are liable to the same results of injury,

and to the same diseases, that befall bones and

ligaments elsewhere.

The surgeon who is consulted about a case of

spinal malady should first of all make sure that

he is not frightened by a bugbear, and should then

proceed to determine, by scientific methods of ex-

amination, whether or not he is in the presence
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of disease of the nervous centres, or of caries,

abscess, or other destructive change in the verte-

bral column. On such points as these, no man

who possesses a thermometer, a microscope, and

a test-tube has any excuse for remaining long in

doubt
;
and if he is able to exclude the possibility

of such conditions, he may then regard the spine

simply as a portion of the skeleton, and may deal

with it accordingly. Here, as elsewhere, injury and

rest, or rest and counter-irritation, may produce

adhesions that painfully limit movement, and that

may at once be broken by resolute flexion and

extension. Here, as elsewhere, partial displace-

ment may occur, and may be rectified by pressure

and motion. In the lower cervical, the dorsal and

lumbar portions of the spine, the change of position

of any single vertebra can be only slight enough

to produce pain and stiffness, but not enough to

produce visible deformity. In the highest region,

however, partial dislocations are sometimes more

manifest. The following case is quoted from the

hospital reports of the Medical Times and Gazette

for August 5, 1865 :
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"John S
, aged 21, labourer, of St. Mary's

Cray, was admitted on May 26, 1865, under Mr.

Hilton.

" States that he has been ailing for the last

three months
;

loss of appetite and general de-

bility ; has, however, followed his employment.
" On Sunday, May 14, he was stooping down

to black his boots as they were on his feet, when

suddenly he '
felt a snap

'

in the upper and back

part of his neck ;

' he felt as if some one had struck

him there.' About a quarter of an hour after he

became insensible, and continued so about half an

hour
;
then he felt a stiffness and numbness at the

back and side of his head and the back of his

neck, with a fulness in the throat and difficulty of

swallowing. At first he had no loss of power over

his limbs, only slight pain down the right arm
;

some days after admission, however, he had partial

loss of power in the right arm, which shortly re-

covered itself.

" On admission he carries his head fixed, and

has pain on slightest attempt to rotate, flex, or

extend the head
;
his jaw is partially fixed, and
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he cannot open his mouth wide enough to admit

of a finger being passed to the back of the

pharynx ;
his voice is thick and guttural ; deglu-

tition not attended by any great uneasiness. Com-

plains of all the symptoms before enumerated.

Externally, over the spine of the second cervical

vertebra, there is a tumour hard and resisting, but

tender on pressure : this is evidently formed by

the undue prominence of the spine of the axis

itself; the tenderness is not general, but circum-

scribed
;
the parts all round are numb. He was

put on his back on a hard bed, his head but

slightly elevated
;

a small sandbag was placed

beneath the projecting spine, and the whole head

maintained in a fixed position by larger sandbags.

He was ordered pulv. Dov., gr. v.
; hydr. c. creta,

gr. iij.,
bis die. This was continued for about ten

days, when his gums became affected slightly, and

it was then omitted. Marked improvement has

taken place in his general appearance, and more

particularly in his special symptoms. He con-

tinued thus till July 3, gradually and steadily

improving. He then had acute rheumatic inflam-
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mation of the right knee and elbow-joint, followed

in a day or two by a similar state in the left knee-

joint. There was no evidence of a pyaemic state.

The joints were blistered, he has been treated with

pot. nitr. and lemon-juice, and is now fast recover-

ing. The tenderness and all the symptoms have

disappeared, the projection still remaining, and he

expresses himself as much relieved by the con-

tinued rest in bed.

" Mr. Hilton, in remarking on this case, observed

that it had been demonstrated that the area of the

vertebral canal might be diminished by one-third,

provided that the diminution was slowly effected,

without giving rise to any alarming, or indeed

marked, symptoms of compression of the cord."

Now, there can be no doubt that most surgeons

would agree that Mr. Hilton exercised a sound

discretion in simply placing this man in conditions

favourable to recovery, or in keeping him at rest

until the axis was fixed in its new position, and

the spinal cord accustomed to the change in its

relations. There can be as little doubt that

Mr. Hutton would have made thumb-pressure on
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the prominent spine while he sharply raised the

head. The probability is, that he would by this

manoeuvre have cured his patient ;
the possibility

is, that he might have killed him. This sort of

"
make-a-spoon or spoil-a-horn

"
practice we may

contentedly leave to quacks ; and, without risking

reputation in doubtful cases, I think we may find

a considerable number which are not doubtful, in

which skilled observation may exclude all elements

of danger, and in which the rectification of dis-

placement, or the rupture of adhesions, will be

certainly followed by the most favourable results.

For the discovery of these cases no settled rules

can be laid down, since they can only be known

by negations by the absence of the symptoms

that would give warning of danger. The diagnosis

must be made in each instance for itself, and in

each must depend upon the sagacity and the skill

of the practitioner.

LONDON I R. CLAY, SONS, AND TAYLOR, PRINTERS.
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Baker (Sir Samuel W.) Works by Sir SAMUEL BAKER

M.A., F.R.G.S.:

THE ALBERT N'YANZA Great Basin of the Nile, and Explora-

tion of the Nile Sources. New and Cheaper Edition. Maps and

Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 6s.

'''Bruce won the source of the Blue Nile ; Speke and Grant won the

Victoria source of the great White Nile ; and I have been permitted to

succeed in completing the Nile Sources by the discovery of the great

reservoir of the equatorial waters, the Albert N^yanza, from which the

river issues as the entire White Nile." PREFACE. " As a Macaulav

arose among the historians," says the READER, "so a Baker has arisen

among the explorers"
"
Charmingly written;" says the SPECTATOR,

"fnl!, as might be expected, of incident, and free from that wearisome

reiteration of useless facts which is the drawback to almost all books of

African travel"

THE NILE TRIBUTARIES OF ABYSSINIA, and the Sword

Hunters of the Hamran Arabs. With Maps and Illustrations.

Fourth and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.
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Sir Samuel Baker here describes twelve months'
1

exploration, during
which he examined the rivers that are tributary to the Nilefrom Abyssinia,

including the Atbara, Settite, Royan, Salaam, Angrab, Rahad, Dinder,
and the Blue Nile. The interest attached to theseportions ofAfrica differs

entirelyfrom that of the White Nile regions, as the whole,of Upper Egypt
and Abyssinia is capable of development, and is inhabited by races having
some degree of civilization; while Central Africa is peopled by a race of

savages, whosefuture is more problematical. The TIMES says :
"
It solves

finally a geographical riddle which hitherto had been extremely perplexing,
and it adds much to our information respecting Egyptian Abyssinia and
the different races that spread over it. It contains, moreovei', some notable

instances of English daring and enterprising skill ; it aboitnds in ani-

mated tales of exploits dear to the heart of the British sportsman; and it

will attract even the least studious reader, as the author tells a story ivell,

and can describe natttre with uncommon power."

Barante (M. De). ^GUIZOT.

Baring-Gould (Rev. S., M. A.) LEGENDS OF OLD
TESTAMENT CHARACTERS, from the Talmud and other

sources. By the Rev. S. BARING-GOULD, M.A. Author of
" Curious Myths of the Middle Ages,"

" The Origin and Develop-
ment of Religious Belief,"

" In Exitu Israel," &c. In Two Vols.

Crown 8vo. i6s. Vol. I. Adam to Abraham. Vol. II. Mel-

chizedek to Zechariah.

Mr. Baring- Gould's previous contributions to the History of Mythology
and the formation of a science of comparative religion arc admitted to be

of high importance ; the present work, it is believed, will be found to

be of equal value. He has collected from the Talmud and other sources,

Jewish and Mohammedan, a large number of curious and interesting

legends concerning the principal characters of the Old Testament, com-

paring thesefrequently with similar legends current among many of the

peoples, savage and civilized, all over the world.
' ' These volumes contain

much that is very strange, and, to the ordinary English reader, very

novel." DAILY NEWS.

Barker (Lady). Set also BELLES LETTRES CATALOGUE.

STATION LIFE IN NEW ZEALAND. By LADY BARKER

Second and Cheaper Edition. Globe 8vo.
3.!-.

6d.
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Th. the exact account of a lady's experience of the b> .

an.i less practical side of colonization. They record the expedition

ret/tufts, arid emergencies diversifying the daily life of the wife of a New
Zealand sheep-fanner ; and, as each was written while the novelty and
excitement oj the scenes it describes werefresh upon her, they may succeed

in giving here in England an adequate impression of the delight andJree-
dom of an existence so far removedfrom our own highly-wrought civiliza-

tion. "We have never read a more truthful or a pleasantcr little book."

ATHENAEUM.

Bernard, St. ^MORISON.

Blanford (W. T.) GEOLOGY AND ZOOLOGY OF
ABYSSINIA. By W. T. BLANFORD. 8vo. 2u.

This work contains an account of the Geological and Zoological

Observations made by the author in Abyssinia, when accompanying the

British Army on its march to Magdala and back in 1868, and during a

short journey in Northern Abyssinia, after the departure of the troops.

Parti. Personal Narrative; Part II. Geology; Part III. Zoology.
With Coloured Illustrations and Geological Map. "The result of his

labours" the ACADEMY says, "is an important contribution to the

natural history of the country."

Bryce. THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE. By JAMES BRYCE,

D.C.L., Regius Professor of Civil Law, Oxford. New and Re-

vised Edition. Crown 8vo. TS. 6d.

The object of this treatise is not so much to give a narrative history of
the countries included hi the Romano-Germanic Empire Italy during the

Middle Ages, Germanyfrom theninth century tothenineteenth as to describe

the Holy Empire itself as an institution or system, the wonderful offspring

ofa body of beliefs and traditions which have almost wholly passed away
from the world. To make such a description intelligible it has appeared
best to give the book, the form rather of a narrative than of a dissertation ;

and to combine with an exposition ofwhat may be called the tJieory of the

Empire an outline oj the political history of Germany, as well as some

notice of the affairs of mediaeval Italy. Nothing else so directly linked the

old world to the nan as theRoman Empire, which exercised over the minds of
men an influence such as its material strength could nevei' have commanded.

It is of this influence, and the causes that gave it power, that the present

work is designed to treat. "It exactly supplies a want ; it affords a key

A 2
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to much which men read of in their books as isolatedfacts, but ofwhich they
have hitherto had no connected exposition set before them. We know of no
writer who has so thoroughly grasped the real nature of the medieval

Empire^ and its relations alike to earlier and to later times." SATURDAY
REVIEW.

Burke (Edmund). ^MORLEY (JOHN).
'

Cameos from English History see YONGE (Miss). \

Chatterton. .5^ WILSON (DANIEL).

Cooper. ATHENE CANTABRIGIENSES. By CHARLES
HENRY COOPER,' F.S.A., and THOMPSON COOPER, F.S.A.

Vol. T. 8vo., 150085, i&r.
; Vol. II., 15861609, i&r.

This elaborate work, which is dedicated by permission to Lord Macau/ay,
contains lives of the eminent men sent Jorth by Cambridge, after the

faslneu ofAnthony a Wood, in hisfamous
"
Athentz Oxonienses"

Cox (G. V., M.A.) RECOLLECTIONS OF OXFORD.
By G. V. Cox, M.A., New College, late Esquire Bedel and

Coroner in the University of Oxford. Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo.

6s.

"An amusingfarrago of anecdote, and will pleasantly recall in many
a country parsonage the memory of youthful days." TIMES. " Those

who wish to make acquaintance with the Oxford of their grandfathers,

and to keep up the intercourse with Alma Mater during theirJather's time,

even to the latest novelties infashion or learning of tJiepresent day, will do

well to procure this pleasant, unpretending little volume." ATLAS.

"Daily News." THE DAILY NEWS CORRESPOND-
ENCE of the War between Germany and France, 1870 I. Edited

with Notes and Comments. New Edition. Complete in One

Volume. With Maps and Plans. Crown Svo. 6s.

This Correspondence has been translated into German. In a Preface

the Editor says:

"
Among the various pictures, recitals, and descriptions ^vhich have

appeared, both of our gloriously ended national war as a whole, and of its

several episodes, we think that in laying before the German public, through
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a translation, thefollo-d<ing IVar Letters which appearedfirst in the DAILY

NEWS, and were afterwards published collectively, ive are offering them a

picture of the mcnts of the war of a anile peculiar character. Tluir com-

munications have the advantage of being at once entertaining and instruc-

tive, free from every romantic embellishment, and ne-sertheltss written

in a vein intelligible and notfatiguing to the general reader. The writers

linger over events, and do not disdain to surround the great and heroic

war-pictures with arabesques, gay and grave, taken from camp-life and
the life of the inhabitants of the occupied territory. A feature which

distinguishes these Lettersfrom all other delineations ofthe war is that they
do notproceed from a singlepen, but were written Jrom the camps of loth

belligerents."
"

These notes and comments" according to the SATURDAY
REVIEW,

"
are in reality a very well executed and continuous history."

Dilke. GREATER BRITAIN. A Record of Travel in English-

speaking Countries during 1866-7. (America, Australia, India.)

By Sir CHARLES WENTWORTH DILKE, M.P. Fifth Edition.

Crown Svo. 6s.

" Mr. Dilke," says the SATURDAY REVIEW,
" has written a book which

is probably as well worth reading as any book of the same aims and

character that ever was written. Its merits are that it is written in a

lively and agreeable style, that it implies a great deal oj physical pluck,

that no page of it fails to show an acute and highly intelligent observer,

that it stimulates the imagination as well as the judgment of the reader,

and that^ it is on perhaps the most interesting subject that can attract an

Englishman who cares about his country."
"
Many of the subjects dis-

cussed in thesepages" says the DAILY NEWS, "arc of the widest interest,

and such as no man who caresfor thefuture of his race and of the world

can afford to treat with indifference."

Diirer (Albrecht). See HEATON (MRS. C.)

European History, Narrated in a Series of Historical

Selections from the best Authorities. Edited and arranged by
E. M. SEWELL and C. M. YONGE. First Series, crown Svo. 6s. ;

Second Series, 1088-1228, crown Svo. 6s.

When young children have acquired the outlines ofhistoryJrom abridg-

ments and catechisms, and it becomes desirable to give a more enlarged

view of the subject, in order to render it really useful and interesting, a
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difficulty often arises as to the choice of books. Two courses are open, either

10 take a general and consequently dry history of facts; such as RusselVs

Modern Europe, or to choose some work treating of a particular period or

subject, such as the works of Macaulay and Froude. 7^he former course

usually renders history tminteresting ; the latter is unsatisfactory, because

it is not sufficiently comprehensive. To remedy this difficulty, selections,

continuous and chronological, have in thepresent volume been taken from
the larger works oj Freeman, Milman, Palgrave, Lingard, Hume, and

others, which may serve as distinct landmarks of historical reading.
" We know of scarcely anything," says the GUARDIAN, of this volume,
"which is so likely to raise to a higher level the average'jtandard of English
education.''''

Fairfax (Lord). A LIFE OF THE GREAT LORD FAIR-
FAX, Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the Parliament of

England. By CLEMENTS R. MARKHAM, F.S.A. With Portraits,

Maps, Plans, and Illustrations. Demy 8vo. i6s.

No full Life of the great Parliamentary Commander has appeared ;

-and it is here sought to produce one based upon careful research in con-

temporary records and upon family and other documents.
"
Highly

useful to the careful student of the History of the Civil War. . . . Pro-

bably as a military chronicle Mr. Markham's book is out of the most full

and accurate that we possess about the Civil War." FORTNIGHTLY
REVIEW.

Field (E. W.) See SADLER.

Freeman. Works by EDWARD A. FREEMAN, M.A,, D.C.L.

"That special power over a subject which conscientious and patient

research can only achieve, a strong grasp offacts, a true mastery over

detail, with a clear and manly style all these qualities join to make

the Historian of the Conquest conspicuous in the intellectual arena."

ACADEMY. (

HISTORY OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, from the Foun-

dation of the Achaian League to the Disruption of the United

States. Vol. I. General Introduction, History of the Greek

Federations. 8vo. 2is.

Mr. Freemarfs aim, in this elaborate and valuable work, is not so

much to discuss the abstract nature ofFederal Government, as to exhibit

its actual working in ages and countries widely removedfrom one another.

Four Federal Commonwealths stand out, infour different ages of the world,

as commandingabove all others the attention of students ofpoKtrcal history,
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Freeman (E. A.) continued,

."/:. the Achaian League, the Swiss Cantons, the United Provinces, the

United States. The first volume, besides containing a General Introduc-

tion, treats of the first of these. In writing this volume the author has

endeavoured to combine a text which may be instructive and interest;

any thoughtful reader, whether specially learned or not, with notes which

may satisfy the requirements of the most exacting scholar. tl The task

Mr. Freeman has undertaken" the SATURDAY REVIEW says, "is one

of great magnitude and importance. It is also a task of an almost

entirely novel character. No other work professing to give the history of
a political principle occurs to us, except the slight contributions to the

history of representative government that is contained in a course of

M. Guizo?s lectures .... The history of the development of a principle

is at least as important as the history ofa dynasty, or of a race.
1 '

.

OLD ENGLISH HISTORY. With Five Coloured Maps. Second

Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo., half-bound. 6s.

"Its object," the Preface says, "is to show that clear, accurate, and

scientific views of history, or indeed of any subject, may be easily given to

children from the very first. . . . I have throughout striven to connect the

history ofEngland with the general history of civilizedEurope, and I have

especially tried to make the book sei"ve as an incentive to a more accurate

study of historic geography.
"

The rapid sale of the first edition and the

univei-sal approval with which the work has been receivedprove the correct-

ness ofthe author's notions, and show thatfor such a book there was ample
room. The work is suited not only for children, but will serve as an ex-

cellent text-book for older students, a clear and faithjul summary of the

history of the period for those who wish to revive their historical know-

ledge, and a book full of charms for the general reader. The work is

preceded by a complete chronological Table, and appended is an exhaustive

and useful Index. In thepresent edition the whole has been carefully revised,

and such improvements as suggested themselves have been introduced.
" The book indeed is full of instruction and interest to students of att

a.ges, and he must be a well-informed man indeed who will not rise from
its perusal with clearer and more accurate ideas of a too much neglected

portion of English history" SPECTATOR.

HISTORY OF THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF WELLS,
as illustrating the History of the Cathedral Churches of the Old

Foundation. Crown Svo. *$$. 6d.
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Freeman (E. A.) continued.

* I have here" the author says, "tried to treat the history of the

Church of Wells as a contribution to the general history of the Church

and Kingdom of England, and specially to the history of Cathedra]

Churches of the Old Foundation. ... 7 -wish to point out the general

principles of the original founders as the model to which the Old Foun-

dations should be brought back, and the New Foundations reformed after

their pattern.''
1 " The history assumes in Mr. Freeman 's hands a signi-

ficance, and, we may add, a practical value as suggestive of what a cathe-

dral ought to be, which make it well worthy of mention." SPECTATOR.

HISTORICAL ESSAYS. Second Edition. 8vo. los. 6d.

The principle on which these Essays have been chosen is iJiat

of selecting papers which refer to comparatively modern times, or, at

least, to the existing states and nations of Europe. By a sort of accident

a number ofthe pieces chosen have thrown themselves into sometJiing like

a continuous scries bearing on the historical causes of the great events of

1870 71. Notes have been added whenever they seemed to be calledfor ;

andwhenever he could gain in accuracy of statement or in force or char-

ness of expression, the author has freely changed, added to, or left out,

what he originally wrote. To many of the Essays has been added a sJiorl

note ofthe circumstances under which they wei'e written. It is needless to

say that anyproduct ofMr. Freeman's pen is worthy of attentiveperusal ;

and it is believed that the contents of this volume will throw light on

several subjects of great historical importance and the widest intercsf.

The following is a list of the subjects: I. The Mythical and Romantic-

Elements in Early English History ; 2. The Continuity of English

History ; 3. The Relations between the Crowns ofEnglandand Scotland ;

4. Saint Thomas of Canterbury and his Biographers ; 5. The Reign oj

Edward the Third ; 6. The Holy Roman Empire ; 7. The Franks and
the Gauls ; 8. The Early Sieges ofParis ; 9. Frederick the First, King
of Italy ; IO. The Emperor Frederick the Second ; 1 1. Charles theBold ;

12. Presidential Government. "He never touches a question without

adding to our comprehension of it, without leaving t/ie impression of ait

ample knowledge, a righteous purpose, a clear and powerful ttndcr-

sta)iding." SATURDAY REVIEW.

THE GROWTH OF THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION FROM
THE EARLIEST TIMES. In the press.
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Galileo. THE PRIVATE LIFE or GALILEO. Compiled

principally from his Correspondence and that of his eldest

daughter, Sister Maria Celeste, Nun in the Franciscan Convent of

S. Matthew in Arcetri. With Portrait. Crown 8vo. Js. 6d.

It has been the endeavour of the compiler to place before the reader a

plain, ungarbled statement of facts ; and, as a means to this end, to allow

Galileo, Jiisfriends, and hisjudges to speak for themselves asfar as possible.

All tJic best authorities have been made itse of, and all (lie materials which

existfot a biography hare been in this -volume put into a symmetricalform.
The result is a most touching picture skilfully arranged of the great heroic-

man of science and //is devoted daughter, whose letters arefull of tlie deepest

reverential love and trust, amply repaid by tJie noble soul. The SATUR-
DAY REVIEW says of the book,

"
// is not so much tlie pJiilosopIier as the

man U'ho is seen in this simple and life-like sketcJi, and the liand which

portrays thefeatures and actions is mainly that ofone iuho had studied tJie

subject the closest and the most intimately. This little volume has done

much within its slender compass to prove the deptJi and tenderness of
Galileo's heart."

Gladstone (Right Hon. W. E., M.P.) JUVENTUS
MUNDI. The Gods and Men of the Heroic Age. Crown 8vo.

cloth. With Map. io.r. 6d. Second Edition.

This work of Mr. Gladstone deals especially with the historic element

in Homer, expounding that element and furnishing by its aid a full

account of the Homeric men and the Homeric religion. It starts, after

the introductory chaffer, with a discussion ofthe several races then existing

in Hellas, including the influence of the Phoenicians and Egyptians. It

contains chaptei's on the Olympian system, with its several deities ; on the

Ethics and the Polity of the Heroic age ; on the Geography of Homer j on

the characters of the Poems presenting, in fine, a vieiu of primitive life

and primitive society as found in the poems of Homer. To this New
Edition various additions have been made. "Seldom," says the ATHE-

N/EUM, "out of the great poems themselves, have these Divinities looked

so majestic and respectable. To read these brilliant details is like standing
on the Olympian threshold and gazing at the ineffable brightness lO&hin.
" There z>," according to ///^WESTMINSTER REVIEW, '"probably no other

writer ncnu living who could have done the work of this book. . . It would

be difficult to point out a book that contains so much fulness of knowledge

along with so much freshness ofperception and clearness of'presentation,."
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Guizot. M. DE BARANTE, a Memoir, Biographical and Auto-

biographical. By M. GUIZOT. Translated by the Author of

"JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN." Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

"
It is scarcely necessary to write a preface to this book. Its lifelike,

Portrait of a true andgreat man, painted unconsciously by himself in his

letters and autobiography, and retouched and completed by the tender hand

of his surviving friend the friend of a lifetime is sure, I think, to be

appreciated in England as it was in France, where it appeared in the

Revue de Deux Mondes. Also,} I believe every thoughtful mind will

enjoy its clear reflections of French and European politics and historyfor
the last seventy years, and the curious light thus thrown upon many present

events and combinations of circumstances." PREFACE. " The highest

purposes of both history and biography are answered by a memoir so life-

like, sofaithful, and so philosophical.'
1 '' BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW.

" This eloquent memoir, which for tenderness, gracefulness, and vigour,

might beplacedon the same shelf with Tacitus' Life of Agricola. . . . Mrs.

Craik has rendered the language of Guizot in her own sweet translucent

NEWS.

Heaton (Mrs. C.) HISTORY OF THE LIFE OF AL-
BRECHT DURER, of Nurnberg. With a Translation of his

Letters and Journal, and some account of his Works. By Mrs.

CHARLES HEATON. Royal 8vo. bevelled boards, extra gilt. su. 6d.

This work contains about Thirty Illustrations, ten ofwhich are produc-
tions by the Autotype (carbon] process, and areprinted in permanent tints

by Messrs. Cundall and Fleming, under licence from the Autotype Com-

pany, Limited ; the rest are Photographs and Woodcuts.

Hole. A GENEALOGICAL STEMMA OF THE KINGS
OF ENGLAND AND FRANCE. By the Rev. C. HOLE,

M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge. On Sheet, is.

The different families are printed in distinguishing colours, thusfacili-

tating reference.

Hozier (H. M.) Works by CAPTAIN HENRY M. HOZIER,

late Assistant Military Secretary to Lord Napier of Magdala.

THE SEVEN WEEKS' WAR; Its Antecedents and Incidents.

New and Cheaper Edition. With New Preface, Maps, and Plans.

Crown 8vo. 6s.
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Hosier (H. M.) con:.

This account of the briefbut momentous Austro-Pru^sian War of 1866

consideration as being ttic product of an eye-witness of some of its

most interesting incidents. The author has attempted to ascertain and

to advance facts. Two maps are given, one illustrating the opera-

tions of the Army of (he Maine, and the other the operations from

Koniggratz. In the Prefatory Chapter to this edition, events restating

from the war of 1 866 are set forth, and the current of European history

traced down to the recent Franco-Pnissian war, a natural consequence

of the war whose history is narrated in this volume. "Mr. Hozier

added to the knoivledge of military operations and of languages, which

he had proved himself to possess, a ready and skilful pen, and ex~

cdlent faculties of observation and description. . . . All that Mi'.

Ifozier saw of the great events of the war and he saw a large share

of them he describes in clear and vivid language." SATURDAY
REVIEW. "Mr. Hosiers volumes deserve to take a permanent place

in the literature of the Seven Weeks' War." PALL MALL GAZETTE.

THE BRITISH EXPEDITION TO ABYSSINIA. Compiled from

Authentic Documents. 8vo. 9-r.

Several accounts of the British Expedition have been published.

TJiey have, however, been written by those who have not had access to those

authentic documents, which cannot be collected directly after the termination

of a campaign. The endeavour of the author of this sketch has been to

present to readers a succinct and impartial account of an enterprise which

has rarely been equalled in the annals of war. " This" says the

SPECTATOR,
"
will be the account of the Abyssinian Expedition for

professional reference, if not for professional reading. Its literary

merits are really very great."

THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND. A History of the Past, with

Lessons for the Future. In the press.

Huyshe (Captain G. L.) THE RED RIVER EXPE-
DITION. By Captain G. L.* HUYSHE, Rifle Brigade, late on

the Staff of Colonel Sir GARNET WOLSELEY. With Maps. 8vo.

ictf. 6d.

This account has been written in the hope of directing attention

to the successful accomplishment of an expedition which was attended with

more than ordinary difficulties. The author has had access to the official
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documents of the Expedition, and has also availed himselfof tJie reports on

the line of route published by Mr. Dawson, C. E.
, and by the Typogra-

phical Department of the War Office. The statements made may therefore

be relied on as accurate and impartial. The endeavour has been made to

avoid tiring the general reader with dry details of military movements, and

yet not to sacrifice the character of the work as an account of a military

expedition. The volume contains a portrait of President Louis Riel, and

Maps of the route. The ATHEN^UM calls it
" an enduring authentic

record of one of the most creditable achievements ever accomplished by the

British Army."

Irving. THE ANNALS OF OUR TIME. A Diurnal of Events,

Social and Political, Home and Foreign, from the Accession of

Queen Victoria to the Peace of Versailles. . By JOSEPH IRVING.

Second Edition. 8vo. half-bound. i6s.

Every occurrence, metropolitan or provincial, home or foreign, "which

gave rise to public excitement or discussion, or became the startingpointfor
new trains of thought affecting our social life, has beenjudgedproper matter

for this volume. In the proceedings of Parliament, an endeavour hus

been made to notice all those Debates which were either remarkable as

affecting the fate of parties\ or led to important changes in our relations

with Foreign Powers. Brief notices have been given of the death of all

noteworthy persons. Though the events are set down day by day in their

order of occurrence, the book is, in its way, the history of an important
and well-defined historic cycle. In these

' A nnals,
'

the ordinary reader

may make himself acquainted [with the history of his own time in a way
that has at least the merit of simplicity and readiness the more cultivated

student will doubtless be thankfulfor the opportunity given him ofpassing
down the historic stream undisttirbed by any other theoretical or party

feeling than what he himself has at hand to explain the philosophy of our

national story. A complete and ^lseful Index is appended. The Table

of Administrations is designed to assist the reader in following the various

political changes noticed in their chronological order in the 'Annals?

In the new edition all errors and omissions have been rectified, 300 pages
been added, and as many as 46 occupied by an impartial exhibition of the

wonderful scries of events marking the latter half of 1870.
" We

have before us a trusty and ready guide to the events of the past thirty

years, available equally for the statesman, the politician, the public

writei', and the general reader. If Air. Irving's object has been to bring

before the reader all the most noteworthy occurrences which have happened
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since the beginning of her Majesty's reign, he mayjustly claim the credit

of having done so most briefly, succinctly, and simply, and in such a

matiner, too, as to furnish him with the details necessary in each case to

comprehend the event of which he is in search in an intelligent manner"
TIMES.

Kingsley (Canon). Works by the Rev. CHARLES KINGSLEY,

M.A., Rector of Eversley and Canon of Chester. (For other

Works by the same Author, see THEOLOGICAL and BELLES

LETTRES Catalogues.)

ON THE ANCIEN REGIME as it existed on the Continent before

the FRENCH REVOLUTION. Three Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution. Crown 8vo. 6s.

These three lectures discuss severally (i) Caste, (2) Centralization, (3)

The Explosive Forces by which the Revohition was superinduced. The

Preface deals at some length with certain political questions of the present

day.

AT LAST : A CHRISTMAS in the WEST INDIES. With nearly

Fifty Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo.

IOJT. 6d.

Mr. Kingslcy's dream offorty years was at last fulfilled, when he

started on a Christmas expedition to the West Indies, for the purpose of

becoming person&tty acquainted with the scenes which he has so vividly

described in
" Westward Ho !" These two volumes are the journal of his

voyage. Records of natural history, sketches of tropical landscape, chapters

on education, vixvs of society, all find their place in a work written, so to

sav, under the inspiration of Sir Walter Raleigh and the other adventurous

men wlio three Intndredyears ago disputed against Philip II. the possession

of the SpanisJi Main. " We can only say that Mr. Kingsley^s account of
a ' Christmas in the West Indies

'

is in every way worthy to be classed

among his happiest productions" STANDARD.

THE ROMAN AND THE TEUTON. A Series of Lectures

delivered before the University of Cambridge. 8vo. \2s.

CONTEXTS -.Inaugural Lecture ; The Forest Children ; The Dying

Empire; TheHuman Deluge ; The Gothic Civilizer; Dietrich's End; The

Nemesis of the Goths ; Pauhis Diaconus ; The Clergy and the Heathen ;

The Monk a Civilizer ; TheLombardLaws ; The Popes and the Lombards ;
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The Strategy of Providence. "lie has rendered" says the NONCON-

FORMIST, ''''good service and shed a nezu lustre on the chair of Modern

History at Cambridge .... He has thrown a charm around the work

by the marvellous fascinations of his own genius, brought out in strong

relief those great principles of which all history is a revelation, lighted

up many dark and almost unkncnun spots, and stimulated the desire to

understand more thoroughly one of the greatest mor'ements in the story of

humanity.
"

Kingsley (Henry, F.R.G.S.) For other Works by same

Author, see BELLES LETTRES CATALOGUE.

TALES OF OLD TRAVEL. Re-narrated by HENRY KINGSLEY,
F.R.G.S. With Eight Illustrations by HUARD. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

In this volume Mr. Henry Kingsley re-narrates, at the same time

preserving much of the quaintness of the original, some of the most fasci-

nating tales oftravel contained in the collections ofHakhiyt and others. The

CONTENTS are Marco Polo ; The Shipwreck ofPelsart; The Wonderful
Adventures of Andreiv Battel; The Wanderings of a Capuchin; Peter

Carder; The Preservation of the "Terra Nova;" Spitsbergen; D'Erme-

nonville's Acclimatization Adventure; The Old Slave Trade; Miles Philips ;

The Sufferings ofRobert Everard; John Fox ; Alvaro Nunez; The Foun-

dation of an Empire.
" We know no better bosk for those who want

knowledge or seek to refresh it. Asfor the
'

sensational,' most novels arc

tame compared with these narratives." ATHEN^UM. "Exactly the

book to interest and to do good to intelligent anil high-spirited boys."

LITERARY CHURCHMAN.

Macmillan (Rev. Hugh). For other Works by same Author,

see THEOLOGICAL and SCIENTIFIC CATALOGUES.

HOLIDAYS ON HIGH LANDS ; or, Rambles and Incidents in

search of Alpine Plants. Crown 8vo. cloth. 6s.

The aim ofthis book is to impart a general idea of the origin, character,

and distribution of those rare and beautiful Alpine plants which occur'on

the British hills, and which are found almost everywhere on the lofty

mountain chains of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. The informa-

tion the author has to give is conveyed in untechnical language, in a

setting oj personal adventure, and associated with descriptions of the
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natural scenery and the peculiarities of the Jmman life in the midst ofwhich

the plants -werefound. By this method the subject is made interest

v large class of readers. "Botanical knowledge is blended ivith a

hn>e of natiur, </ pious enthusiasm, and a rich felicity of diction not to be

met ivith in any works of kindred character, if we except those of Hugh
J//7/.V." TKi.KGKAi'ir. "Mr. M.'s glowing pictures of Scandinavian

scenery." SATURDAY REVIEW.

Martin (Frederick) THE STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK :

See p. 36 of this Catalogue.

Martineau. BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES, 18521868.

By HARRIET MARTINEAU. Third and Cheaper Edition, with

New Preface. Crown 8vo. 6s.

A Collection of Memoirs under these several sections: (l) Royal, (2)

Politicians, (3) Professional, (4) Scientific, (5) Social, (6) Literary. These

Memoirs appeared originally in the columns ofthe DAILY NEWS. " Miss

Martincaiis large literary powers and her fine intellectual training make

these little sketches more instructive, and constitute them more genuinely
works of art, than many more ambitions and diffuse biographies."

FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW. "Each memoir is a complete digest of a

celebrated life, illuminated by the flood of searching light which streams

from the gaze of an acute but liberal mind." MORNING STAR.

Masson (David). For other Works by same Author, see PHILO-

SOPHICAL and BELLES LETTRES CATALOGUES.

LIFE OF JOHN MILTON. Narrated in connection with the

Political, Ecclesiastical, and Literary History of his Time. By
DAVID MASSON, M. A.

,
LL. D.

,
Professor of Rhetoric and English

Literature in the University of Edinburgh. Vol. I. with Portraits.

8vo. iSs. Vol. II.
, 1638 1643. 8ro. i6s. Vol. III. in the

press.

This work is not only a Biography, but also a continuous Political,

Ecclesiastical, and Literary History of England through Milton
1

s whole

time. In order to understand Milton, his position, his motives, his

thoughts by himselj, his public words to his countrymen, and the probable

effect of those words, it was necessary to refer largely to the History of his

Time, not only as it is presented in well-known books, but as it had to be

rediscovered by express and laborious investigation in original andforgotten
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records: thus of the Biography, a History grew: not a mere popular

compilation, but a work of independent search and method from first to

last, which has cost more labour by far than the Biography. The second

volume is so arranged that the reader may select or omit either the History
or Biography. The NORTH BRITISH REVIEW, speaking of the first

volume of this work said,
" The Life of Milton is here written once for

all." 77/i? NONCONFORMIST, in noticing the second volume, says, "Its

literary excellence entitles it to take its place in the first ranks of our

literature, while the whole style of its execution marks it as the only book

that has done anything like adequatejustice to one ofthe great masters ofour

language, and one of our truest patriots, as well, as our greatest epic poet."

Mayor (J. E. B.)_WORKS Edited By JOHN E. B. MAYOR,

M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.

CAMBRIDGE IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Peart II.

Autobiography of Matthew Robinson. Fcap. 8vo. $s. 6d.

This is the second of the Memoirs illustrative of
"
Cambridge in the

SL'I 'cnteenth Century,
' '

that of Nicholas Farrar havingpreceded it. Itgives

a lively picture of England during the Civil Wars, the most important

crisis of our national life; it supplies materials for the history of the

University and our Endowed Schools, and gives us a vieiv of country

clergy at a time when they are supposed to have been, with sea/re an ex-

ception, scurrilous sots. JJ/r. JMayor has added a collection ofextracts and

documents relating'to the history of several other Cambridge men of note

belonging to the same period, all, like Robinson, ofA?onconformist leanings.

LIFE OF BISHOP BEDELL. By his SON. Fcap. 8vo. 3-r. 6d.

This is the third ofthe Memoirs illustrative of
11

Cambridge in the I *]th

Century.
; '

77/^ life of the Bishop ofKilmore hereprintedfor thefirst time

is preserved in the Tanner MSS., and ispreliminary to a larger one to be

issued shortly.

Mitford (A. B.) TALES OF OLD JAPAN. By A. B.

MITFORD, Second Secretary to the British Legation in Japan.

With upwards of 30 Illustrations, drawn and cut on Wood by

Japanese Artists. Two Vols. crown 8vo. 2.1s.

Under the influence of more enlightened ideas and ofa liberal system of

policy, the old Japanese civilization is fast disappearing, and ivill, in 'a
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few years, be completely extinct. It was important, therefore, to preserve
as far as possible trustworthy records of a state of society which, although
venerable front its antiquity, has for Europeans the dawn of novelty ;

hence the series oj narratives and legends translated by Mr. Mitford,
and in which the Japanese are very judiciously left to tell their own tale.

The two volumes comprise not only stories and episodes illustrative of
Asiatic superstitions, but also three sermons. The preface, appendices,

and notes explain a number of localpeculiarities ; the thirty-one woodcuts

(ire the genuine work of a native artist, who, unconsciously of course, has

adopted theprocess first introditced by the early German masters.
" These

very original volumes will always be interesting as memorials of a most

exceptional society, while regarded simply as talcs, they are sparkling, sensa-

tional, and dramatic, and the originality of tIleir ideas and the quaintness

of their language give them a most captivating piquancy. The illustra-

tions are extremely interesting, and for the ci4rious in such matters have

a special and particular value." PALL MALL GAZETTE.

Morley (John). EDMUND BURKE, a Historical Study. By
JOHN MORLEY, B.A. Oxon. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

" The style is terse and incisive, and brilliant with epigram and point.

It contains pithy aphoristic sentences which Burke himselfwould not have

disowned. Its sustained power of reasoning, its wide sweep of observation

and reflection, its elevated ethical and social tone, stamp it as a work of

high excellence." SATURDAY REVIEW. "A model of compact conden-

sation. We have seldom met with a book in which so much matter was

compressed into so limited a space." PALL MALL GAZETTE. " An essay

of unusual effort." WESTMINSTER REVIEW.

Morison. THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SAINT BERNARD,
Abbot of Clairvaux. ByJAMES COTTER MORISON, M.A. Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo. 4^. 6d.

The PALL MALL GAZETTE calls this
"
one of the best contributions in

our literature towards a vivid, intelligent, and worthy knowledge of

European interests and thoughts andfeelings during the twelfth century.

A delightful and instructive volume, and one oj the best products of the

modern historic spirit." "A work" says the NONCONFORMIST, "of

^reat merit and value, dealing most thoroughly with one of the /"<K* in-

teresting characters, and one of the most interestingperiods, in the Cl.itrc>.

history of the Middle Ages. Mr. Morison is thoroughly master of his subject,

B
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and writes with great discrimination and fairness, and in a chaste and

elegant style" The SPECTATOR says it is "not only distinguished by
research and candour, it has also the great merit of never being dull."

Palgrave (Sir F.) HISTORY OF NORMANDY AND
OF ENGLAND. By Sir FRANCIS PALGRAVE, Deputy Keeper
of Her Majesty's Public Records. Completing the History to the

Death of William Rufus. Four Vols. 8vo. ,4 4^.

Volume I. General Relations of Mediaeval Europe The Carlovingian

Empire The Danish Expeditions in the Gauls And the Establishment

of Rollo. Volume II. The Three First Dukes oj Normandy ; Rollo,

Guillaume Longue-Epee, and Richard Sans-Peur The Carlovingian

line supplanted by the Capets* Volume III. Richard Sans-Peur

Richard Le-Bon Richard III. Robert Le Diable William the Con-

queror. Volume IV. William Rufus Accession of Henry Beauclerc.

It is needless to say anything to recommend this work of a lifetime to all

students of history ; it is, as the SPECTATOR says,
"
perhaps .the greatest

single contribution yet made to the authentic annals of this country" and
" must" says the NONCONFORMIST, "always rank among our standard

authorities."

Palgrave (W. G.) A NARRATIVE OF A YEAR'S

JOURNEY THROUGH CENTRAL AND EASTERN
ARABIA, 1862-3. By LIAM GIFFORD PALGRAVE, late of

the Eighth Regiment Bombay N. I. Sixth Edition. With Mapg,

Plans, and Portrait of Author, engraved on steel by Jeens. Crown

8vo. 6s.
*

" The work is a model of what its class should be ; the style restrained,

the narrative clear, telling- us all we wish to know of the country and

people visited, and enough of the author and his feelings to enable us to

trust ourselves to his guidance in a tract hitherto untrodden, and dangerous

in more senses than one. . . He has not only written one of the best books

on the Arabs and one of the best books on Arabia, but he has done so in a

manner that must command the respect no less than the admiration of his

fellow-countrymen.''' FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW. "
Considering the extent

of our previous ignorance, the amount of his achievements, and the im-

portance of his contributions to our knowledge, we cannot say less of him

than was once said of a far greater discoverer Mr. Palgrave has indeed

a neiv world to Europe:
' P'ALL MALL GAZETTE.
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Paris. INSIDE PARIS DURING TIM By an

C ) x I-. . k i ) ( i K AD uAT F.. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6J.

This volume consists of the diary kept by a gentleman who lived in Paris

during tJic whole of its'siege l>y the Prussians. He had many facilitiesfor

coming in contact with men of all parties and of all classes, and ascertain-

ing //// actual motives which animated than, and their real ultimate aims.

Thesefacilities he took advantage of, and in his diary, day l>y day, care-

fully recorded the results of his observations, as well as faithfully but

graphically photographed the various incidents of the siege which came

under his own notice, the actual condition of the besieged, the sayings and

,
the hopes and fears of the people among whom hefreely moved.

In tlic Appendix is an exhaustive and elaborateaccount of the Organization

of the Republican party, sent to the author by M. Jules Andrieu ; and a

translation of the Manifesto of the Commune to the People of England,
dated April 19, 1871.

" The author tells his story admirably. The

Oxford Graduate seems to have gone everywhere, heard what everyone had

to say, and so been able to give zis photographs of Paris life during t/ie

siege which we have not had from any other source" SPECTATOR.

"//< has written brightly, lightly, and pleasantly, yet in perfect good
taste.'" SATURDAY REVIEW.

Prichard. THE ADMINISTRATION OF INDIA. From

1859 to 1868. The First Ten Years of Administration under the

Crown. By ILTUDUS THOMAS PRICHARD, Barrister-ai-Law.

Two Vols. Demy 8vo. With Map. 2is.

In these volumes the author has aimed to supply afull, impartial, and

independent account of British India between 18^9 and 1868 which is

in many respects the most important epoch in the history of that country

that the present century has seen.
"
It has the great merit that it is not

exclusively devoted, as are too many histories, to military and political

details, but enters thoroughly into the more important questions of social

r. IVe jind in these volumes a well-arranged and compendious

reference to almost all that has been done in India during the last ten

years ; and the most important official documents and historical pieces are

well selected and duly set forth." SCOTSMAN. "It is a work which

every Englishman in India ought to add to his library.''
1 STAR OF

INDIA.

B 2
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Robinson (H. Crabb) THE DIARY, REMINISCENCES,
AND CORRESPONDENCE, OF HENRY CRABB ROBIN-
SON, Barrister-at-Law. Selected and Edited by THOMAS

SADLER, Ph.D. With Portrait. Third and Cheaper Edition.

Two Vols. Crown 8vo. i6s.

The DAILY NEWS says :
" The two books which are most likely to

survive change oflitirary taste, and to charm while instructing generation

after generation, are the 'Diary' of Pepys and BosweWs 'Life of

Johnson' The day "will come "when to these many will add the
'

Diary of

Henry Crabb Robinson.' Excellences like those which render thepersonal
rei>elations of Pepys and the observations of Boswell such pleasant reading-

abound in this work . ... In it is to befound something to suit every taste

andinform every mind. For thegeneral reader it contains much light and

amusing matter. To the lover of literature it conveys information which

he willprize highly on account of its accuracy and rarity. The student of
social life will gather from it many valuable hints whereon to base

theories as to the effects on English society of the progress of civilization.

For these and other reasons this
'

Diary
'

is a work to which a hearty

welcome should be accorded.
"

Rogers (James E. Thorold). HISTORICAL GLEAN-
INGS : A Series of Sketches. Montague, Walpole, Adam Smith,

Cobbett. By Prof. ROGERS. Crown 8vo. 4^. 6d. Second Series.

Wiklif, Laud, Wilkes, and Home Tooke. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Professor Rogers's object in these sketches, which are in the form of

Lectures, is to present a set of historical facts, grouped round a principal

figure. The author has aimed to state the social facts of the time in

which the individual whose history is handled took part in public business.

It is from sketches like these of the great men who took a prominent
and influential part in the affairs of their time that a clear conception of

the social and economical condition of our ancestors can be obtained.

Historylearned in this way is both instructiveand agreeable.
" His Essays"

the PALL MALL GAZETTE says,
"
arefull of interest, pregnant, thoughtful,

and readable." "
They rank far above the average of similar perfor-

mances," says the WESTMINSTER REVIEW.

Raphael. RAPHAEL OF URBINO AND HIS FATHER
GIOVANNI SANTI. By J. D. PASSAVANT, formerly Director

of the Museum at Frankfort. With Twenty Permanent Photo-

graphs. Royal 8vo. Handsomely bound. 3U. 6d.
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'Jo the cnlargfd J-'rtnch edition of Fassavanfs Life of Raphael, that

painter's admirers have turned whenever they have sought information,

and it will doubtless remainfor many years the best book of reference on

all questions pertaining to the great painter. The present work consists

of a translation of those parts of Passavanfs -volumes which are most

likely to interest the general reader. Besides a complete life of Raphael, it

contains the valuable descriptions of all his known paintings, and the

(. Chronological Index, which is ofso much service to amateurs who wish to

study the progressive character of his works. The Illustrations by

Woodbury's new permanent process of photography, are taken from the

finest engravings that could be procured, and have been chosen with the

intention ofgiving examples ofRaphael's various styles ofpainting. TTie

SATURDAY REVIEW says of them,
" We have seen not a few elegant

specimens of Mr. Woodbury's new process, but we have seen none that

equal these."

Sadler. EDWIN WILKINS FIELD. A Memorial Sketch-

By THOMAS SADLER, Ph.D. With a Portrait. Crown Svo. 4s.6d.

Mr. Field was well known during his life-time not only as an eminent

lawyer and a strenuous and successful advocate of law reform, but, both

in England and America, as a man ofwide and thorough culture, varied

tastes, large-heartedness, and lofty aims. His sudden death was looked

upon as a public loss, and it is expected that this brief Memoir will be

acceptable to a large number outside of the manyfriends at whose request

it has been written.

Somers (Robert). THE SOUTHERN STATES SINCE
THE WAR. By ROBERT SOMERS. With Map. Svo. gs.

This work is the result of inquiries made by the author of all authorities

competent to afford him information, and of his own observation during a

lengthened sojourn in the Southern States, to which writers on America so

seldom direct their steps. The author's object is to give some account of the

condition of the Southern States under the neiv social and political system

introduced by the civil war. He has here collectedsuch notes of the progress

of their cotton plantations, of the state of their labouringpopulation and of
their industrial enterprises, as may help the reader to a safe opinion of

tJieir means and prospects ofdevelopment. He also gives such information

of their natural resources, railways, and other public works, as may
tend to show to what extent they are fitted to become a profitable field of
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enlarged immigration, settlement, andforeign trade. The volume contains

many valuable and reliable details as to the condition of the Negro popula-
tion, the state of Education and Religion, of Cotton, Sugar, and Tobacco

Cultivation, of Agriculture generally, of Coal and Iron Mining, Manu-
factures, Trade, Means ofLocomotion, and the condition of Towns and of

Society. A large map of the Southern States by Messrs. W. and A. K.

Johnston is appended, tvhich sho^vs with great clearness the Cotton, Coal,

andiron districts, the railways completed andprojected, the State boundaries,
and other important details. "Full of interesting and valuable informa-
tion."SATURDAY REVIEW.

Smith (Professor Goldwin). THREE ENGLISH
STATESMEN. See p. 37 of this Catalogue.

Streets and Lanes of a City. see BUTTON (AMY) p. 31
of this Catalogue.

Tacitus. THE HISTORY OF TACITUS, translated into

English. By A. J. CHURCH, M.A. and W. J. BRODRIBB, M.A.

With a Map and Notes. 8vo. los. 6d.

The translators have endeavoured to adhere as closely to the original as

was thought consistent with a proper observance of English idiom. At
the same time it has been their aim to reproduce the precise expressions of

the author. This work is characterised by the SPECTATOR as (C a scholarly

andfaithful translation.
"

THE AGRICOLA AND GERMANIA. Translated into English by
A. J. CHURCH, M.A. and W. J. BRODRIBB, M.A. With Maps
and Notes. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

The translators have sought to produce such a version as may satisfy

scholars who demand a faithful rendering of the original, and English
readers who are offended by the baldness and frigidity which commonly

disfigure translations. The treatises are accompanied by Introductions,

Notes, Maps, and a chronological Summary. The ATHENAEUM says of

this work that it is
" a version at once readable and exact, which may be

perused with pleasure by all, and consulted with advantage by the classical

student;" and the PALL MALL GAZETTE says,
" What the editors have

attempted to do, it is not, we think probable that any living scholars ccndd

have done better.
"
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Taylor (Rev. Isaac). WORDS AM* PLACES. See

p. 44 of this Catalogue.

Trench (Archbishop). For other Works by the same Author,

see THEOLOGICAL and BELLES LETTRES CATALOGUES, and p. 45

of this Catalogue.

GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS : Social Aspects of the Thirty Years,

War. By R. CHENEVIX TRENCH, D.D., Archbishop of Dublin.

Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

" Clear and lucid in style, these lectures will be a treasure to many to

whom the subject is unfamiliar." DUBLIN EVENING MAIL. "
These

Lectures are vivid and graphic sketches: the first treats of the great

King of Sweden, and of his character rather than of his actions ; the

second describes the condition of Germany in that dreadful time -whet*

famine, battles, and pestilence, though they exterminated three-fourths of the

population,**}? less terrible than the fiend-like cruelty, the utter lawless-

ness and depravity, bred oflong anarchy and sujfering. The substance of

the lectures is drawn from contemporary accounts, which give to them

especialfreshness and life" LITERARY CHURCHMAN.

Trench (Mrs. R.) Remains of the late MRS. RICHARD
TRENCH. Being Selections from her Journals, Letters, and

other Papers. Edited by ARCHBISHOP TRENCH. New and

Cheaper Issue, with Portrait. 8vo. 6s.

Contains Notices and Anecdotes ilhtstrating the social life of the period-

extending over a quarter of a century (1799 1827). It includes alsn

Poems and other miscellaneous pieces by Mrs. Trench. ,

Wallace. Works by ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE. For other

Works by same Author, see SCIENTIFIC CATALOGUE.

Dr. Hooker, in his address to the British Association, spoke thus of the

author :
"
OfMr. Wallace and his many contributions to philosophical

biology it is not easy to speak without enthusiasm ; for, putting aside their

great merits, he, throughout his writings, with a modesty as rare as I
believe it to be unconscious, forgets hismun unquestioned claim to the honcur

of having originated, independently of Mr. Darwin, the theories which

he so ably defends."
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Wallace (A. R.)_continued.

A NARRATIVE OF TRAVELS ON THE AMAZON AND
RIO NEGRO, with an Account of the Native Tribes, and Obser-

vations on the Climate, Geology, and Natural History of the

Amazon Valley. With a Map and Illustrations. 8vo. 12s.

Mi: Wallace is acknowledged as one of the first of modern travellers

and naturalists. This, his earliest -work, will be found to possess many
cJiarms for the general reader, and to be full of interest to the student of
natural history.

THE MALAY ARCHIPELAGO : the Land of the Orang Utan

and the Bird of Paradise. A Narrative of Travel with Studies

of Man and Nature. With Maps and Illustrations. Third and

Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. Is. 6d.

' ' The result is a vivid picture of tropical life, which may be read with

unflagging interest, and a sufficient account of his scientific conclusions to

stimulate our appetite without wearying us by detail. In short, we may
safely say that we have never read a more agreeable book of its kind."

SATURDAY REVIEW. "His descriptions of scenery, of the people and

their manners and customs, enlivened by occasional amusing anecdotes,

constitute the most interesting reading we have taken upfor some time."

STANDARD.

Ward (Professor). THE HOUSE OF AUSTRIA IN THE
THIRTY YEARS' WAR. Two Lectures, with Notes and Illus-

trations. By ADOLPHUS W. WARD, M.A., Professor of History
in Owens College, Manchester. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

These two Lectures were delivered in February, 1869, at the Philosophical

Institution, Edinburgh, and arenowpublishedwith Notes andIllustrations .

bear more thoroughly the impress of one who has a true and vigorous grasp
*' We have never read," says the SATURDAY REVIEW,

"
any lectures which

of the subject in hand" "
They are" the SCOTSMAN says,

"
thefruit of

much labour and learning, and it would be difficult to compress into a

hundredpages more information"

Warren. AN ESSAY ON GREEK FEDERAL COINAGE.
By the Hon. J. LEICESTER WARREN, M.A. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The present essay is an attempt to illustrate Mr. Freeman's Federal

Government by evidence deducedfrom the coinage ofthe times and countries

therein treated of.
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Wedgwood. JOHN WESLEY AND THE EVANGELICAL
UKACTION of the Eighteenth Century. By JULIA WEDGWOOD.

Crown 8vo. &r. 6</.

This book is an attempt to delineate the influence of a particular man

upon his a%e. The background to tJie ctntral figure is treated with

considerable minuteness, the object if representation being not the vicissitude

of a particular life, but that element in the life which impressed itself on

the life of a nation, an element -which cannot be understood without a

study of aspects of national thought which on a superficial view might

appear wJiolly unconnected with it. "In style and intellectual power, in

breadth of view and clearness of insight, Miss Wedgwood's book far

surpasses all rivals" ATHEN^UM. "As a short account of the most

remarkable movement in the eighteenth century, it must fairly be described

as excellent." PALL MALL GAZETTE.

Wilson. A MEMOIR OF GEORGE WILSON, M. D.,

F.R.S.E., Regius Professor of Technology in the University of

Edinburgh. By his SISTER. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" An exquisite and touching portrait of a rare and beautiful spirit."

GUARDIAN. " He more than most men of whom ive have lately read

deserved a minute and careful biography, and by such alone could he be

understood, and become loveable and influential to his fellow-men. Such

a biography his sister has written, in which letters reach almost to the

e.\ tent of a complete autobiography^
with all the additional charm of being

unconsciously such. We revere and admire the heart, and earnestly praise

the patient tender hand
y by which such a worthy record of the earth-story

of one of God"s frue angel-men has been constructed for our delight and

profit." NONCONFORMIST.

Wilson (Daniel, LL/.D.) Works by DANIEL WILSON,

LL.D., Professor of History and English Literature in University

College, Toronto :

PREHISTORIC ANNALS OF SCOTLAND. New Edition,

with numerous Illustrations. Two Vols. demy 8vo. 36^.

One object aimed at when the book first appearedwas to rescue archaological

research ft cm that limited range to which a too exclusive devotion to classical

studies had given rise, and, especially in relation to Scotland, to prove how

greatly more comprehensive and important are its native antiquities than all
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Wilson (Daniel, LL.D.) continued.

the traces of intruded art. The aim has been to a large extent effectually

accomplished, and such an impulse given to archaological research, that in

this new edition the ivhole of the work has had to be remodelled. Fully a

third of it has been entirely re-written ; and the remaining portions have

undergone so minute a revision as to render it in many respects a new

work. The number of pictorial ilhistrations has been greatly increased,

and several of the former plates and woodcuts have been re-engraved

from new drawings. This is divided into four Parts. Part I. deals

with The Primeval or Stone Period : Aboriginal Traces, Sepulchral

Memorials, Dwellings, and Catacombs, Temples, Weapons, etc. etc.;

Part II. The Bronze Period : The Metallurgic Transition, Primitive

Bronze, Personal Ornaments, Religion, Arts, and Domestic Habits, with

other topics ; Part III. The Iron Period : The Introduction of Iron, The

Roman Invasion, Strongholds, etc. etc.; Part IV. The Christian Period :

Historical Data, the NorriJs Law Relics, Primitive and Medieval

Eeclesiology, Ecclesiastical and Miscellaneous Antiquities. The work is

furnished with an elaborate Index.
" One of the most interesting, learned,

and elegant works we have seen, for a long time." WESTMINSTER
REVIEW. " The interest connected with this beautiful volume is not

limited to that part of the kingdom to which it is chiefly devoted ; it will be

consulted with advantage and gratification by all who have a regard for

National Antiquities andfor the advancement of scientific Archeology.
"-

ARCHAEOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

PREHISTORIC MAN. New Edition, revised and partly re-written,

with numerous Illustrations. One vol. 8vo. zis.

This work, which carries out theprinciple ofthepreceding one, but with

a wider scope, aims to
"
vieiv Man, as far as possible, unaffected by those

modifying influences which accompany the development of nations and the

maturity of a true historic period, in order thereby to ascertain the sources

from whence such development and maturity proceed. These researches

into the origin ofcivilization have accordingly been pursued under the belief

which 'influenced the author in previous inquiries that the investigations

of the archczologist, when carried on in an enlightened spirit, are replete

with interest in relation to some of the most importantproblems of modern

science. To reject the aid of archeology in the progress of science, and

especially of ethnological science, is to extinguish the lamp of the student

when most dependent on its borrowed rays.'
1 '' A prolonged residence on

some of the newest sites of the New World has afforded the author many
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Wilson (Daniel, LL.D.) continued.

opportunities of investigating the antiquities <>/ the American Aborigines,

and of bringing to light many facts of high importance in refert

primwal man. The changes in the >ic:o edition, necessitated by the great

advance in Archeology since the first, include both reconstruction and

condensation, along with considerable additions alike in illustration and
in argument.

" IVe find," says the ATHEN.-EUM,
"

the main idea of his

treatise to be a pre-eminently scientific one, namely, by archaological

records to obtain a definite conception of the origin and nature of man's

earliest efforts at civilization in the New World, and to endeavour to dis-

cover, as if by analogy, the necessary conditions, phases, and epochs through
which man in the prehistoric stage in the Old World also must necessarily

have passed" The NORTH BRITISH REVIEW calls it "a mature and
mellow work of an able man ; free alike from crotchets and from dog-

matism, and exhibiting on every page the caution and moderation of a

well-balanced judgment.
' '

CHATTERTON : A Biographical Study. By DANIEL WILSON,

LL.D., Professor of History and English Literature in University

College, Toronto. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

The author here regards Chatterton as a poet, not as a "mere resetter

and defacer of stolen literary treasures.
"

Reviewed in this light, he has

found much in the old materials capable of being turned to new account :

and to these materials research in various directions has otabled him to

make some additions. He believes that the boy-poet has been misjudged, and
that the biographies hitherto written of him are net only imperfect but

untrue. While dealing tenderly, the author has sought to deal truthfully

with the failings as well as the virtues of the boy : bearing always in

remembrance, what has been toofrequently lost sight of, that he was but a

boy ; a boy, and yet a poet of rare power. The EXAMINER thinks this
"
the most complete and the purest biography of the poet which has yet

appeared." TJie LITERARY CHURCHMAN calls it
" a most charming

literary biography."

Yonge (Charlotte M.) Works by CHARLOTTE M. YONGE,
Author of "The Heir of Redclyfife," &c. &c. :

A PARALLEL HISTORY OF FRANCE AND ENGLAND:
consisting of Outlines and Dates. Oblong 4to. 3-r. 6d.

This tabular history has been drawn up to supply a want felt by many
teachers of some means of making their pupils realize what events in the
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Yonge (Charlotte M.)_continued.

two countries were contemporary. A skeleton narrative has been constructed

&f the chief transactions in either country, placing a column between for
w/iat affected botJi alike, by which means it is hoped thatyoung people may
be assisted in grasping the mutual relation of events.

CAMEOS FROM ENGLISH HISTORY. From Rollo to Edward
II. Extra fcap. 8vo. Second Edition, enlarged. 5^.

A SECOND SERIES, THE WARS IN FRANCE. Extra fcap.

8vo.
5-r.

The endeavour has not been to chroniclefacts, but to put together a series

of pictures ofpersons and events, so as to arrest the attention, and give
some individuality and distinctness to the recollection, bygathering together

details of the most memorable moments. The ' ' Cameos "
are intended as

a book for youngpeople just beyond the elementary histories ofEngland,
and able to enter in some degree into the real spirit of events, and to be

struck with characters and scenes presented in some relief.
" Instead of

dry details," says the NONCONFORMIST,
" we have livingpictures, faithful,

livid, and striking"

Young (Julian Charles, M.A.) A MEMOIR OF
CHARLES MAYNE YOUNG, Tragedian, with Extracts

from his Son's Journal. By JULIAN CHARLES YOUNG, M.A.

Rector of Ilmington. With > Portraits and Sketches. New and

Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 7-r. 6d.

Round this memoir ofone who held no mean place in public estimation

as a tragedian, and who, as a man, by the unobtrusive simplicity and

Dioralpurity of hisprivate life,
won golden opinionsfrom all sorts of men,

are clustered extracts from the author's Journals, containing many
curious and interesting reminiscences of his father's and his own eminent

aridfamous contemporaries and acquaintances, somewhat after the manner

ofH. Crabb Robinsoris Diary. Every page will be found full both of

entertainment and instruction. It containsfour portraits ofthe tragedian,

and afew other curious sketches.
" In this budget of anecdotes, fables, and

gossip, old and new, relative to Scott, Moore, Chalmers, Coleridge, Words-

worth, Croker, Mathews, the third and fourth Georges, Bmvles, Beckford,

Lockhart, Wellington, Peel, Louis Napoleon, D'Orsay, Dickens,

Thackeray, Louis Blanc, Gibson, Constable, and Stanfield, etc. etc. the

reader must be hard indeed to please who cannot find entertainment.

PALL MALL GAZETTE.



POLITICS, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL
ECONOMY, LAW, AND KINDRED
SUBJECTS.

Baxter. NATIONAL INCOME : The United Kingdom. By
R. DUDLEY BAXTER, M.A. Svo. 3^. 6d.

The present work endeavours to answer systematically i>ucJi question?

as the following : What are the weans and aggregate wages ofour

labouring population ; what are the numbers and aggregate profits

of the middle classes ; what the revenues of our great proprietor.
<

and capitalists ; and what the pecuniary strength of the nation to

bear the burdens annually falling upon us .
? What capital in

land andgoods and money is stored up for our subsistence, and for
carrying out our enterprises ? The author has collected his facts

from every quarter and tested them in various ways, in order tv

make his statements and deductions valuable and trustworthy.

Part I. of the work deals with the Classification of the Population
into Chap. I. The Income Classes

; Chap. II. The Upper and

Middle and Manual Labour Classes. Part II. treats of the In-

come of the United Kingdom, divided into Chap. III. Upper
and Middle Incomes

; Chap. IV. Wages of the Manual Labour

Classes England and Wales ; Chap. V. Income of Scotland
;

Chap. VI. Income of Ireland ; Chap. VII. Income of the

United Kingdom. In the Appendix will he found many valuable

and carefully compiled tables, illustrating in detail tJie subjects

discussed in the text.

Bernard. FOUR LECTURES ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED
WITH DIPLOMACY. By MOUNTAGUE BERNARD, M.A.,
Chiehele Professor of International Law and Diplomacy, Oxford.

Svo. 9-r.
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These four Lectures deal with /.
" The Congress of Westphalia ;

"

//. "Systems of Policy ;"///.
"
Diplomacy-,

Past and Present;"

IV. "The Obligations of Treaties."" "Singularly interesting

lectures, so able, clear, and attractive.'
1

SPECTATOR. "The
author of these lectures is full of the knowledge which belongs to

his subject, and has that power of clear and vigorous expression

which resultsfrom clear and vigorous thought" SCOTSMAN.

Bright (John, M. P.) SPEECHES ON QUESTIONS OF
PUBLIC POLICY. By the Right Hon. JOHN BRIGHT, M.P.

Edited by Professor THOROLD ROGERS. Author's Popular Edition.

Globe 8vo. 3*. 6d.

The speeches which have been selected for publication in these volumes

possess a value, as examples of the art ofpublic speaking, which no

.person ^vill be likely to underrate. The speeches have been selected

with a view of supplying the ptiblic with the evidence on which Mr.
Bright's friends assert his right to a place in the front rank of

English statesmen. They are divided into groups, according
to their subjects. The editor has naturally given prominence to

those subjects with which Mr. Bright has been specially identified,

as, for example, India, America, Ireland, and Parliamentary

Reform. But nearly every topic of great public interest on which

Mr. Bright has spoken is represented in these volumes. "Mr.

Bright
3
s speeches will always deserve to be studied, as an apprentice-

ship to popular and parliamentary oratory ; they will form
materialsfor the history of our time, and many brilliant passages,

perhaps some entire speeches, will really become a part of the living

literature ofEngland." DAILY NEWS.

LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols. 8vo. With Portrait. 25^.

Christie. THE BALLOT AND CORRUPTION AND
EXPENDITURE AT ELECTIONS, a Collection of Essays and

Addresses of different dates. By W. D. CHRISTIE, C.B.. formerly

Her Majesty's Minister to the Argentine Confederation and to

Brazil ; Author of "
Life of the First Earl of Shaftesbury.

" Crown

8vo. 4-r. 6d.

Mr. Christie has been well known for upwards of thirty years as a

strenuous and able advocate for the Ballot, both in his place in

Parliament and elsewhere. The papers and speeches here collected
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/,i /// //////.'/ . . i(ion to Pro-

,- Mc.ui u ; . 'A.' : contains historical details

.Tiring the Hulk!. "
'>

:
:<mght to greater purpose on

means of prr^enting electoral corruption, and arc likely to be of
mor, . /Hissing measures for that highly important end,

than anv other person that I could name" J. S. Mill, in a

published letter to the Author, May 1868.

Corfield (Professor W. H.) A DIGEST OF FACTS
RELATING TO THE TREATMENT AND UTILIZATION
OF SEWAGE. By \V. H. CORFIELD, M.A., B.A., Professor of

Hygiene and Public Health at University College, London. 8vo.

los. 6d. Second Edition, corrected and enlarged.

In this edition the author has revised and corrected the entire work,

and made many important additions. The lieadings of the eleven

chapters arc as follow: I. '''Early Systems: Midden-Heaps and

Cesspools." II.
"
Filth and Disease Cause and Effect.'" III. "Im-

proved Midden-Pits ana7

Cesspools; Midden- Closets, Pail-Closets,

etc." IV. "The Dry-Closet Systems." V.
" Water- Closets." VI.

"
Sewerage" VII. "Sanitary Aspects of the Water-Carrying

System." VIII. "Value oj Sewage; Injury to Rivers." IX.

Town Sewage ; Attempts at Utilization." X. "Filtration and

Irrigation" XI. "Influence of Sewage Farming on the Public

Health." An abridged account of the more recently published

researches on the subject will be found in the Appendices, while tJie

Summary contains a concise statement ofthe views which the author

himself has been led to adopt; references have been inserted through-

out to shoiv from what sources the numerous quotations have been

derived, and an Index has been added. " Mr. CorjielcTs work is

entitled to rank as a standard authority, no less than a convenient

handbook, in all matters relating to sewage." ATHEN^UM.

Button (Amy). STREETS AND LANES OF A CITY:

being the Reminiscences of AMY DUTTON. With a Preface by
the BISHOP OF SALISBURY. Pp. viii. 159. Globe 8vo. 3^. 6d.

This little volume records "a portion of the experience, selected out of

overflowing materials, of two ladies, during several wars of devoted

work as district parochial visitors in a large population in the

.Vorth of England." T/u~ "Reminiscences of Amy Dutton" serve
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to illustrate the line of argument adopted by Miss Stephen in her

work on the "Service ofthe Poor" because they show that as in one

aspect the lady visitor may be said to be a link betiveen rich and

poor, in another she helps to blend the "religious'
1 ''

life -with the
" secular" and in both does service of extreme value to the Church
and Nation. "A record only too brief of some of the real por-
traits of humanity, painted by a pencil, tender indeed and sympa-
thetic, but with too clear a sight, too ready a sense of humour, and
too conscientious a spirit mer to exaggerate, extenuate, or aught set

doivn in malice." GUARDIAN.

Fawcett. Works by HENRY FAWCETT, M.A., M.P., Fellow of

Trinity Hall, and Professor of Political Economy in the University

of Cambridge :

THE ECONOMIC POSITION OF THE BRITISH
LABOURER. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5*.

T'his ivorkformed, a portion of a course of Lectures delivered by tlie

author in the University of Cambridge, and he has deemed it

advisable to retain many of the expositions of the elementary prin-

ciples of Economic Science. In the Introductory Chapter the

author points out the scope of the ivork and shoius the vast import-

ance of the subject in relation to the commercialprosperity and even

the national existence of Britain. Then follow five chapters on
" The Land Tenure of England," "Co-operation" "The Causes

which regulate Wages," "Trade Unions and Strikes," and

"Emigration." The EXAMINER calls the work "a very scholarly

exposition on some of the most essential questions of Political

Economy;" and the NONCONFORMIST says "it is written with

charming freshness, case, and lucidity."

MANUAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. Third and Cheaper

Edition, with Two New Chapters. Crown 8vo. icxr. 6d.

In this treatise no important branch of the subject has been omitted,

and the author believes that the principles which are therein ex-

plained will enable the reader to obtain a tolerably complete view oj

the whole science. Mr. Fawcett has endeavoured to show hoiv

'ultimately Political Economy is connected with the practical ques-

tions of life. For the convenience of the ordinary reader, and

especiallyfor those who may use the book to prepare themselves for
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FawCCtt (H.) -continued.

examinations, he lint prefixed a very detailed summary of Contents*

-c/iii'/i may l>e regarded as an analysis of the work. The neic

edition //as been so carefully revised that there is scarcely ,r

pii-e in which some improvement has not been introduced. TJie

1 ) \ll.Y NEWS says:
"
It forms one of the best introductions to tlie

principles of the science, and to its practical applications in ///,

problems of modern, and especially of English, government and

society.'"
" The book is written throughout" says the EXAM IN F.I:.

"with admirable force, clearness, and brevity ^ r^ery important

part of the subject being duly considered"

PAUPERISM: ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES. Crown 8vo.

$s. 6t/.

In its numberfor March nt/i, 1871, ///^SPECTATOR^/^: " Wewish

Professor Fawcett would devote a little more of Iris time and energy
/o tlie practical consideration of that monster problem of Pauperism,

for tJie treatment of which his economic kTICKpledge and popular

sympathies so eminently fit him" The volume nowpublished mav
be regarded as an annucr to the abcn'c challenge. The sez'en

chapters it comprises discuss thefollcnving subjects: /. "Pauperism
a IK/ tJie old Poor Law." II.

" The present Poor Law System."
III.

" The Increase of Population." IV. " National Education :

its Economic and Social Effects." V. "Co-partnership and Co-

operation." VI. " The English System of Land Tenure." VII.
" The Inclosure of Commons." The ATHENVEUM calls the work "a

repertorv of interesting and well-digested information.''

l.SSAVS ON POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SUBJECTS. By PRO-

FESSOR FAWCETT, M.P., and MILLICENT GARRETT FAWCETT.

8vo. los. 6d.

This volume contains fourteen papers, some of which have appeared
in various journals and periodicals ; others have not before been

published. They are all on subjects of great importance and uni-

versal interest, and the names of the two authors are a sufficient

guarantee that each topic is discussed witli full knovvledge, great

ability, clearness, and earnestness. The following are some of the

titles: "Modern Socialism ;"
" Free Education in its Economic

Aspects ;" "Pauperism, Charity, and the Poor Law ;"
" National

Debt and National Prosperity :"
" What can be done for the

c
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Agricultural Labourers ;"
" The Education of Women? " The

Electoral Disabilities of Women ? " The House of Lords.
" Each

article is signed with the initials of its author.

Fawcett (Mrs.) POLITICAL ECONOMY FOR BEGIN-
NERS. WITH QUESTIONS. By MILLICENT GARRETT
FAWCETT. i8mo. 2s. 6d.

In this little work are explained as briefly as possible the most im-

portant principles of Political Economy, in the hope that it will be

useful to beginners, and perhaps be an assistance to those who arc

desirous of introducing the study of Political Economy to school.';.

In order to adapt the book especiallyfor school use, questions have

been added at the end of each chapter. The DAILY NEWS calls it

"dear, compact, and comprehensive;" and the SPECTATOR says,

"Mrs. Fawcetfs treatise is perfectly suited to its purpose."

Freeman (E. A., M.A., D.C.L.) HISTORY OF
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. See p. 6 of preceding HIS-

TORICAL CATALOGUE.

Godkin (James). THE LAND WAR IN IRELAND. A
History for the Times. By JAMES GODKIN, Author of "Ireland

and her Churches," late Irish Correspondent of the Times. 8vo.

12S.

A History of the Irish Land Question.
" There is probably no other

account so compendious and so complete.
" FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.

Guide tO the Unprotected, in Every Day Matters Re-

lating to Property and Income. By a BANKER'S DAUGHTER.

Third Edition. Extra fcap. $vo. 3^. 6d.

Many widows and single ladies, and all young people, on jirst

possessing money of their own, are in want of advice when they

have commonplace business matters to transact. The author of

this work writesfor those who knars nothing. Her aim throughout

is to avoid all technicalities; to give plain and practical directions,

not only as to what ought to be done, but hmv to do it. "Many an

unprotectedfemales will bless the head which planned and the hand

which compiled this admirable little manual. . . . This book was

very much wanted, and it could not have been better done.'"

MORNING STAR.
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Hill. -CHILDREN OF Til! >i

JUVENILE PAUPERS. Uy FI.ORKNCK Iln.r.. Extra fcap.

8vo. cloth. 5-r.

/// this work the author </?>: Y.WV.* .'// ; <// -tmes system* adopted iu this

and other countries in the treatment of pauper children. The

BIRMINGHAM DAILY GAZETTE calls it "a vulnull-' contribution

!o the great and important social question which it so ably and

thoroughly discusses; and it must materially aid in producing a

wise method ofdealing with the Children of the S'

Historicus. LETTERS ON SOME QUESTIONS OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW. Reprinted from the Times, Avith

considerable Additions. 8vo. ^s. 6d. Also, ADDITIONAL
LETTERS. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The author's intention in these Letters was to illustrate in a popular

form clearly-established principles of law, or to refute, as occasion

required, errors which had obtained <r mischievous currency. Ie
has endeavoured to establish, by sufficient authority, propositions

which Jiave been inconsiderately impugned, and to point out the

various methods of reasoning whicli have led some modern writers

to erroneous conclusions. The volume contains: fitters on "Recog-

nition;" "On the Perils *f Intervention;'
1 '' "The Rights and

Duties of Neutral Nations;" "On the Law of Blockade;" "On
Neutral Trade in Contraband of War;"

" On Belligerent Viola-

tion of Neutral Rights ;" "The Foreign Enlistment Act;" "The

Right of Search ;

"
extracts from letters on the Affair of the

1',-ent ; and a paper on the
"
Territorially of the Merchant

Vessel." "It is seldom that the doctrine:, of International Law on

debatedble points have been stated witJi more vigour, precision, and

certainty.
" SATURDAY REVIEW.

Jevons. Works by W. STANLEY JEVO.X^, M.A., Professor of

Logic and Political Economy in Owens College, Manchester. (For

other Works by the same Author, see EDUCATIONAL and PHILO-

SOPHICAL CATALOGUES.)

THE COAL QUESTION : An Inquiry Concerning the Progress

of the Nation, and the Probable Exhaustion of our Coal Mines.

Second Edition, revised. 8vo. \QS. 6</.
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J eVOnS (
W. S

.) continued.

"
'Day by day" the author says, "it becomes more evident that the

coal we happily possess in excellent quality and abundance is the

mainspring of modern material civilization.'''' Geologists and
other competent authorities have of late been hinting that the

sjtfply of coal is by no means inexhaustible, and as it is of vast

importance to the country and the world generally to know the real

state of the case, Professor Jevons in this work has endeavoured to

solve the question as far as the data at command admit. He
believes that should the consumption multiplyfor rather more than

a century at its present rate, the average depth of our coal mines

would be so reduced that we could not long continue our present rate

ofprogress. "We have to make the momentous choice," he believes,
"
'between brief greatness and long-continued prosperity."

li The

question ofour supply ofcoal," says the PALL MALL GAZETTE,
"

be-

comes a question obviously of life or death. . . . The whole case is

stated with admirable clearness and cogency. . . . We may regard
his statements as unanswered andpractically established."

THE THEORY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. 8vo. 9-r.

In this work Professor Jevons endeavours to construct a theory of

Political Economy on a mathematical or quantitative basis, believing

that many of the commonly received theories in this science are per-

niciously erroneous. The author here attempts to treat Economy
as the Calculus ofPleasure and Pain, and has sketched out, almost

irrespective ofprevious opinions, the form which the science, as it

seems to him, must ultimately take. The theory consists in apply-

ing the differential calculus to the familiar notions of Wealth,

Utility, I'ahie, Demand, Supply, Capital, Interest, Labour, and
all the other notions belonging to the daily operations of industry.

As the complete theory of almost every other science involves the use

ofthat calculus, so, the author thinks, we cannot have a true theory

of Political Economy without its aid. "Professor Jevons has done

invaluable service by courageously claiming political economy to be

strictlv a branch of Applied Mathematics." WESTMINSTER
REVIEW.

Martin. THE STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK.- A statistical

and Historical Annual of the States of the Civilized World.

Handbook for Politicians and Merchants for the year 1872. By
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! KKDKKICK MARTJN. Ninth Annual Publication. R \is.-.l ,<fter

i Miicial Returns. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

The Statesman's Year-Boo/: is the only work in tlic English
"which furnishes a clear and concise account of the actual cunditivn

of all the States of Eiiropc, the civilized countries of Am,

Asia, and Africa, and the British Colonies and Dependent i,.< in

allparts of the world. The new issue of the wor/b has been n~vi.\fd

and corrected, on the basis of official reports received direct front the

heads of the leading Gin'crninents of the world, in reply to letters .\ ( ///

to them by the Editor. Through the valuable assistance thus given,

it Jias been possible to collect an amount of information, political,

statistical, and commercial, ofthe latest date, and ofunimpeachable

trustworthiness, such as no publication of the same kind has ever

been able to furnish. The ne^v issue of the Statesman's Year-

Book has a Chronological Account of the principal events of the

past momentous twelve months. "As indispensable as Brctdshaw.^

TIMES.

Phillimore. PRIVATE LAW AMONG THE ROMANS,
from the Pandects. By JOHN GEORGE PHILLIMORE, Q.C. 8vo.

i6s.

The author's belief that some knowledge of the Roman SysUn; of

Municipal Law will contribute to improve otir own, has iitditcut

him to prepare the present work. His endeavour has been to select

those parts ofthe Digest which would best show the grand nut, in,-r

in which the Roman jurist dealt with his subject, as well as those

which most illustrate the principles by which he was guided in-

establishing the great lines andpropositions ofjurisprudence, which

every lawyer must havefrequent occasion to employ. "Mr. Philli-

more has done good service towards the study ofjurisprudence in

this country by the production of this volume. The work is one

which should be in the hands ofevery student" ATHEN/KTM.

Smith. Works by Professor GOLDWIN SMITH :

A LETTER TO A WHIG MEMBER OF THE SOUTHERN
INDEPENDENCE ASSOCIATION. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

This is a Letter, ^written in 1864, to a member of an Association

formed in this country, the purpose ofwhich was "tolend
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Smith (Prof. G.) continued.

to the Slave-owners of the Southern States in their attempt to effect a

disruption of the American Commonwealth, and to establish an

independent Power, having, as they declare, Slavery for its corner-

stone." Mr. Smith endeavours to sliow that in doing so they

would have committed a great folly and a still greater crime.

TJirougJwut the Letter many points of general and permanent

importance are discussed.

THREE ENGLISH STATESMEN : PYM, CROMWELL,
PITT. A Course of Lectures on the Political History of England.
Extra fcap. 8vo. New and Cheaper Edition.

55-.

"A work which neither historian nor politician can safely afford to

neglect.
" SATURDAY REVIEW. " ' ' There are outlines, clearly and

boldly sketched, if mere outlines, of the three Statesmen who give tJie

titles to Jiis lectures, which are well dcservi)igofstudy.
"

SPECTATOR.

Social Duties Considered with Reference to the
ORGANIZATION OF EFFORT IN WORKS OF BE-

NEVOLENCE AND PUBLIC UTILITY. By a MAN OF

BUSINESS. (WILLIAM RATHBONE.) Fcap. 8vo. 4^-. 6d.

The contents of this valuable little book are /.
"
Social Disintegra-

tion." II.
i'0ur Charities Done and Undone." III. "Organiza-

tion and Individual Benevolence their Achievements and Short-

coinings." IV. "
Organization and Individualism their Co-

op:ration Indispensable." V. "Instances and Experiments." VI.
" The Sphere of Government.'" "Conclusion.'' The vieivs urged
arc no sentimental theories, but have grown out of the practical ex-

perience acquired in actual work. "Mr. Rathbone's earnest and

large-hearted little book will Jielp to generate both a larger and wiser

charity." BRITISH QUARTERLY.

Stephen (C. E.) THE SERVICE OF THE POOR;
Being an Inquiry into the Reasons for and against the Establish-

ment of Religious Sisterhoods for Charitable Purposes. By
CAROLINE EMILIA STEPHEN. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Aliss Stephen defines Religious Sisterhoods as "associations, the

organization of which is based ^ipon the assumption that works of

charily are either acts of worship in themselves, or means to an end,

tJiat end being the spiritual welfare of the objects or the performers
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I ruin that point <
, devotes the

first part of her volume to a brief history oj satiations,

taking as specimens /. The Deaconesses of the J'rimitivc Church.

11. The Heguincs. III. The Third Order oj
. 11'. The

Sisters of Charity of S. Vincent d* Paul. V. The Deaconesses of
Mod.- ,T. In the second part, Miss Stephen attempts to

show what are the real want:; met by Sisterhoods, to what extent the

-Mints may be effectually met by the organisation of corre-

sponding institutions on a secular basis, and what are tJie reasons

uring to do so.
" The ablest advocate of a better line of

this direction than we have erer seen." ExAMI

Stephen (J. F.) A CKXKKAL YIKW OF THE
CRIMINAL LAW OF ENGLAND. By JAMES FITZJAMES

STEPHEN, M.A., Barrister-at-Law, Member of the Legislative

Council of India. 8vo. iS^.

Tlu object of this work is to give an account of the general scope,

tendency, and design of an important part of our institutions,

ofwhich surely none can have a greater moral significance, or be

more closely connected with broad principles of morality and

politics, than those by which men rightfully, deliberately, and in

cold blood, kill, enslave, and otherwise torment their fell<nu-

creatures. The author believes it possible to explain the principles

of such a system in a manner both intelligible and interesting.

The Contents are I. "The Province of the Criminal Law"
II.

" Historical Sketch ofEnglish Criminal Law." IIL "
Defi-

nition of Crime in General.'
1 ''

IV. li

Classification and Definition

of Particular Crimes.'
1 ''

V. "Criminal Procedure in General.'"

J7.
"
English Criminal Procedure." VII. " The Principles of

Evidence in Relation to the Criminal Law" VIII. "English
Rules of Evidence." IX. "English Criminal Legislation.''''

The last 150 pages arc occupied with the discussion of a number

of important cases. "Readers feel in his book the confidence which

attaches to the writings of a man who has a great practical

acquaintance with the matter of which he writes, and lawyers will

agrc' that it fully satisfies the standard ofprofessional accuracy?'

SATURDAY REVIEW. "His style isforcibleandperspicuous, and

singitlar'y f:\-c fwr;: the unnecessary use ofprofessional terms."

SPECTATOR.
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Thornton. ON LABOUR: Its Wrongful Claims and Rightful

Dues ; Its Actual Present State and Possible Future. By WILLIAM
THOMAS THORNTON, Author of" A Plea for Peasant Proprietors,"

etc. Second Edition, revised. 8vo. 14^.

The object of this volume is to endeavour to fond "a cure for hitman

destitution" the search after which has been the passion and the

ivork of tJie author
1

s life. The work is divided into four booksy

and each book into a-mnnber of chapters. Book I. "Labour'*

Causes of Discontent.'
1 ''

II. "Labour and Capital in Debate?'

III. "Labour and Capital in Antagonism" IV. " Labour and

Capital in Alliance.'''' All the highly importantproblems in Social

and Political Economy connected with Labour and Capital arc

here discussed with knoivledge, vigour; and originality, and fora
noblepurpose. The neiu edition has been thoroughly revised and

considerably enlarged.
" We cannot fail to recognize in his work

the result of independent thought, high moral aim, and generous

intrepidity in a noble cause. .... A really valuable contribution.

The number offacts accumulated, both historical and statistical,

make an especially valuableportion of the work?' WESTMINSTER
REVIEW.



WORKS CONNECTED WITHTHE SCIENCE
OR THE HISTORY OF LANGUAGE.

(for Editions of Greek and Latin Classical Authors, Grain-

mars, and other School ivorks, see EDUCATIONAL CATALOGUE.)

Abbott. A SHAKESPERIAN GRAMMAR: An Attempt to

illustrate some of the Differences between Elizabethan and Modern

English. By the Rev. E. A. ABBOTT, M.A., Head Master of the

City of London School. For the Use of Schools. New and

Enlarged Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6s.

The object of this work is to furnish students of Shakespeare and

Bacon with a short systematic account of some points of difference

between Elizabethan Syntax and our cm.ni. TJic. demand for a third

edition within a year ofthe publication of the first, has encouraged

the author to endeavour to make the work somewhat more useful,

and to render it, asfar as possible, a complete book of reference for
all difficulties of Shakesperian Syntax or Prosody. For this purpose

the whole of Shakespeare has been re-read, and an attempt has been

made to include within this edition the explanation of every

idiomatic difficulty (where the text is not confessedly corrupt) that

comes within theprovince ofa grammar as distinctfrom a glossary.

The great object being to make a useful book of referencefor students

ami for classes in schools, several Plays have been indexed so fully,

that with the aid of a glossary and historical notes the references

will serve for a complete commentary. "A critical inquiry, con-

ducted with great skill and knoiuledge, and with all the appliances

of modern philology" PALL MALL GAZETTE. " Valuable not

only as an aid to the critical study of Shakespeare, but as tending to

familiarize the reader with Elizabethan English in general"

ATHEX.FI M.
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Besant. STUDIES IN EARLY FRENCH POETRY. By
WALTER BESANT, M.A. Crown 8vo. Ss. 6d.

A sort of impression rests on most minds that French literature begins

2vith the "sitcle de Louis Qitatorze^ any previous literature being

for the most part unknown or ignored. Pew know anything of the

enormotis literary activity that began in the thirteenth century, was
carried on by Riuebeuf, Marie de France, Gaston de Foix, 77iibault

de Champagne, and Lorris ; was fostered by Charles of Orleans,

by Margaret of Valois, by Francis the First; that gave a crowd of

versifiers to France, enriched, strengthened, developed^ andfixed the

French language, and prepared the way for Corneille and for

Racine. Thepresent work aims to afford information and direction

touching these early efforts of France in poetical literature.
'
'/;/ one

moderately sized volume he has contrived to introduce us to the very

best, if not to all of the early French poets." ATHENAEUM.

'''Industry, the insight of a scholar, and a genuine enthusiasm for
his subject, combine to make it of very considerable value."

SPECTATOR.

Helfenstein (James). A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR
OF THE TEUTONIC LANGUAGES : Being at the same

time a Historical Grammar of the English Language, and com-

prising Gothic, Anglo-Saxon, Early English, Modem English,

Icelandic (Old Norse), Danish, Swedish, Old High German,
Middle High German, Modern German, Old Saxon, Old Frisian,

and Dutch. By JAMES HELFENSTEIN, Ph.D. 8vo. iSs.

This work traces the different stages of development through which the

various Teutonic languages hare passed, and the laws which have

regulated their growth. The reader is thus enabled to study the

relation which these languages bear to one another, and to the Eng-
lish language in particular, to which special attention is devoted

throughout. In the chapters on Ancient and Middle Teutonic

languages -no grammaticalfonn is omitted the knowledge of which

is required for the study of ancient literature, whether Gothic or

Anglo-Saxon or Early English. To each chapter is prefixed a

sketch showing the relation of the Teutonic to the cognate languages,

Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit. Those who have mastered the book

will be in a position to proceed with intelligent to the more elaborate

works of Grimm, Bopp, Pott, Schleicher, and others.
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Morris. HISTORICAL <>ITLIM> Of BNGL1
DKNi'K, compi Mm; ( 'luipter- on the I Ii>tory and Development

c Language, and on Word-formation. By the Rev. RICHARD

MAURIS, LL.D., Member of the Council of the I'hilol. Soc.,

LeVtruuei on English Language and Literature in King's College

School, Editor of "Specimens of Early English," etc., etc.

Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

Dr. Morris has endeavoured to write a work which can be profitably

used by students and by the upperforms in our public schools. Mis

almost unequalled knowledge of early English Literature renders

him peculiarly qualified to write a ivork of this kind ; and English

Grammar, he believes, without a reference to\the olderforms, must

appear altogelJier anomalous, inconsistent, and unintelligible. In

the writing of this volume, moreover, he has taken advantage ofthe

rches into our language made by all the most eminent scholars

in England, America, and on the Continent. The author shows

tJie place of English among the languages of tJic world, expounds

clearly and with great minuteness " Grimni's Law,
"
gives a brief

history of the English language and an account of tJie various

dialects, investigates the history and principles of Phonology,

Orthography, Accent, and Etymology, and devotes several chapters

to the consideration of the various Parts of Speech, and the final
one to Derivation and Word-formation.

Peile (John. M.A.) AN INTRODUCTION TO GREEK
AND LATIN ETYMOLOGY. By JOHN PEILE, M.A.,
Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Christ's College, Cambridge,

formerly Teacher of Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge.
New and revised Edition. Crown 8vo. los. bd.

Philological Lectures are the result of Notes made during the

tttthor's readingfor some years previous to their publication. These

Notes were put into the shape of lectures, delivered at Christ's

College, as one set in the "Intercollegiate'' list. They have been

^d with some additions and modifications, but substantially

aj they were delivered. "2'he book may l>e accepted as a

'.attribution t*.> I ." S.U'l'RDAY

REVIEW.
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Philology. THE JOURNAL OF SACRED AND CLAS-
SICAL PHILOLOGY. Four Vols. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

THE JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY. New Series. Edited by W.
G. CLARK, M.A., JOHN E. B. MAYOR, M.A., and W. ALDIS

WRIGHT, M.A. Nos. I. II., III., and IV. 8vo. 4*. (yd. each.

(Half-yearly.)

Roby (H. J.) A GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE,
FROM PLAUTUS TO SUETONIUS. By HENRY JOHN
ROBY, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Part I. containing : Book I. Sounds. Book II. Inflexions.

Book III. Word Formation. Appendices. Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d.

This work is the result of an independent and careful study of the

writers of the strictly Classicalperiod, the period embraced between

the time of Plantus and that of Suetonius. The author 's aim- has

been to give thefacts ofthe language in asfew words as possible. It

will befound that the arrangement of the book and the treatment oj

the various divisions differ in many respects from those ofprevious

grammars. Mr. Roby has given special prominence to the treat-

ment of Sounds and Word-formation; and in the First Book he has

done much towards settling a discussion which is at present largely

engaging the attention of scholars, viz., the Pronunciation of the

Classical languages. In thefull Appendices will befound various

valuable details stillfurther illustrating the subjects discussed in the

text. The author's reputation as a scholar and critic is already

well known, and the publishers are encouraged to believe that his

present work will take its place as perhaps the most original, exhaus-

tive, and scientific grammar of the Latin language that has ever

issued from the British press.
' ' The book is marked by the clear

and practical insight of a master in his art. It is a book which

would do honour to any country." ATHEN/EUM. "Brings before

the student in a methodicalfen'm the best results ofmodern philology

bearing on the Latin language.'''
1 SCOTSMAN.

Taylor (Rev. Isaac). WORDS AND PLACES ; or,

Etymological Illustrations of History, Ethnology, and Geography.

By the Rev. ISAAC TAYLOR. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

12s. 6d.
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stands alone in our language. The subject is one ackncnvledged to

be of the highest importance as a handmaid to History, Ethnology,

Geography, and even to Geology : and Mr. Taylor's work has

taken its place as the only English authority ofvalue on the subject.

Not only is the work of the highest value to (Jie student, but will be

foundfull of interest to the general reader, affording him wonderful

peeps into the past life and wanderings of the restless race to which

he belongs. Every assistance is given in the way of specially pre-

pared Maps, Indexes, and Appendices : and to anyone who wishes

to pursue the study of the subjectfurther, the bibliographical List of

Books will befound invaluable. The NONCONFORMIST says, "The
historical importance of the subject can scarcely be exaggerated"
"His book," the READER says, "will be invaluable to the student of

English history.'" "As all cultivated minds feel curiosity about

local names, it may be expected that this will become a household

book," says the GUARDIAN.

Trench. Works by R. CHENEVIX TRENCH, D.D., Archbishop of

Dublin. (For other Works by the same Author, see THEOLOGICAL

CATALOGUE.)

Archbishop Trench has done much to spread an interest in the history

of our English tongue. He is acknowledged to possess an un-

common power of presenting, in a clear, instructive, and interesting

manner, the fruit of his cnvn extensive research, as well as the

results of the labours of other scientific and historical sttidents

of language ; while, as M^ATHEN^UM says,
"
his soberjudgment

and sound sense are barriers against the misleading influence of

arbitrary hypotheses.,"

SYNONYMS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. New Edition,

enlarged. 8vo. cloth. I2J-.

The study ofsynonyms in any language is valuable as a disciplinefor

training the mind to close and accurate habits of thought ; more

especially is this the case in Greek ' 'a language spoken by a people of
thefinest and subtlest intellect; who saw distinctions where others saw

none; who divided out to different words what others often were

content to huddle confusedly tinder a common term." This work is

recognized as a valuable companion to every student of the New
Testament in the original. This, tJie Seventh Edition, has been
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carefully revised, and a considerable number ofnew synonyms added.

Appended is an Index to the synonyms, and an Index to many other

words alluded to or explained throughout tJic work, "ffe is," the

ATHENAEUM says, "a guide in this department of knowledge to

whom his readers may entrust themselves with confidence.'"

ON THE STUDY OF WORDS. Lectures Addressed (originally)

to the Pupils at the Diocesan Training School, Winchester.

Fourteenth Edition, revised and enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

This, it is believed, was probably t/ie first work which dretu general
attention in this country to the importance and interest of the

critical and historical study of English. It still retains its place as

one of the most successful if not the only exponent of those aspects

of Words of which it treats. The siibjeets of the several Lectures

are I. "Introductory." II. "On the Poetry of Words." III.
" On the Morality of Words." IV. "On the History of Words."

V. "On the Rise of Neiu Words" VI. "On the Distinction of
Words." VII. "The Schoolmasters Use of Words."

ENGLISH PAST AND PRESENT. Seventh Edition, revised

and improved. Fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

This is a series of eight Lectures, in the first of which Archbishop
Trench considers the English language as it now is, decomposes some

specimens of it, and thus discovers ofwhat elements it is compact. In

the second Lecture he considers what the language might have been

if the Norman Conquest had never taken place. In the following
six Lectures he institutes from various points of -view a comparison
between theproeent language and thepast, points out gains which it

has made, losses which it has endured, and generally calls attention

to some of the more important changes through which it has passed,
or is at present passing.

A SELECT GLOSSARY OF ENGLISH WORDS USED
FORMERLY IN SENSES DIFFERENT FROM THEIR
PRESENT. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 45.

This alphabetically arranged Glossary contains many of the most

important of those English words which in the course of tin;

gradually changed their meanings. The author's object is to point

out some of these changes, to suggest how many more there may be,
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to s/unt' Jtow slight and subtle, while yet most real, the:.i changes
hc.-'c often been, to trace here and there /'. feps by
which '.lie old meaning has been put off an* > futon the

: road which a word has travelled. The author thus hopes to

render some assistance to those who regard this as a serviceable dis-

cipline in (lie training of their awn minds or the minds of others.

Although the book is in theform of a Glossary, it will be found as

interesting as a series of brief well-told biographies.

ON SOME DEFICIENCIES IN OUR ENGLISH DICTION-
ARIES : Being the substance of Two Papers read before the

Philological Society. Second Edition, revised and enlarged.

8vo.
3,$-.

Thefollowing are the main deficiencies in English dictionaries pointed
out in these Papers, and illustrated by an interesting accunmlation of

particulars: /. ''Obsolete words are incompletely registered." //.

''Families or groups of words are often imperfect." III. "Much
earlier examples of the employment of rvords oftentimes exist than

any which are cited, and much later examples of words now
obsolete" IV. "Important meanings and uses of words are passed
over." V. "Comparatively little attention ispaid to the distinguish-

ing ofsynonymous words." VI. "Many passages in our literature

are passed by, which might be carefully adduced in illustration of
the first introduction, etymology, and meaning of words." VIf.
" Our dictionaries err in redundancy as well as defect."

Wood. Works by H. T. W. WOOD, B.A., Clare College,*

Cambridge :

THE RECIPROCAL INFLUENCE OF ENGLISH AND
FRENCH LITERATURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

This Essay gained the Le Bas Prize for the year 1869. Besides a

general Introductory Section, it contains other three Sections on
" The Influence ofBoileau and his School ;" "The Influence of

English Philosophy in France;" "Secondary Influences the

Drama, Fiction" etc. Appended is a Synchranalogical Table of

Events connected'with English and French Literature, A.D. 1700
A.D. I800.
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CHANGES IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE BETWEEN
THE PUBLICATION OF WICLIF'S BIBLE AND THAT
OF THE AUTHORIZED VERSION ; A.D. 1400 to A.D. 1600.

Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

This Essay gained the Le Bas Prize for the year 1870. Besides the

Introductory Section explaining the aim and scope of the Essay,
there are other three Sections and three Appendices. Section II.

treats of
'"

English before Chaucer" III. " Chaucer to Cajcton."

IV. "From Caxton to the Authorized Version" Appendix: I.

"Table of English Literature" A.D. 1300 A.D. 1611. //.

"Early English Bible.'" III. "Inflectional Changes in the Verb."

This will befound a most valuable help in the study ofour language

during the period embraced in the Essay. "As we go with him,"
the ATHEN/EUM says, "we learn something new at every step."

Yonge. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN NAMES. By CHAR-
LOTTE M. YONGE, Author of " The Heir of Redclyffe." Two
Vols. Crown 8vo. I/, is.

Miss Yonge's work is acknowledged to be the authority on the interest-

ing subject of which it treats. Until she wrote on the subject, the

history of names especially Christian Names as distinguishedfrom
Surnames had been but little examined ; nor why one should be

popular and another forgotten why one should flourish through-
out Europe, another in one country alone, another around some

petty district. In each case she has tried to find out whence the

name came, whether it had a patron, and whether the patron took

it from the myths or heroes of his own country, orfrom the mean-

ing of the words. She has then tried to classify the names, as to

treat them merely alphabetically would destroy all their interest and
connection. They are classified first by language, beginning with

Hebrew and coming dcnvn through Greek and Latin to Celtic,

Teutonic, Slavonic, and other sources, ancient and modern ; then

by meaning or spirit. "An almost exhaustive treatment of the

subject . . . The painstaking toil ofa thoughtful and cultured mind
on a most interesting theme" LONDON QUARTERLY.

R. CLAY, SONS, AND TAYLOR, PRINTERS, LONDON.
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